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ABSTRACT 

            This practice-based dissertation examines gender as “performance,” as defined 

by Judith Butler, and its transformations after the Cold War within the ex-socialist 

Europe. This examination of gender performances is made by analysis of influential 

films and by reenactments of scenes of these important cinematic works, represented as 

multichannel video projections. The films are from USSR, Russia, Bulgaria and 

Czechoslovakia and span the period from 1920s to the end of the 2000s. My hypothesis 

is that new insights about the changing concepts of gender roles and gender 

performances in post-socialist countries and globally since 1989 may be produced, not 

only through theoretical and textual analysis of history, but also through creation of 

original films that include reenactments of scenes from influential films. My artistic 

claim is that these new insights about gender performances may be obtained by not only 

reading a text, but also by having a visual and aural, bodily experience, for both those 

who act in the films and those who view these artworks. This experience can change 

cultural attitudes and historical knowledge by other means than a text. This dissertation 

also explores gender performance cross-culturally, situating the research in a global 

context. For instance, the actors who participate in the reenactments are from the US, 

which is intended to integrate issues of cultural translation into the process. The film 

characters are interpreted through the cultural and political prism of each of the 

participants. The process of creating this project relies on a critical exchange of ideas, 

where the re-enactment is treated as an interpretation, rather than a copy of the chosen 

scene.  Finding commonalities, rather than cultural differences is the goal. In keeping 

with Michel Foucault’s view that power is a productive force in society, I attempt to 
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analyze how similar oppressive gender power structures can occur irrespective of the 

particular political and ideological context. I also seek to represent also individual and 

collective reactions to these oppressive formations through gender performance.



1 

1. Introduction 

 

This dissertation will examine gender as “performance,” as defined by Judith Butler, 

and its transformations after the Cold War within the ex-socialist Europe. Butler 

describes gender as “performative” and “manufactured by sustained set of acts” a 

definition which is the theoretical foundation of my approach to this research.
1
 The 

examination of gender performances will be made by analysis of influential films and by 

reenactments of scenes of these important cinematic works, represented as multichannel 

video projections. The study will focus on manifestations of gender performances in 

films from Bulgaria, USSR, Russia and Czechoslovakia between 1920 and the 2000s.  

My hypothesis is that new insights about the changing concepts of gender roles and 

gender performances in post-socialist countries and globally since 1989 may be 

produced, not only through theoretical and textual analysis of history, but also through 

creation of original films that include reenactments of scenes from influential films. My 

dissertation will therefore include the following written analysis and a multichannel 

video installation, comparing the original films with their reenactments. The installation 

was premiered at the Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center (EMPAC) at 

Rensselaer.
2
  

My artistic claim will be that these new insights about gender performances may be 

obtained by not only reading a text but also by having a visual and aural, bodily 

experience, for both those who act in the films and those who view these artworks. This 

experience may not only contribute to textual analysis, but can change cultural attitudes 

and historical knowledge through other means than text, which is sometimes more 

accessible for people who lack theoretical background.  

                                                 

1  
 Judith Bulter, Gender Trouble, (1990; repr., New York and London: Routhledge, 1999), xv. “The view 

that gender is performative sought to show that what we take to be an internal essence of gender is 

manufactured through a sustained set of acts, posited through the gendered stylization of the body. In this 

way, it showed that what we take to be an “internal” feature of ourselves is one that we anticipate and 

produce through certain bodily acts, at an extreme, an hallucinatory effect of naturalized gestures.” 
2
    Boryana Rossa, After the Fall: Multchannel Video Installation, EMPAC, Studio 2, April 20--April 21, 

2012, accessed April 28, 2012, http://arts.rpi.edu/pl/previous-event-archive/boryana-rossa-

fall?category=2012&item=Spring ; http://boryanarossa.com/after-the-fall-2. 

http://arts.rpi.edu/pl/previous-event-archive/boryana-rossa-fall?category=2012&item=Spring
http://arts.rpi.edu/pl/previous-event-archive/boryana-rossa-fall?category=2012&item=Spring
http://boryanarossa.com/after-the-fall-2
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This hybrid dissertation (part text and part art practice) exemplifies my hypothesis 

and serves as a common ground where gender performances from different times and 

places are compared and interpreted and where socio-political and aesthetic knowledge, 

initially belonging to different cultures are shared. This moment of translation is 

intended to help establish inter-“national” connection between these people and their 

historical and current experiences, suggesting a focus on intersecting similarities, rather 

than alienating differences.  

Gender will be examined as performances following Butler’s definition of 

constructing gender identity according to sustained set of acts attributed to particular 

individual or group of individuals. These gender identities are attributed internally by 

these individuals to themselves, or externally to them by the society. Both society and 

individuals can read gender performances as definitive for these particular gender 

identities. A variety of possibilities for gender performances and their evolution after the 

Cold War will be reviewed through these reenactments following three major threads 

that affect them: politics, technology, and gender emerging as “queer” practices (queer is 

here defined as subverting the boundaries of heterosexual binarities). Historically the 

end of the eighties and the beginning of the nineties is connected with major processes 

that eroded binarities in politics, technology and gender perceptions such as:  

1. Perestroika, which led to the end of the Cold War and the dismantling of 

communist regimes in Eastern Europe, and uniting the “West” and the “East” into one, 

politically and economically.
3
 This process put an end to another major political binary 

opposition--communist-capitalist and unified politics under neoliberalism. 

2. The so-called “third wave of feminism” that incorporated the queer view on 

gender and introduced an alternative to the heterosexual binary oppositions like male-

female. Butler’s notion of “performative gender” gained currency, concerns of 

homosexuals became more visible, and notions like “unisex” became part of the pop 

culture.  

                                                 

3
    A discussion on the ambiguity of the unification of the two camps will be briefly described later in the 

text and can be found in Marina Grzinic, “Video in the Time of Double, Political and Technological 

Transition in the Former Eastern European Context,” in Transitland Video Art From Central and Eastern 

Europe 1990-2009, ed. Edit Andras (Budapest: Ludwig Museum–Museum of Contemporary Art, 2009) 

17-34. 
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3.  Technological advances: the large spread of personal computers for domestic use 

and wide access to the Internet introduced a fusion between human and machine and, 

along with the proliferation of plastic surgery, promoted technological tools for gender 

construction. Donna Haraway wrote The Cyborg Manifesto  in 1985, and introduced the 

“the cyborg” as a hybrid identity.
4
  

This historical and conceptual framework, in which we see blurring or “queering” of 

boundaries, is what interests me in my choice of films to be studied and episodes from 

them to be reenacted. I will use “queering” in this broader sense of transgressing and 

redefining of borders between categories, making them fluid and constantly changing. 

Reenactment is one way that I have chosen as helpful to represent the transformation of 

gender performances within different political settings, and social scenarios. The re-

creation of the past instrumentalizes specific tools of expression to learn about and 

interpret evolving gender concepts and their performative embodiment in everyday life.  

“Gender performance” is a notion based on Judith Butler's “performative gender.”
5
 

Additionally this notion is extended in conjunction with the notion of “cyborg”
6 

borrowed from Donna Haraway, revealing plasticity and hybridity of human and gender 

identity in highly technological contemporaneity.  

“Performative gender” is a notion that focuses on phenomena such as 

denaturalization and re-signification of bodily categories through acting. The theory of 

performative gender is meant to challenge the understanding that there are “natural” 

gender acts, which are functions of “true” identity “predetermined” by the physical 

body. Butler suggests that gender acts are constructed and developed in accordance with 

political, social, and medical conventions. According to Butler, subversive performances 

of gender acts, which “disrupt the categories of the body, sex, gender and sexuality” 

(like drag) is what helps explain gender as performative.
7
 These subversive 

performances question the solidity of traditional heterosexual binaries, and  proliferate 

through them. Butler critiques essentialist definitions of womanhood, sometimes used by 

                                                 

4
   Donna Haraway, “A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science Technology, and Socialist Feminism in the 

1980s,” (1985), in The Haraway Reader, ed. Donna Haraway (New York and London: Routledge, 2004), 

7-44. 
5
    Butler, Gender Trouble, xxxi.  

6
    Haraway, “A Manifesto for Cyborgs,” 7. 

7
    Butler, Gender Trouble, xxxi.  
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feminists, which reproduce male concepts of heterosexuality and binary division of 

gender. This critique makes her text iconic for queer theory. By doubting the 

fundamentality of “natural” femaleness for feminism, and by focusing on the plasticity 

of borders between heterosexual binarities, Butler clarifies the entrance of feminism in a 

post-modern stage. 

This critique of an essentialist self is related to Donna Haraway’s notion of 

“cyborg.” Haraway suggests that our identity is altered by and dependent on machines to 

the extent that we are all cyborgs, a hybrid between machine and organism. The concept 

of “cyborg” challenges gender stereotypes, because it problematises the cultural 

association of an actual and specific physical body, with particular gender performance. 

But what if this natural body is “altered” by our technological intervention? As Haraway 

says, the cyborg is a “hybrid of organism and machine but also a creature of social 

reality and fiction.”
8
 The physical properties of the cyborg are the result of “dream 

concepts” about their expected functions.
9
 The existence of the “artificially created” in 

the cyborg challenges the concept of the essentialist “natural” by revealing the cultural 

and social roots of many performative and behavioral patterns that we, as the creators of 

the machine apply to our creations (whether they are toasters, AI or cyborgs). 

Artificiality of the cyborg questions what has been defined as “natural” for ages. The 

“appropriateness” of particular behavioral pattern is designed by us--the “demiurges” 

who have specific cultural biases. The concept of the “cyborg” in this study therefore 

helps to reveal the social and cultural foundations of gender notions applied through 

technology and to introduce a more queer view to heterosexual normativity. Looking at 

the application of technological innovations and their social implications can also help 

understanding the appearance of more hybrid, cyborgian gender identities nowadays. 

Our cyborg body “performs” our fantasies about it—sometimes queer, sometimes 

hetero-normative. The hybridity, ambiguity and plasticity of gender manifestations, 

based on technological and behavioral social fictions about bodies, is what I see as the 

connection between the concept of “performative gender” and “cyborg.” which is the 

theoretical foundation of my study.  

                                                 

8
    Haraway, Gender Trouble, 7. 

9
    Ibid. 
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 “Gender performances” therefore are what I will call enactments of these blurred 

boundaries between previously considered stable gender and sexual identities. These 

blurred boundaries are due to tensions among a variety of ideas about which gender roles 

are appropriate to which kinds of physical bodies. Therefore these gender performances 

may follow but also subvert gender conventions, re-interpret physical determinations of 

species, machines and sexed body shapes, twist borders of widely accepted categories,  

invert them or question their legitimacy. This queering of politics, bodies and 

technologies is what I am aiming to expose through film examples in the written 

dissertation and through the multichannel video installation and the process that led to its 

creation. 

This study will be an attempt to fill gaps in current gender and cultural studies 

through artistic practice, reflecting this historical moment, when bipolar opposition of 

East-West has decreased and has even been inverted in political and economic terms, a 

moment quite different to the situation during the Cold War. This turning-point had 

created a variety of contexts, in which gender issues are presented differently that in the 

past. Among these contexts are the continuing economic migration from the post-

socialist block to the West and the brain drain, which creates continuous intellectual 

insufficiency in some parts of Eastern Europe. The brain drain, although addressed on 

different levels, has been opposed especially in Bulgaria only by the enthusiastic work of 

local intellectual formations, but not by state policies. Many of these intellectuals got 

their degrees abroad and have transnational identity. Related to these processes is the 

feminisation of poverty in many post-socialist countries, due to increasing neglect of 

women’s rights and regressive tendencies in their self-awareness. A “return” to 

conservative traditional roles becomes evident by the rejection of some basic values of 

women’s emancipation, like education and individual financial independence (to name 

just few).
10

 At the same time we can observe the crisis of masculinity, due to economic 

instability, which expresses itself often in men's increasing activity within religious 

institutions. Technological and scientific advances and their global proliferation is 

                                                 

10
    “Bednostta se feminizira” [The poverty is feminizing], Dnes.bg, March 5, 2010, accessed April 28, 

2012, http://www.dnes.bg/obshtestvo/2010/03/05/bednostta-se-feminizira-otchetoha-ot-knsb.87192. 

“Ravni vuzmoznosti za zenite. Sega!” [Equal opportunities for women. Now!], Bulgarian Helsinki 

Committee, accessed April 28, 2012, http://women.bghelsinki.org/. 

http://www.dnes.bg/obshtestvo/2010/03/05/bednostta-se-feminizira-otchetoha-ot-knsb.87192
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another factor that shapes gender notions. The plasticity of gender identity introduced by 

information technologies and biotechnology unfortunately is highly visible in 

subcultures but not addressed in theoretical and social studies, in the countries, subject of 

this research, such as Bulgaria. The few studies on the subject are under-recognized in 

the public realm, therefore their effect on shaping new concepts is not very strong.
 11

 

Some of the tendencies that I am looking at seem to contradict each other. For 

instance there is a growing attention to issues of LGBTQ people on wide political and 

social level, addressed not only by human rights activists, but also through art and 

popular culture. At the same time there is also a radicalization of LGBTQ stigmatization, 

due to rising local nationalisms and progressing class, race and gender segregation 

(particularly after 2000).
12

  

These tendencies are supported and to some extent produced by the general 

incapability of local mainstream media and the society at large to re-frame gender issues 

within contemporary settings, to appropriate at least some aspects of gender and queer 

theory and to situate these issues in relation to current social reality. There is a need of 

informed discussion and reflection on gender issues. In addition, these processes are not 

isolated within each particular nation state; they are not local problems only. The deep 

effect of economic, cultural and political globalization on gender notions increases the 

necessity of cross-cultural communication. I attempt to reflect on and participate in both 

local and global discussions with my work, taking the role of translator and representer. I 

believe there is an increasing necessity for art strategies that challenge gender 

                                                 

11
    While there are interesting studies on bio-ethics among which is Assia Assenova, “Moralni problemi 

pri oplozdaneto in vitro” [Moral problems in in-vitro insemination], (PhD Diss, Bulgarain Academy of 

Science, 2010), there are also governmental websites like “Gender project for Bulgaria,” which is 

representing women’s participation in science in somewhat uninformed way. This website is supposted to 

be focused on participation of women in science, technology and politics and equality of gender, but its 

creators do not recognize the importance of language for creating stereotypes. The section about women 

who participate in technologically sophisticated professions is titled “Video Presentation of an Exhibition 

on ‘Women who run the biggest machine ever created by man,’” Gender Project for Bulgaria Website, 

accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.gender-bg.org/en.html. 
12

    Although in Bulgaria there is a tendency to recognize LGBTQ rights, the first gay parade in 2008 

ended up with the arrest of sixty right wing extremists, who threw Molotov cocktails on the parade. 

novinite.com, "Bulgaria Skin Heads Attack Gay Parade with Molotov Cocktails, 60 Arrested," 

Novinite.com, June 28, 2008, accessed April 28, 2012, 

http://www.novinite.com/view_news.php?id=94619. In countries like Russia the situation is getting worse. 

Michael Schwirtz, "Anti-Gay Law Stirs Fears in Russia," New York Times, February 29, 2012, accessed 

April 28, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/01/world/asia/anti-gay-law-stirs-fears-in-russia.html. 

http://www.gender-bg.org/en.html
http://www.novinite.com/view_news.php?id=94619
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/01/world/asia/anti-gay-law-stirs-fears-in-russia.html
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stereotypes globally. My artistic work follows the logics of the cross-cultural exchange 

of notions and concepts, which can be found in this text. The issue of cultural translation 

for the purposes of transnational and more globalized critical exchange on issues of 

gender, class and technology is central to my work as a scholar and an artist. The 

comparative multichannel video installation is the art form that I have chosen with the 

belief that this is an appropriate way to represent this cross-cultural agenda most 

effectively. 
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2. Theoretical and Historical Framework 

 

2.1 Present Binary Conceptualizations of the Socialist Past and their 

Roots in Cold War Rhetoric  

 

The review of the shifts in politics, gender and technology in the mid-eighties can 

illuminate aspects of each of them. Most importantly it can help us to understand 

conceptualizations of power, before and after this turning point, which directly affect 

gender performances nowadays.  

Recently, art theorist Piotr Piotrowski has recognized this simultaneous shifts in 

politics and gender.
13

 As a sign of this shift he sees the “deconstruction of gender,” and 

the appearance of concepts like “nomadic subject” and “unstable identity” at a time of 

dismantling of binary political oppositions. Piotrowski considers both the poly-

conceptual view on shifting gender and political identities, and the end of paradigmatic 

binary oppositions after the fall of the Berlin Wall, unexplored in both in the East and 

the West, and he appeals for further work within it.
14

 Piotrowski also describes the 

complexity and the ambivalence of the situation, where we see not only deconstruction 

of binaries, but also revisionist re-construction of political (communist-capitalist) and 

traditional pre-emancipatory conceptions, one factor contributing to this is the 

phallocentric nature of the anti-communist dissidence.
15

 

 Along with the quite ambivalent process of democratization in the countries, 

examples of which I am studying, we see an increasing presence of essentialist theories 

about the “natural,” which affect gender norms. This happens in the wider context of 

demonization of any political alternatives to capitalism for more than twenty years, often 

generalized and stigmatized as “communist and totalitarian,” where these two concepts 

are used as synonyms with negative meaning.  

                                                 

13 
   Piotr Piotrowski, “Gender after the Wall,” in Gender Check, (exhibition catalogue), ed. Bojana Pejic 

(Wien: Museum Moderner Kunst Ludwig Wien, 2009), 240. 
14

     Ibid. 
15

     Piotrowski, “Gender after the Wall,” 236.  
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 This tendency to simplify and solidify the past and the variety of the past and 

present leftist discourses into something entirely negative is perhaps the reason why the 

“women’s question” and women’s emancipation, as well as contemporary Western 

feminist discourses, are also generalized as part of this “big and evil” entirety, a 

brainchild of the “default” coupling of “communism, socialism and totalitarianism,” an 

example of which are the texts produced by the Institute for Studies of the Recent Past.
16

  

Rumen Avramov, Bulgarian historian and economic scholar critiques these 

publications as “stony and doctrinal," and finds them responsible for converting 

knowledge into “exemplary moral conventions or simply (re)-education of 

adolescents.”
17

 His texts, however, represent another quite common and paralyzing 

opinion about communism, socialism and totalitarianism, which is that “communism” is 

a result of a common natural national psychology. According to him, “Bulgarian society 

is ‘pregnant’ with communism,” and “communism” is associated with the will of people 

to obey the police state.
18

 “(Soc)nostalgia,” (sotsnostalgia–a term equivalent to 

“communist  nostalgia”) according to Avramov, is a typical sentimentality of leftist ideas 

per se. For him it names leftism in general. It could have been acceptable if these 

previously mentioned opinions about socialism and communism were shared in a 

context tolerant to variety of interpretations of the past and were not aggressively 

propagated through mass media, by that becoming a common sense. However this is not 

the case, as we can see in other East European countries as well, after the end of the 

Cold War. It is not by an accident that one of the first laws to be discussed in the new 

                                                 

16
     Good example of this ideological tendency, which generalizes and equalizes these notions, is the 

collection of essays The Totalitarianisms of the 20th Century, ed. Ivaylo Znepolski (Sofia: Institute for 

Studies of the Recent Past, Ciela Publishers 2010). Website of the Institute for Studies of the Recent Past, 

accessed April 28, 2012, http://minaloto.org/. Znepolski was a Minister of culture in the 1990s and 

publishes also in daily newspapers therefore his speeches and texts are significant for creation of the 

common sense and public opinion. The history learning books for high school (which had several 

revisions during the last 20 years) also support the same ideological bias and have strong impact on the 

younger generations: Peter Delev at al., Istoria i civilizacia za 11 klas [History and civilization. 11 grade], 

(Sofia: Ministerstvo na obrazovanieto I naukata, Knigoizdatelska lusta “Trud,” Sirma AI,  2006). 
17 

   Rumen Avramov, “Belezki vurhu (soc)nostalgiata” [Notes on (soc)nostalgia], Liberalen pregled, 

March 21, 2012, accessed April 28 2012, http://www.librev.com/index.php/--/1530-2012-03-21-10-04-

24#_ftnref7.  
18

   Ibid.  

http://minaloto.org/
http://www.librev.com/index.php/--/1530-2012-03-21-10-04-24#_ftnref7
http://www.librev.com/index.php/--/1530-2012-03-21-10-04-24#_ftnref7
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post-communist parliament of “democratic” Poland was against abortions.
19

 Therefore 

any progressive achievements of the communist governments—for instance women 

emancipation, social security, education and scientific and technological progress—are 

seriously questioned just because they belonged to this past political context all labeled 

as ignorant “communist nostalgia.” Some researchers, like Alexei Yurchak, call this 

simplification of political, social and historical notions “binary socialism.” “Binary 

socialism” is the binary description and analysis of socialism; common assumptions that 

include the following: “the socialism was “bad” and “immoral” or had been experienced 

as such by Soviet people before the changes of Perestroika, and further the collapse of 

Soviet socialism was predicated on this badness and immorality.”
20

 

Yurchak claims that this binary understanding of socialism is “explicitly reproduced 

in much academic and journalistic writing,” for example with the: 

…widespread use of phrases such as ‘Soviet regime’ with the myriad 

assumptions often packed into it—and the use of binary categories to 

describe Soviet reality such as oppression and resistance, repression and 

freedom, the state and the people, official economy and second economy, 

official culture and counter-culture, totalitarian language and 

counterlanguage, public self and private self, truth and lie, reality and 

dissimulation, morality and corruption, and so on.
21 

 

A substantial analysis of the use of the strategies of describing socialism and 

communism as “binary” for reducing alternatives to the current mainstream neoliberal 

ideological bias, is extensively studied and explained in texts from the collection 

Remembering Communism.
22

 This binary discourse reproduces the Cold War rhetoric in 

the Post-Cold war context, which doesn’t give space for hybrid views not only on the 

past but on the present as well and prevents people of analyzing in detail their own 

                                                 

19 
   Bojana Pejic, “Eppur si Muove!,” in Gender Check: A Reader. Art and Theory in Eastern Europe, ed. 

Bojana Pejic (Vienna: ERSTE Foundation, Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig, 2010), 15.  
20

    Alexei Yurchak, Everything Was Forever Until it Was No More, (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton 

University Press 2006), 4-8. 
21

    Ibid. Good example of a binary-biased text, which creates simplified oppositions, that affect public 

opinion is the recent interview by previously mentioned Ivaylo Znepolski: Nevena Borisova, “Prof. Ivaylo 

Znepolski: Zhivkov provezdashe stalinistka linia,” [PhD Ivaylo Znepolski: Zhivkov followed Stalinist 

direction], e-vestnik.bg, February 23, 2012. 
22

    Maria Todorova, “The Process of Remembering Communism,” in Remembering Communism: Genres 

of Representation, ed. Maria Todorova (New York: Social Science Research Council, 2010). Petya 

Kabakchieva,“Rethinking Communism: Social Approaches to Comprehending “That Society” in 

Postcommunist Bulgaria,” in Remembering Communism: Genres of Representation, ed. Maria Todorova, 

(New York: Social Science Research Council, 2010), 37-56. 
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experience. The result of this binarity where capitalism is considered “married to 

democracy,” while socialism is “married to totalitarianism” is the intellectual and 

political impotence to produce a valuable critique of capitalism as an ideology and 

economic structure dominating globally.
23

 Serbian art historian Bojana Pejic analyses the 

relation between the “binary thinking” to the resistance of post-socialist societies to 

connect with contemporary and historical feminist discourses and re-think the failures of 

the past socialist women emancipation: 

This attitude may have changed over the last twenty years, but the truth is 

that none of the Eastern European post-communist societies have been 

able to consolidate any relevant leftist political party, and if so, this agent 

was (and to some extent still is) accused of restoring the “specter of 

communism.
24

   

In tune with that, Piotrowski speaks about “reversed political oppositions,” in which 

many people in Eastern Europe consider “the communists” something alien to them, and 

use rhetoric similar to the Western propaganda during the Cold War.
25

 This “reversed” 

rhetoric, “according to Piotrowski, did not favor alternative ways of thinking,” neither in 

the realm of politics, nor in gender.
 26

 In addition to that persistent definition of “the 

East” as “communist” and “the West” as capitalist in local and foreign mass media 

rhetoric induced the phenomena of many Eastern Europeans developing an animosity to 

                                                 

23
   In his speech at Occupy Wall Street, Slavoj Zizek points out that this specific binarism in 

contemporary political thinking is very typical for Eastern Europe, but rooted in the Cold War. He says: 

“…when you criticize capitalism, don’t allow yourselves to be blackmailed that you are against 

democracy. The marriage between democracy and capitalism is over.” Eric W. Dolan, “Slavoj Zizek, 

Marriage Between Democracy and Capitalism is Over,” in The Raw Story Website, October 10, 2011, 

accessed February 17, 2012. http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/10/10/slavoj-zizek-marriage-between-

democracy-and-capitalism-is-over/. 
24

   Bojana Pejic, “Proletarians of All Countries, Who Washes Your Socks?,” in Gender Check, (exhibition 

catalogue), ed. Bojana Pejic (Wien: Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien, 2009), 26. 
25

    In most of the East European countries a “purge from the communist plague” had been conducted, not 

so much physically, but ideologically, which affected the common sense regarding any leftist ideas. In 

Bulgaria the Union of Democratic Forces, which was the most popular oppositional party in the beginning 

of the 1990, conducted this purge mostly as mass media propaganda. Nevertheless,  most of the people in 

power, oppositional or not, and to big extent the oppositional right wing tink-tanks are still inheritors of 

the communist nomenclatura in one way or another.  The relationship and continuity between the 

oppositional political and economic circles and the communist elite have been analyzed by Dostena 

Lavergne, Ekspertite na prehoda. Bulgarskite think-tanks i globalnite mrezi za vlianie [The Experts of the 

Transition. Bulgarian Think-tanks and the Global Networks of Impact] (Sofia: East-West, 2010). These 

connections  in most cases render speculative the ideological rhetoric used by both these agents—the old 

communist nomenclatura and its opposition.  
26

    Ibid. 

http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/10/10/slavoj-zizek-marriage-between-democracy-and-capitalism-is-over/
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/10/10/slavoj-zizek-marriage-between-democracy-and-capitalism-is-over/
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any more leftist ideas and to their own past, suddenly becoming orthodox capitalists, and 

“proving” that they are not associated with this “bad totalitarian communist nostalgic” 

stereotype. The pervasiveness of this rhetoric and ideological premises, prevents many 

people from analyzing in detail their own experience. This binarity, however, is facing a 

paradox—two decades of “liberated market and democracy” and people in Eastern 

Europe face extreme poverty and class segregation, violation of human rights, and 

restriction of democracy. Then the binarity often turns generational—the “red grannies” 

belong to the socialist totalitarian past, they are still not dead, while they are alive, the 

“cool young democratic entrepreneurs,” won’t have the opportunity to realize their 

dreams.
27

 This wide spread thinking, which does provoke oppositional voices, continues 

to dominate attitudes towards feminism and women emancipation.   

Interesting analysis of this reversed binary process is made by scholars like Susan 

Buck-Morss
28

 and Frederic Jameson.
29

 Buck-Morss reframes and challenges the bi-

polarity of the Cold War political bias, often dominated by simplified oppositions 

between capitalism-communism, democracy-totalitarianism. She represents the 

communist project as inseparable from the Western modernist project and questions the 

envisioning of the Bolshevik agenda as a disruption of the progressive modernist 

development of the world.
30 

Her statements are fundamental for overcoming binary 

political cliché: 

                                                 

27
    A good example is a manifesto written for the protests in Bulgaria against the “Law of the forests.” 

The manifesto was considered the one with which most of the protestors associate themselves. This 

manifesto reproduced every Cold War cliché about communism, capitalism, totalitarianism and 

democracy. Georgi Deyanov, „Dobro utro! Nie sme detsata na prehoda,” [Good morning! We are the 

children of the transition,] Dnevnik, June 18, 2012, accessed June 18, 2012, http://bit.ly/L8dqWq. A 

critique of these cliché appeared in a text published very soon after, by people who participated at the 

same protests. These two texts and their popularity revealed the current imbalance between the very 

popular Cold War cliché and less popular more contemporary critical views. "Kakvo e kapitalizam?” 

[What is capitalism] Podsuznatelnoto na Baj Dalaj, July 4, 2012, accessed July 6, 2012, 

http://baidalai.org/?p=1743 
28

    Susan Buck-Morss, “The Post-Soviet Condition,” in East Art Map: Contemporary Art and Eastern 

Europe, ed. IRWIN (London: Afterall books, 2006), 498. 
29

    Susan Buck-Morss, “The Post-Soviet Condition,” 236. Frederic Jameson, “Conversations on the New 

World Order,” in After the Fall. The Failure of Communism and the Future of Socialism, ed. Robert 

Blackburn (London: Verso, 1991), 260.  
30

    Representation of the communist project as disruption of modernism or as atavism is not only 

characteristic for anti-communist media propaganda from the Cold War. It is also a popular academic 

thesis, although often seriously questioned. Some examples are the two works by Bulgarian sociologist 

Rumen Dimitrov, The Nomenclature,  (Geneva Paris Sofia: Georges Neff. ) 1991, where on page 31 he 

calls East European socialism “pre-modern,” and  Tribunal and Forum, (Geneva Paris Sofia: Georges 

http://bit.ly/L8dqWq
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It is crucial to recognize that the end of the Soviet era was not limited 

spatially to  the territory of  the Soviet Union.  The Bolshevik experiment, 

no matter how many specifically Russian cultural traits it developed, was 

vitally attached to the Western, modernizing project, from which it cannot 

be extricated without causing the project itself to fall to pieces -- 

including its cult of historical progress.
31

 

Extremely helpful is her description of the “post-communist condition,” (or “the 

post-Soviet”
32

 as she puts it) for overcoming Cold War binaries.
33

 She emphasizes the 

importance of understanding the post-communist situation as global, as applying not 

only to the “former East” but also to the “former West” and descriptive for the general 

situation after the Cold War. This “Post-Soviet” condition is not about the reunion of the 

world, which wholeness had been “disrupted” by the “atavisms” of the Eastern political 

contexts, as generally stated by “socialist binarists,” rooted in Cold War rhetoric, like the 

previously quoted Avramov. Buck-Morss argues that the profound significance of the 

end of the Cold War “was not so much its political effects—the replacement of ‘really 

existing’ (state) socialism by ‘really existing’ (capitalist) democracy—as the fact that 

this fundamental shift in the historical map shattered an entire conception of the world, 

on both sides.”
34 

The world is in the phase of “anti-utopianism.” 

                                                                                                                                                

Neff.) 1999. Other scholars have opposite conceptualizations of the period as a “hypermodern project” or 

“Dadaism,” “communism as totalitarianism,” the Bolshevik revolution is qualified as a bourgeois 

revolution, by some; communism is interpreted as “state capitalism” by others, or as an “elitist project,” as 

“enhanced modernism,” or as “society of networks.” For details on these concepts see Petya Kabakchieva, 

“Rethinking Communism: Social Approaches to Comprehending ‘That Society’ in Postcommunist 

Bulgaria,” in Remembering Communism: Genres of Representation, ed. Maria Todorova (New York: 

Social Science research Council, 2010), 37-56. 
31

    Susan Buck-Morss, “Vanguard/Avant-garde,” 2006, Cornell University Website, accessed April 28 

2012, http://falcon.arts.cornell.edu/sbm5/thoughts.html#lectures.    
32

   The impossibility of finding one common term to describe the experience of socialism in the countries 

of the Socialist Block has been described by many scholars (Kabakchieva, Nikolchina, Pejic, Groys, 

Piotrovski, Grzinic etc.). Having it this mind I prefer to use the notion of “post-socialist condition” rather 

than “Post-Soviet condition.” “Post-Soviet condition” seems to be a more generalized and even politicized 

assumption. The use of the “Post-Soviet,” prefix, or even “Soviet Block” (a notion replaced in Eastern 

Europe by “Socialist Block” with the end of Stalinism in the 1950s ) presumes the dominance of the 

politics of the Soviet Union over all countries in Eastern Europe. At the same time these countries insist on 

their relative historical and cultural independence, which has shaped local practices of socialism, different 

to the ones in the Soviet Union. This is particularly obvious in the countries that belonged to the former 

Yugoslavia, which had independent from the Soviet Union policy and never belonged to the Socialist 

Block. It is also important for countries like ex-Czechoslovakia and Hungary, because of their local 

revolutions for “socialism with a human face,” and to a big extent to all other countries like Bulgaria, 

Romania etc. that insist on their relevant independence  from the Soviet Union practices of socialism. 
33

    Susan Buck-Morss, “The Post-Soviet Condition,” 498. 
34

    Ibid. 

http://falcon.arts.cornell.edu/sbm5/thoughts.html#lectures
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Following Buck-Morss' critique of the anti-utopianism, which dominates societies 

after the Cold War, it is possible to review the post-socialist period as conditional for 

proliferation of the atomized, individualized neoliberalist logics from both sides, and the 

extinction of any other alternatives.  This process is provisioned by the disappearance of 

the everyday experience of socialism and even the disappearance of its internal socialist 

critique, from the time of its “real” existence. Among these constantly disappearing 

experiences are gender notions and interactions, which were determined by or were 

rebelling against social conventions during that time. Almost extinct or politically 

conventionalized are the memories about women’s emancipation, its successes and 

failures, which makes the analysis of contemporary gender discrepancies very difficult.
35

 

In this study I will try to escape from the binary path of researching socialist gender. I 

will try to move towards a multilayered and complex understanding of practices and 

their causes in current times and towards understanding the production of power on 

every level, and its critique in a non-binary way.  

 

2.2 Paradoxes of Post-socialist Reality 

From the mid-1980s, a worldwide recognition of gay rights intertwined with 

feminist and human right movements and exposed new perspectives of looking also at 

class and race issues in contemporary societies. In this section I will make an attempt to 

show the interconnectedness of some of these issues in Eastern Europe and challenge the 

general understanding that after the end of “totalitarianism” everything is “getting better 

there.” 

 In Eastern Europe the issues of homosexuals suppressed in the past, were expected 

to be met by the free society after the changes, under the general democratic respect of 

human rights. This suppression of homosexuality was generally attributed to the 

“communists” and their “totalitarian ideology.”
36

 In this sphere of gender analysis we 

                                                 

35
    Todorova, “The Process of Remembering Communism,” 13. Yurchak, Everything, 8. 

36
    Monika Pisankaneva, “The Forbidden Fruit: Sexuality in Communist Bulgaria,” E-magazine LiterNet, 

no.7 (68), July 8, 2005, accessed April 28, 2012, http://bit.ly/Q1Sx14. Michail Gruev, ”Sceni othvurleni 

pri ‘montaza na oficialnata versia’…” [Scenes rejected during the editing of the official version] Online 

Jounral Anamnesis,  no.1, 2006,  accessed April 28 28 2012, http://bit.ly/MrpMG2. 

http://bit.ly/Q1Sx14
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can also observe the “binary socialism” bias, where homophobia is attributed to the 

generalized ideological communist paradigm. At the same time historical studies like 

Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia reveal a more ideologically and historically 

balanced picture.
37

 The decriminalization of sodomy between 1922 and 1933, by the 

Bolsheviks is a fact that shakes the binary scheme in which communists always equal 

homophobes. The author Dan Healey critiques this “totalitarian schema” (or the 

“binarism") of looking at sexuality and homophobia during the socialist period applied 

by scholars like Simon Karlinsky.  Karlinsky attributes homophobia to the “totalitarian 

nature of communism.” The undeniable fact of decriminalization of sodomy is 

interpreted by him as a “result of neglect and oversight.”
38

 Healey critiques this attitude 

by giving detailed examples from the medical discourse of Tsarist Russia, as well as 

from Stalinism. During Stalinism a new heterosexual ideal had been constructed on the 

basis of “medical and scientific evidences;” sodomy was criminalized again along with 

restrictions of other rights like the right of abortion.
39

 In studies that equalize 

communism or socialism with homophobia, this pre-Stalinist  Bolshevik history remains 

unnoticed, along with the whole debate around sexuality in Revolutionary Russia, which 

shared similarities with other socialist countries and will be reviewed later in relation 

with the Bulgarian  film  Detour (Otklonenie, 1967).
40

  Unnoticed in these studies often 

remains the fact that even  in the “democratic-capitalist West” recognition of gay rights 

on a wider societal level had begun quite recently,  almost at the time when political 

binaries begun to be dismantled in mid 1980s.  

The attribution of the violation of LGBTQ rights to “communism” has been 

challenged one more time by the recent developments in Russian law. In 2012 a note 

prohibiting “homosexual propagation to minors” was accepted in St. Petersburg as 

defending “Russian traditional values.”
41

 This law was also widely critiqued, because 

                                                 

37
    Dan Healey, Homosexual Desire in Revolutionary Russia: The regulation of Sexual and Gender 

Dissent, (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press 2001), 3.  
38

    Ibid.  
39

    Healey, Homosexual Desire, 4.  
40

   Gregory Carleton, Sexual Revolution in Bolshevik Russia, (Pittsburg: University of Pittsburg Press 

2005). 
41

   Michael Schwirtz, “Anti-Gay Law Stirs Fears in Russia,” New York Times, February 29, 2012, 

accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/01/world/asia/anti-gay-law-stirs-fears-in-

russia.html. 
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according to protesters it considers homosexuals and pedophiles the same category. 

These regressive tendencies might be attributed to the still very weak academic and 

wider social debate about gay rights, which could have had its moment in the nineties, 

especially in Russia. In many cases commercial pop-culture reduced the tendencies of 

challenging the heterosexual paradigm to some sort of fashion in the 1990’s.
42

 This 

attitude contributed to the conservative backlash and the inability of the society at large 

to comprehend sexual diversity and LGBTQ rights seriously. Nevertheless, the existence 

of openly gay movements, made more pronounced the backlash of conservative morals 

and prejudices and the homophobic nature of reviving local nationalisms.
43

  

As Pejic explains, as soon as “the post-communist states were (re-)founded in the 

early 1990s, nationalism became an integral part of the newly gained statehood.” Sexism 

and homophobia go hand in hand with the appeals for strong state under nationalist and 

often neo-nazi flags. Feminization of poverty showed that women are increasingly 

deprived of their right to work, and stereotypes about their incapability of dealing with 

technology re-established traditional clichés in everyday life, appealing to these 

nationalist and highly patriarchal movements.  

If we look in the field of technology and its role for challenging heterosexual 

binaries, we can see similarly contradictive picture. Technological advances challenged 

the juxtaposition between machine and organism and consequentially gender norms. For 

instance-- most of the highly valued labor is made with the use of machines and coding. 

The physical strength, highly attributed to men is not anymore the one to be most valued 

characteristic. Many programmers work as freelancers and sometimes do not make any 

physical contact with their client. Since women have been excellent programmers and 

can do coding remotely without necessarily exposing their physical identity, this gave an 

opportunity for the partial abolition of gender restrictions on this profession. The more 

flexible working time is also another factor which contributed to the successful 

                                                 

42
  Robin S. Brooks, “Cross-Dressing in Bulgaria: Gay-Identity, Post-Communist Fear, and Magical 

Love,” Bad Subjects Website, no. 50, June 2000, accessed April 28, 2012, http://bit.ly/LscECG.   
43    

 Extreme examples are Russia and Serbia (although in most of the East European countries the picture 

is very similar), where all attempts of organizing gay parades end up with violence, initiated by nationalist 

and religious groups and arrests of the organizers. There are warnings that the local laws “against 

propagation of homosexuality” will be accepted on a federal level in Russia. See “Noviy zakon protiv 

gomoseksualistov - problema usugubliaetsia” [New law against homosexuals – the problem deepens], 

TVRain, September 28
th

, 2011, accessed April 28 2012, http://bit.ly/M2Jp6u. 
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combination between maternity and work for women involved in this industry. The 

cyborgian somewhat “genderless” identity of these women, who also often live in 

countries favorite for outsourcing (like Bulgaria), additionally queered gender notions in 

regard to labor and class. It is obvious that new technological advances created a shift in 

gender roles and performances, however the situation is far from even good, and women 

are still not allowed to take the highest professional ranks in management of the 

companies they work for.
44

 

One of the symbols of technological emancipation during socialism was Valentina 

Terezkova, the first woman cosmonaut. As Pejic says:  

…she embodied the “socialist dream that was never truly reached: about 

women’s involvement in high technology, often considered the ‘upmost 

level of women’s emancipation.
45

   

In post-socialist settings Terezkova became synonyms of inadequate unnaturalness 

and stiffness.
46 

 

And here we face the paradox of the post-socialist situation: gender notions, 

although changing, continued the tradition of patriarchal power construction that was 

partly challenged but never overcame through women’s emancipation. The liberation 

from particular oppressions from the communist past (like for instance bringing back the 

freedom of religion) induced nationalist and religious wars and also produced radical 

right wing formations and religious power structures, fused with the state policies that 

had been disempowered during socialism to a big extent. The power of religion had 

created a whole new set of possibilities to resurrect old pre-socialist or even pre-modern 

forms of gender oppression. 

Post-socialist researchers explain this paradox with the post-socialist manner of 

conceptualization of power. Pejic describes the failure of conceptualization of power, in 

                                                 

44
    Petya Kirilova-Grady, “Zenite v balgarskata web industria: tsifri, fakti, istorii” [Women in Bulgarian 

web industry: numbers, facts, history], net.com, no. 186, accessed April 28, 2012, 

http://netmag.bg/discover-bgfeed186. 
45

    Pejic, “Proletarians of All Countries,” 23. 
46

    Lubomir Staridolski and Nina Vasilevska, “Rozovi panteri na zultite paveta. Muzete se kipryat v nezni 

tsvetove, Evite se kontiat v cherno-bialo” [Pink panthers on the yellow bricks. Men adorn themselves in 

bright colors, the ‘Evas’ are beautifying themselves in black and white] Standart, December 27, 2007, 

accessed April 28, 2012, http://paper.standartnews.com/bg/article.php?d=2007-12-29&article=216061.  

This is an article in a Bulgarian newspaper that reviews the “feminine” colors used by men in Bulgarian 

Parliament and the “manly clothes” worn by women, who “look like Valentina Tereshkova.”  

http://netmag.bg/discover-bgfeed186
http://paper.standartnews.com/bg/article.php?d=2007-12-29&article=216061
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the field of post-socialist art history. Her research showed that art historians 

continuously attribute power to some sort of an external agent, to which all people 

opposed during socialism. According to the “totalitarian model” they use: 

Power is a harmful force which is external to culture and art; it is 

something coming from the highest position (the state apparatus) and, 

ultimately it is a supremacy that politicized artists had to, as they often 

did, oppose. This is the standard understanding of power we encounter in 

literature dealing with dissident and underground art, or, in the case of 

USSR, with non-conformist art.
47 

 

In this traditional critique, state and people, public and private are simply 

juxtaposed, without any attempt of understanding the complex mechanisms of power 

production that proliferate the private as much as the public. Pejic believes that 

customary imaginations of power have to be bypassed and mechanisms of power 

relations have to be questioned recognizing along with Foucault that power is a 

productive force in society. In an interview in 1976, Foucault says:  

I do not want to minimize the importance and effectiveness of State 

power. I simply feel that excessive insistence on its playing an exclusive 

role leads to the risk of overlooking all the mechanisms and effects of 

power which don't pass directly via the State apparatus, yet often sustain 

the State more effectively than its own institutions, enlarging and 

maximizing its effectiveness. In Soviet society one has the example of a 

State apparatus which has changed hands, yet leaves social hierarchies, 

family lives, sexuality and the body more or less as they were in capitalist 

society. Do you imagine the mechanisms of power that operate between 

technicians, foremen and workers are that much different here and in the 

Soviet Union?
48

 

A more complex non-linear analysis of power formation has to be produced to 

explain how opposite processes of liberalization and conservatism can exist at the same 

time. Dismantling the myth that everything was “bad” during socialism and everything 

should be “good in democracy” is what can help some of the binary clichés of 

understanding power to be overcome.  

Film historians and journalists (with significant exceptions among which is Dina 

Iordanova) also reproduce the binary formula of “good people against the bad state” 
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    Pejic, “Proletarians of All Countries,” 21. 
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when speaking about filmmakers’ dissident struggle against the state power. 
49

  However 

if we look closely at the characters produced by these very filmmakers (particularly the 

anti-communist dissidents) and see what disciplinary role they played in society and 

particularly in establishing gender conventions, we can ask the question: what was this 

dissident struggle about? Was it against domination and for liberation, or for 

establishment of the same logics of power by a different agent?
50

 

 

2.3 Studies of Everyday Practices. Avoiding Exoticism Through 

Cross-cultural Comparisons 

To understand the constructions of power better, and their particular effect on 

gender performances, a careful look at recent everyday socialist and post-socialist 

practices, as opposed to creating theoretical constructions unrelated to practice, might be 

helpful. This, however, appears to not be so easy for several reasons. Grzinic talks about 

the necessity of re-collecting the history of socialism and re-inventing the very recent 

history of transition from socialism to capitalism, for the purposes of critiquing the 

present.
51 

She claims this to be difficult task because the East has been deprived of its 

history, sucked into submissive assimilation into the global world, where “capitals move 

freely, but not bodies.”
52

 Deprivation of history in this sense doesn’t mean there are no 

historical studies of Eastern Europe. Grzinic rather exemplifies that global corporations 

and not people are what determine current politics and social practices globally, as her 

post-colonial analysis reveals. Not only utopian visions are lost (as Buck-Morss tells), 

but the simple self-esteem of people from post-socialist countries is gradually 

disappearing. Their real experiences of the past are gradually replaced by notions using 

the “totalitarian” theoretical model to analyze the past. Their current experiences are 

claimed “a result of the totalitarian past,” and are submitted to the promises about the 

consumerist heaven of the new twenty years old post-colonial economies.   
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Similarly Bulgarian historian Maria Todorova, finds amazing that “most of the early 

approaches to real socialism started with theory and not with empirical research.”
53

 She 

also acknowledges the lack of studies of everyday practices of socialism, and the 

tendency of over-conceptualization and over-theoretization of the period, for the 

ideological purposes of the post-Cold War world.
54

 Todorova again questions 

particularly direct parallels between Nazism and the “comparatively long East European 

experience,” and the mutual substitution of concepts like communism and 

totalitarianism. The equalization between socialism and Nazism is what deepens trauma 

and creates difficulties for people with socialist past to cope with their contemporary 

identity. People are traumatically rejecting the entire past and embracing uncritically the 

unsatisfactory present, trying to avoid any positive memories about their damned history, 

being afraid to be called “communist nostalgics.” Todorova emphasizes on the 

importance of individual memories, personal archives, artistic and cultural production 

for creating informed and more realistic picture of the past and the present: 

…the promise of the totalitarianism theory virtually crashes under 

empirical scrutiny, and what becomes highlighted, especially in 

institutional research, are aporias, antinomies, and paradoxes, rather than 

the rigid contours of a regime formula.
55 

 

The books she edited like Remembering Communism
56

 and Post-Communist 

Nostalgia
57

 challenge the understanding that the socialist past was only dominated by 

totalitarian unlawfulness and uniform thinking. They also upend the understanding, that 

people from the post-socialist countries are hunted by the past in its most idealized form, 

as time of unquestionable stability and social security, that they are ignorant 

“nostalgics.”
58

 Through careful collection of everyday history and its analysis, Todorova 

and all her contributors succeed to avoid the political binarity.  
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Following these examples, I focus on collecting everyday practices of gender 

performance, reflected in film. By working with actors living in the US, I propose a 

practical tool for re-invention and re-interpretation of these practices, not only for people 

from the post-socialist countries, but to the ones from “the other camp.” Hopefully this 

approach can contribute to overcoming political binaries, left from the past. It is also 

important that the structure of my work requires the active participation of these foreign, 

mostly “Western” people. By that I am hoping to avoid the fate of many written studies, 

or even art pieces, which remain locked behind the ghost of the Iron Curtain, never 

reaching anyone outside the borders of the former Socialist Block. Pejic uses the term 

“gettoization” of art in regard to the one produced in Eastern Europe.
59

 She, along with 

many others, claims that European exhibition policies and mechanisms of the art market 

isolate art produced in Eastern Europe. This can be said not only about art, but about any 

cultural production. Producing knowledge only about and for the Eastern European 

“ghetto,” is a voluntary submission to the continuing erasure of Eastern Europe from the 

international cultural scene
60 

 and re-enforcement of the resurrection of the Cold War 

political binaries. Lacking attempts of overcoming these binaries from both former 

camps will only deepen the Cold War ideological constructions, which exist in the post-

Cold War space, keeping it as segregated as it was before. 

Cultural exoticism is another double-edged sword, which deepened self-colonizing 

and gettoization premises. The red star, and the hammer and the sickle were among the 

first attractive and culturally specific attributes to be used in porn production from 

Eastern Europe, during its appearance after the changes.
 61

 From one side, exoticism is 
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an easier access to exposure, but from another side it reproduces expected stereotypes. 

Queering the limits of communication, problematizing the communication itself and 

inventing new strategies of cultural and knowledge communality are other strategies that 

might help avoiding political binaries. The overview of the chosen film examples in this 

text and the video installation presents bits and pieces of information, by no means 

complete but hopefully having the potential to create critical ground for examination of 

the “uncannily similar” (Susan Buck-Morss' term) cultural forms that produced also 

similar gender performances in art in both the East and the West.
62

  Haraway's argument 

for “pleasure in the confusion of boundaries and for responsibility in their construction” 

is particularly useful for the artistic practice of cross-cultural reenactment.
63

  The border 

between cultural bodies is transgressed through the pleasure of the shared physical 

experience, baring the responsibility for creation of new concepts. 

     As previously stated, this dissertation will present a queer analysis of mechanisms of 

power represented by gender performances in film. Therefore I decided to focus on 

concepts rather than chronology as organizational method of my findings. The scope of 

this study doesn’t allow the possibility to create a complete list of films, in which gender 

performances can be reviewed. Since every single film has a gender aspect and 

potentially be included among the reviewed ones, I have set conceptual rules to justify 

my choice. My choice is strictly targeted to examples I find the most appropriate to 

illustrate specific problems. These problems are organized under four different sections 

such as: technology, patriarchy, sexuality and gendered embodiment of political power.  

Therefore I am not offering a final and complete list of important films, but rather a 

collection of fragments that can identify processes and mechanisms of power, which 

direct gender performances. Films are not given priority because of their aesthetic and 

artistic qualities, or commercial success. They are rather looked at as representations of 
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tendencies in society, both conventional and critical, institutionalized and underground. 

This is the reason some of the films are commercial hits, and others  are representative of 

experimental and counter-cultural tendencies, which I have the privilege and the 

freedom to investigate as a participant in their production. 

I have also decided to avoid a chronological approach to this collection of examples   

because the end of the Cold War is not a specific moment in time: it is a process.  Its end 

is dated 1989, when the Berlin Wall came down. But this is rather a symbolic date. The 

end of this war began much earlier and still might not have ended (as Grzinic claims).
64 

  

Therefore “after the Cold War” for me is the time after the beginning of the process 

of this big shift in politics, gender and technology around the mid-1980s that I talked 

about previously. To additionally reflect the shift as a conceptual process and avoid 

chronological methodology, I decided to review films comparatively from both the 

socialist and the post-socialist period. Some films appear several times under different 

topics, as relevant to all of them. There are fewer films chosen for reenactment than 

reviewed in the written part of my dissertation. The reason for that will be discussed 

later in this chapter. 

2.4 The Role of the Translator of Words and the Translator of Images 

and Actions 

Since I am in the role of “translator” of concepts between cultures, both with the 

help of text and through art it will be useful to look at Walter Benjamin thoughts on 

translation: 

The traditional concepts in any discussion of translations are fidelity and 

license -- the freedom of faithful reproduction and, in its service, fidelity 

to the word. These ideas seem to be no longer serviceable to a theory that 

looks for other things in a translation than reproduction of a meaning.
65

  

I look for interpretation rather than reproduction of meanings, and the “original” in 

my case is not only the gender performances of a particular culture, but also the art piece 

(the film) that I am translating through reenactment.  My work consists both of language 
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and art production, where the language translation is supported by images and is released 

to a big extent from the demand of “fidelity to the word.” I am working on the border 

between art and language translation, where the art production has a primal role. The 

“translation” through body work or reenactment is escaping the scope of linguistic 

translation; it overcomes the traditional problems of “lost meaning through translation” 

which Benjamin is addressing. My translation relates on images or body actions that can 

expose “common language” easier than if I had to communicate them only through 

verbal and written language. In other words my art work is a translation. Therefore by its 

very definition it is closer to the final goal of the translation if we look at Benjamin's 

comparison of the role of these two: 

Although translation, unlike art, cannot claim permanence for its 

products, its goal is undeniably a final, conclusive, decisive stage of all 

linguistic creation. In translation the original rises into a higher and purer 

linguistic air, as it were.
66

  

By making art I can “claim permanence” of my products. In these terms it will 

probably be more useful to look at concepts like “copy of the original” by Benjamin or 

“documentation as an art piece” by Boris Groys as related to performance and film 

documentation of it.
67

 Discussion on that can be found in Chapter Three where I discuss 

methods of reenactment. The concept of linguistic translation, apply primarily to this 

area of my work, which determines the choice of scenes to be reenacted and the 

consideration of the amount of text in them. I looked for better “translatability” of the 

scenes to use Benjamin's term, aiming towards greater independence of the “translation” 

from the “original.” Therefore I focused more on silent scenes and body language. My 

intention was actually to create an “original” from the “translation.” This reversed 

process had not yet been clearly proposed by Benjamin, but has been described rather 

later by Groys' reading of Benjamin. However, the possibility of creation of an original 

from the translation can be seen in Benjamin’s text, as pre-conditioned by the 

“translatability” of the original: 
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Yet, by virtue of its translatability the original is closely connected with 

the translation; in fact, this connection is all the closer since it is no longer 

of importance to the original.
68

 

This is how I made the choice of particular scenes, dependent on the possibility of 

their actual physical enactment and creation of an independent art piece. The presence of 

a spoken text therefore has been secondary. The words play several roles. One is to 

support the primal role of the body language in the depicted situation, like in the scene of 

domestic violence from Ladies’ Choice (Dami kaniat, 1980). The words exist also as flat 

propagandistic slogans, such as widely known declarations from the Cold War, seen in 

the film Circus (Tsirk, 1936) and Hipsters (Stiliagi, 2008). And finally the words can be 

sometimes found as literal equivalent of disciplinary verbal techniques, applied in 

different cultures. An example is the interrogation of the “communist” (by US 

investigator) and the “bourgeois” (by Soviet investigator) in the reenactment of the film 

Hipsters. Since my goal is to find common grounds of understanding gender 

performances, idiosyncrasies and cultural specificities can be of a possible interest for 

the viewer only after he/she looks at my work, not prior to that. Interest in historical and 

cultural details can be consequential of my art, not its primal goal. The viewers may get 

interested in Bulgarian and Russian film, so they might decide to study the language and 

understand better what these films are about. Therefore during work on the 

reenactments, I gave informative, but not detailed background to my actors and 

consequentially to the viewers. I tried to avoid linguistic obstacles and try to emphasize 

on body language. Historical details are only a backdrop or scenery of the “translatable” 

gender performances.  

The structure of this dissertation is meant to connect writing and artistic practice, 

introducing to the “temple of knowledge”----the knowledge, obtained and distributed 

through practice.  The style of writing is meant to follow academic standards in 

humanities, but the section dedicated to artistic process and practices will follow 

principles known from autobiographical literature and individually “bred” artistic 

manifesto style. My review of gender performances in film will be set against my 

background as artist and practitioner, and will intentionally avoid classical methods of 
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analysis from film history and film criticism in order to focus on the genealogy of 

images and the techniques used by the film authors to convey ideas through performance 

and montage. 

My choice of particular scenes has been determined also by the actual possibility of 

their physical enactment. I have decided to avoid scenes that require extensive study of 

dialogues, although some of my episodes are explicitly based on verbal expression. 

Studying text brings back into the scene all issues of language translation and requires 

more mimicking of film shots and imitation of the editing style of the original, rather 

than improvisational interpretation. I have chosen to leave space for imagination and 

comparative thinking, individual to each actor or viewer, for which the existence of an 

extended amount of text could have been an obstacle. For instance, the reenactment of 

Hipsters is based on sophisticated English text. People who don’t know the language 

will have to watch it with subtitles. This will limit their perception. They are also 

deprived of understanding the flavor of English slang. Therefore I and my partner Oleg 

Mavromatti focused on expressive performance, which can compensate to some extent 

the language difficulties. 

From reading about and watching around hundred films, I have chosen to reenact or 

use in the video installation scenes from seven  films, which are my focus: Circus (Tsirk, 

1936); Monday Morning (Ponedelnik sutrin, 1966); Daisies (Sedmikrásky, 1967); Ladies 

Choice (Dami kaniat, 1980); Hammer and Sickle (Serp i molot, 1993); Hipsters (Stiliagi, 

2008); Mission London (Misia London, 2009). More films are used as a context of the 

ones reenacted and might be reenacted in the future. Among them are The Man With a 

Movie Camera (Chelovek s kinoapparatom, 1929); Detour (Otklonenie, 1967); The 

Attached Balloon (Privarzaniat balon, 1967), Bastards (Vybliadki, 1999); Gloss 

(Glyanets, 2007) and Miracle (Chudo, 2009). They are more expensive as productions 

and involve the participation of many people. Since I am working without any budget for 

this project, I have asked people to volunteer for acting. This has not only economic 

reasons, but I wanted to develop relationships with the actors before they act; and spend 

more time of informal, not project oriented cultural exchange. Therefore most of my 

actors are my personal friends also, who know more about my cultural origins and 
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personal experience, than someone, with whom I would have had only professional 

relations. More reasons for this artistic choice are discussed in Chapter Five.  

The focus on several countries is determined by two reasons. The first is personal—

I am born Bulgarian and the films I review are part of my personal history. I also have a 

personal relationship to Soviet and Russian film, because I have been working during 

most part of my career with Oleg Mavromatti, who is a Russian artist and filmmaker. 

Besides that, the film histories of these countries are culturally and historically 

connected. Filmmakers reflected these connections in different ways--some of them 

were educated in the same film schools and followed the conventions of this scholarship. 

Others preferred to oppose the connections between these countries and intentionally 

developed relations with other film histories. However this intention, as a counter-

reaction is another way of reflecting the very connection they are trying to avoid. Other 

specific past and current cultural and political connections among these countries are 

also reasons to choose them. In the previous historical analysis I tried to address some of 

them. Since the analysis of these connections is quite complicated and needs additional 

attention, I would prefer to act like an experimenter and see how these connections and 

juxtapositions will be perceived by the audience originating from these countries. The 

experience of the art piece by them is actually my attempt to reconsider these relations 

and reinterpret them without preliminary conceptualization.  
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3. Reenactment as Research and Artistic Method 

 
Reenactment is a widely used method of learning about people, places, concepts, 

customs and epochs. It is a methodology for recreation of past events, for the 

contemporary actors and viewers to remember and make an attempt to interpret and 

understand the past. In museums it is used for recreation of historical events. In 

documentary film reenactment is one of the methods used to make the subject more 

compelling and visceral and to bring realism to the story (Fig. 1). In criminal 

investigation reenactment is used to reveal details about crimes through repetition of the 

same action at the same place. If performed by a suspect or by a witness reenactment has 

the purpose to also invoke feelings through mimicking, or to refresh the memory of the 

reenactor, through bodily experience of the same action.  

Reenactment also exists in everyday life. People often take photos of themselves 

posing next to sculptures, pictures, advertising or other images imitating, or “reenacting” 

their content or the posture of the subjects in it. These images are part of almost every 

family album (Fig. 2).  Through this act, sometimes subconsciously, people relate to 

times, places, cultures or modes of thinking represented by the image they pose with. 

The body gesture and the act of mimicking can be attributed to recognition of alternative 

to the life reality of the reenactor. This same gesture can also be a sign of a deeper 

engagement with historical and social realities and could perhaps end up in continuous 

interest devoted to the context represented by the “reenacted” subject. 

Reenactment can also be an attempt to translate past concepts and events to a 

contemporary viewer. The participation of the physical body in this process is a specific 

method, a tool that helps to understand aspects of the bodily experience of the recreated 

personages. These re-creative body acts, help people investigate the physiology of the 

studied event (historical and investigative reenactment) or enact dreamed situations and 

abstract and remote concepts while imitating their physical expression (posing next to 

images and sculptures). 
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Figure 1. Reenactment of ancient Roman rituals in historical town of Plovdiv, 

Bulgaria 

 

What interests me the most in this process of intellectual and physical reflection, is 

how the performer connects with the reenactment as a person. I am less interested in a 

performer’s reflection as an actor. Since I aim at provoking authentic reaction in my 
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actors, I prefer that they don’t apply only professional techniques of acting, because this 

might conventionalize their performance. Therefore I have chosen many of my actors to 

not have experience in acting at all, or to be performance artists. I am interested in 

creating something like a “culture shock” and also in misunderstanding as a productive 

force. Therefore in my historical study of reenactment I focus on the expression of 

surprise to a reality that the reenactor is not familiar with. I believe that reenactment in 

which the actor expresses authentic confusion, is more valuable as a cross-cultural, 

cross-historical experience than a use of professional techniques, which might reduce the 

surprise but end in bad acting.   

Therefore besides the reenactment practices that I have just described I focus on 

reenactment in the field of performance art such as a professional practice, which relies 

most of all in authentic experience and expression. Performance art is a first-hand 

experience of a completely unfamiliar situation most often created by the performer 

himself or herself. This feature makes it substantially different to theater or film acting. 

For instance performances like Chris Burden’s Through the Night Softly (1973), in 

which he crawled a street covered with broken glass, are not based on everyday 

experienced gesture, or regularly performed circus trick. Therefore they hide surprises 

and risk of failure, because of possible physical incapability of the performer to deal 

with the complex task, or unexpected interruption by external agents.  It is a “living 

through” situation, most often a “brand new experience,” since most of the performers 

intentionally avoid the extensive preliminary rehearsal process typical for the theater. If 

they go through rehearsals, it is mostly to prepare the body for the physical challenge, 

not so much for the act in its thoroughness and the enacting of a character. In addition to 

that, many performance artists stress fusing their personal life and their professional 

performances, describing their artistic practice as “part of life” or “life is a 

performance.” One year performances by Tehching Hsieh are actually intentional 

actions that put restrictions on everyday activities, developing a unique life-style, which 

gathers the message of the piece. Another vivid example is Tanja Ostojic’ piece Looking 

for a Husband with EU passport (2000-2005) in which the artist went through the whole 

complex process of getting married to a foreigner, in order to obtain a European 

passport. In these and other cases, life becomes a performance for an year or several 
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years, and remains as not only part of the artistic, but also personal and legal biography 

of the artist. 

 

 

Figure 2. People reenacting postures in front of photographs, paintings, statues, 

and adds. 

 

 Therefore, besides the reenactment practices mentioned above, I studied 

reenactments in performance art and also massive happenings shot on film, in which 
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unprofessional actors, or performance artists are involved.  I have applied techniques 

from them in my work. 

The film reenactment of the Bolshevik Revolution called The Storming of the 

Winter Palace (Взятие Зимнего дворца, 1920), by Nikolai Evreinov, is an example of a 

combination of different aspects of reenactment as described above. It is fundamental for 

a live experience of a historical situation,
69

 for “living through it.” Evreinov's work was 

a mass spectacle, which was planned to recreate the events around the storming of the 

palace at the same historical site as the real event. Many of the actors were soldiers from 

the Red Army participating in the current Civil War. Therefore they actually reenacted 

themselves.  The realism of the situation was expected to be so strong and inspirational 

for the actors to the extent that it could have   produced violence and be dangerous. 

Therefore special disciplinary measures had to be taken to restrain the excitement of the 

soldiers-actors. Some of these methods were actually directing techniques.
70

 In this case 

it is important to mention that there has never been any film documentation of the real 

events of the storming of the palace. This important event however had to be depicted 

somehow, to create a vivid and inspiring image to the future generations, who will keep 

its pathos and heroism in their minds. Therefore Evreinov’s film reenactment was also 

used to “refresh” the memory about this event, to project ideas and inspire admiration of 

the real events. The powerful language of film contributed to the cathartic experience of 

the crowd at the time of live reenactment. Aspects like rhythm and sound were added 

during the montage of the documentary footage. As a result this film is still remembered 

by many people as a depiction of the real October Revolution, a stereotypical image of 

this event, which has never been depicted at the time of its happening.  

If we think about this reenactment as about a “copy of the original” it will be useful 

to also apply Boris Groys' reading of Benjamin, to understand the disciplinary concerns 

of the organizers. According to Groys, we are not only reproducing and consuming 

copies of the originals, but we are creating originals out of the copy, which is perhaps 

one of the reasons for the special discipline, required for this reenactment: 
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Benjamin’s new interpretation of the distinction between original and 

copy thus opens up the possibility not only of making a copy out of an 

original but also of making an original out of a copy. Indeed when the 

distinction between original and copy is merely a topological, contextual 

one, then it not only becomes possible to remove an original from its site 

and deterritorialize it, but also to reterritorialize the copy.
71 

 

 

The Storming of the Winter Palace can be considered “performance art 

documentation” of sorts. Groys also re-evaluates and raises performance art 

documentation to the status of an original art piece. Documentation is not just a 

“mechanical reproducer” of an ephemeral event, but actually its interpretation: 

In the case of art documentation as an art form, as we have said, it is not 

“the making of…” any finished work that is documented. Rather, 

documentation becomes the sole result of art, which is understood as a 

form of life, a duration, a production of history.
72

 

Revealed critically by Groys, the role of the media (film, video) and reenactment as 

a creator of a particular history seems useful for understanding the recent fashion of 

performance art reenactment. At least two tendencies in this process can be followed. 

One is performance art reenactment as a historical preservation of ephemeral events and 

the other is reenactment as interpretation of these events.  

     One example is the exhibition re.act.feminism (Akademie der Kunste, Berlin, 

2009). It had brought together different generations of feminist performance artists to 

create a dialog among them and historicize current practices through reenactment. Along 

with the exhibition there was a conference, in which reenactment was discussed as a 

museum technique for preservation and presentation of performance art from the 

museum collection and as a sort of documentation.
73

 Live reenactments made by 

feminist artists, representatives of younger generations were also programmed at the 

same event. Most of these artists (among which were Oleg Mavromatti and myself) 

actually went for interpretation of past performances or artifacts, rather than 
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    Groys,“Art in the Age of Biopolitics,” 168. 
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   A good example are the touring exhibitions of Fluxus, in which some of their performances are 

reenacted, as part of the exhibition display, by hired professionals, who repeat the performance according 

to the script.  
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“reproduction” or “reenactment” for the purposes of exhibition display or historical 

memory.  “Interpretation” in this case I call an original performance art piece that refers 

to a historical work, or is inspired by it, but doesn’t necessarily reproduce the actions or 

the staging of the piece.
74

  

Although discussed as a preservation method, reenactment was found problematic 

as such. One issue mentioned during the event was that a reenactment piece is usually 

performed by a different person in a different context, for an audience that lives in a 

substantially different cultural environment, which may create a new and unexpected 

interpretation of the piece by its viewers. This audience most possibly has different 

historical, cultural and political experiences, which unsurprisingly can shift the meaning 

of the piece from its original intention. For that reason the “reproducability” of 

performance through reenactment is seriously questioned. However reenactment was 

confirmed as an appropriate method for creating connections between generations and 

contexts.  

In this context of performance art, it is also interesting to look at the history of  

negotiations between Marina Abramovic and Chris Burden regarding the reenactment of 

his piece Transfixed (1974). For this piece Burden was nailed to the back of a 

Volkswagen. In her interview for the book LIVE, Marina Abramovich talks about her 

project Seven Easy Pieces held in the Guggenheim in 2005 and how it came about. She 

describes Burden's performance as one of her first choices for reenactment. She was 

interested in this piece, because of the mythical aura around its execution that she 

wanted to unveil: 

There has been so much mystification about these pieces for such a long 

time, I want to straighten the history up for a younger generation. For 

example when Chris Burden made his crucifixion I was in Yugoslavia. I 

heard he was driven through the streets of Los Angeles, that he got put in 

prison. It was such a big thing. A few years ago I was sitting with him at 

dinner…and I asked him how that piece really was. He said it involved 

three people, one of them a doctor, who gave him some kind of injection, 

a pain killer. He made all the nails very thin. They did the piece in the 

garage with the old Volkswagen, he was crucified, the doctor was there. 
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    In our case this was by Leonardo da Vinci’s drawing Vitruvian Man (1487), which interpretation we 

did as a performance art piece called Vitruvian Body (2009).  
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The two other guys opened the garage, pushed the car out, took the 

photograph and put it back. (laughs) .”
75

  

Abramovic was not given permission to re-enact Burden’s performance. I can only 

speculate about the reasons. Although this piece was physically challenging, it seems to 

me the reasons of denial was not that Abramovic's re-enactment would have revealed 

hidden secrets about the piece, or she would have competed with Burden’s bravery, by 

extending the piece up to seven hours (if this was her intention like with the other 

pieces). I believe the reason was that reenactment, not only Abramovic’s reenactment, 

leads to certain “theatricality,” a shift of genre, especially if repeated several times in 

museums and galleries. The reenactment is a separate piece by its own.  There is a 

substantial shift of meaning in reenactment, it is an “original out of the copy.”   

Therefore for me it is essentially important to create reenactments as original pieces, 

informed by the gender performances depicted in these films and to not do a “remake,” 

“copy” or a precise reproduction of the original. I am convinced that aiming at creation 

of an exact copy of the original is impossible and not valuable for live and ephemeral 

artistic work. Aiming at creation of a copy of the original might be a respectful task for a 

museum, but not for an artist. My methods are not journalistic, investigative or 

preservationist. My methods are artistic. I am interested in the living experience of the 

actors and the unique places in time where this enactment happens. As I previously 

mentioned, the queering of borders between genders, places, histories, concepts and art 

forms through bodies is what interests me, and this is what I look for to get from 

reenactment techniques. 

I use a method called “directed improvisation,” (explained in detail in the Chapter 

Four) to work with the actors, developed first by my collaborator Oleg Mavromatti. In 

short this principle grows from our experience as performance artists, which relies on 

“living through” the situation, experience of authentic emotions and their embodiment. 

To some extent this methodology is based on Constantin Stanislavsky’s “emotional 

memory,” in which actors evoke their personal emotions and past experience to create 

                                                 

75
    The following is a footnote from the book where the interview was published: “Since the interview 

took place permission to re-perform Trans-fixed has been denied.”  Marina Abramovich, “Elevating the 

public, in conversation with Adrian Heathfield,” in Live. Art and Performance, ed. Adrian Heathfield 

(Routledge, New York, 2004), 150-151.  
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their character. Stanislavsky’s method of “physical actions” in which actors develop set 

of movements to express the emotions, can also be considered as a starting point of our 

directing methodology. However as opposed to theater and film acting, performance art 

is often open to unexpected circumstances or physically challenging surprises that are an 

inseparable part of this genre. Therefore, since “directed improvisation” develops from 

our experience as performance artists, it substantially differs from theater and film acting 

practices based on Stanislavsky’s system. Performance art also incorporates mistakes, 

inconveniences, and interventions from the audience, as well as unexpected 

environmental events or even the physical limits of the performer that can put an end to 

the performance action. Of particular interest for us, as developers of this directing and 

acting technique are endurance or extended in time performances, like the previously 

mentioned works by Tehching Hsieh or Oleg Mavromatti’s and my radical body 

intervention performance pieces. Elements of those types of performances are 

appropriated by “directed improvisation.” Often for achieving authentic experience of 

the actor we create physically hard to stand environment, for instance high temperature 

or continuous uninterrupted shooting for many hours.  In addition reality TV shows have 

been another influential genre, which is in between authentic human experience and 

directed action. Directing and shooting methods from this genre have been studied by us 

and adopted as elements in our work.   

For the purposes of this particular project I made an adaptation of “directed 

improvisation” to a cross-cultural situation, when the actors are required to work with 

characters and notions that do not belong to their own culture. I try to expose them to the 

“culture shock” of the immigrants. During preliminary meetings, we discuss the 

representational vocabulary of the films. The actors are asked to find connections 

between their own culture and the original film. The final product is a hybrid between 

the present and the past and a cross-cultural interpretation of popular notions, which can 

be found in variety of cultures. Details about this method and description of results and 

failures can be found in Chapter Five.  

To research gender performances after the Cold War, I also use a compilation of 

qualitative methods like interviews, participant observation, analysis of texts in the 

press, films and specialized literature, along with reenactment. I never watched some of 
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the films I researched, because they are not easily accessible, even for native researchers 

like me. The archives that preserve them, like the National Film Archive in Bulgaria 

doesn’t have good policy of access. For instance some of the films have just one film 

copy and have never been issued on DVD even for archival purposes. Therefore in order 

to watch the film Partizans a.k.a The Life Goes Quietly (Partizani a.k.a Zivotut si teche 

tiho, 1957), which is quite famous and widely written about in the press, I had to pay a 

fee of $150 and watch it in the film archive cinema with the help of an assistant 

appointed to show it just to me. This film was not the only one I wanted to watch 

therefore I would have had to pay for that research an enormous sum. Therefore I just 

read about them and talked to their creators. Therefore my research and artwork 

represents a contemporary view on gender performance, based on the accessible history. 

It is not intended to be an extensive and detailed archival document.  

The research and the reenactments I made culminate in a multichannel video 

installation. I have chosen this form as the most adequate for cross-cultural 

representation of gender performances to connect times, spaces and people. The 

installation is meant to reflect the comparative nature of this research and the experience 

of the contemporary performer.  The methods I used for editing vary from visual to 

conceptual re-interpretation and involve narrative, mockumentary style and video 

interview . Sometimes I pay attention to how people and spaces look and sometimes to 

what people talk and how they behave. The soundtrack is a mixture from the 

reenactment and the original film, sometimes it is just one or the other. The editing is the 

final but very important element in the whole process of representation of this research.  
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4. Gender Performance in Film 

 

4.1 Techno Utopias 

Many researchers of socialist gender write about technological and scientific 

progress as formative for the emancipated socialist person.
76

 In communist ideology the 

emancipation of people includes good education and technologization of production and 

everyday life. During that time technology played an active role in the formation of new 

gender models. Scientific and technological progress was meant to create conditions for 

people to have more spare time, make them capable of conquering the Cosmos and offer 

new creative tools.
77

 Technological development was also part of the Enlightenment 

project, where rationality and reason are fundamental concepts along with 

industrialization and technologization for the purposes of the common good. 

Science and technological progress were also specifically important in dealing with 

the “women's question” for the socialist society. Technology was meant to release 

women from their domestic work and make them equal to men. Many of the radical 

achievements of the first wave of feminism in Russia and later in other countries of 

Eastern Europe came with the Bolshevik revolution. They can be described as an 

evolutionary jump into a new state of things. Women were granted the right to vote, free 

health care and education, given control over their bodies through free abortions, There 

were state-built kindergartens and communal services for cooking and washing that 

relieved them from domestic work. These ideas, along with the liberation of women 

from the bounds of religious prejudices were meant to give men and women a new life. 

In order for that to happen, however, some disciplinary and re-organizational measures 
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    Olga Matich, “Remaking the Bed: Utopia in Daily Life,” and Irene Masing-Delic,“The Transfiguration 

of Cannibals. Fedorov and the Avant-Garde.,” in Laboratory of Dreams. The Russian Avant-Garde and 

Cultural Experiment, ed. by John E. Bowlt and Olga Matich (Stanford, California: Stanford University 

Press, 1996), 17-36; Keti Chukhrov, “In the Trap of Utopia's Sublime,” 32. 
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had to be taken on a social and individual level. People had to be involved in the 

building of the new country ideologically and physically and work for it.
78

 

In Dziga-Vertov’s Man with a Movie Camera (1929), we see images of happy 

women workers, superimposed on images of machines (Fig. 3). These collages are 

alternated with scenes of women spending their spare time on the beach, doing sports, or 

visiting cultural venues. The film is a documentary; therefore   here I consider the choice 

of images and editing methods made by Dziga-Vertov, the actual “gender performance.”  

This “performance of the filmmaker” reflected an ideological framework, which was 

promoting emancipation. Since the establishment of the Bolshevik state, art and film has 

been used as a tool to construct a distinctively new reality, to oppose tsarist and 

bourgeois art, to propagate progressive ideas, educate and promote a new way of life, 

incorporating many of the theoretical and practical approaches developed by artistic 

movements of the Russian and Soviet Avant-garde, such as futurists, suprematists, 

constructivists and productivists.  

In Man with a Movie Camera the filmmaker is an emancipatory technological 

demiurg of modernist dreams. He reflects reality, but is also constructing it. Learning 

through seeing images rather than reading has been one of the major methods for 

education and propaganda among illiterate people not only in Bolshevik Russia but 

historically in many places and times. This can be traced to the middle ages especially in 

the Orthodox Christian tradition, where biblical narratives have been displayed as 

comic-like murals in temples or later, when printing technology had been invented--as 

cheap prints for the illiterate.
79

  

                                                 

78    Since working and having a job was considered a right, but also an obligation to society, many have 

critiqued this obligation, calling it “slavery to the state.” Some feminist groups have protested against it as 

underestimation of women’s domestic work. Being a housewife was permitted, but considered not very 

respected occupation. This issue will be looked at in more detail in connection with the film Daisies. More 

on that can be found in the essay by Charlotta Kotik, “Post Totalitarian Art: Eastern and Central Europe. 

New Directions,” in Global Feminisms (exhibition catalogue), ed. Linda Nochlin and Maura Reilly, 153-

165, (London/ New York: Brooklyn Museum, 2007). 
79

    In Bulgaria these types of mural-narratives are considered particularly important for sustaining the 

cultural identity of the Christian population during the Ottoman Empire. As being part of the Empire, and 

Bulgarians were deprived of many achievements of their medieval culture and literature.  They were 

hardly allowed to develop their schools from the XIV
th

 until the XIX
th

 century.  Literacy was preserved 

mostly in religious institutions, where narrative murals or illustrations were meant to educate illiterate 

people by images. Famous for Peter the Great’s Enlightenment propagation in the XVII
th

 century in Russia 

became lubok. Those are narrative cartoons, printed and spread among people to promote these new ideas. 
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Figure 3. Faces of happiness, machines, work and leisure from Man with a Movie 

Camera (1929). 

 

The propagandistic power of the image has been clearly understood by Vladimir 

Lenin and the cultural ideologist of the Bolshevik Russia – Anatoly Lunacharsky (as by 

many other image producing industries in other places and political and economic 

contexts like US Hollywood or Hitler’s Germany) who proclaimed the “cinema as the 

                                                                                                                                                

Lubok influence can be easily seen in Okna rosta [Rosta windows]– a series of propaganda graphics and 

posters  by the Soviet poets and artists Vladimir Mayakovskii, Mihail Cheremnih, Lilya Brik, Ivan 

Maluytin and others, spread right after the Bolshevik Revolution to educate people in the new values.   
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most important of all arts for us.”80 The search for avant-garde aesthetics is inseparable 

from the promotion of the new modern emancipated society: it grows from it. The 

aesthetics of the Soviet Avant-garde are political and social. The old tsarist society had 

to dissapear politically along with its aesthetics. 

Man With a Movie Camera has been often looked at in parallel to Walter 

Ruttmann’s film Berlin: Symphony of a Metropolis (Berlin: Die Sinfonie der Großstadt, 

1927).
81 

This parallel can be useful to illustrate the direct relationship to formal 

aesthetics and a socio-political message, and as a general artistic program of the Soviet 

Avant-garde and particularly Vertov’s work. Although some formal parallels between 

the two films can be drawn, more important for me is that Vertov’s film is not just a 

reflection on the age of the machine and its influence on modern living. This might be a 

characterization suitable more for Ruttmann’s film, which is less socially engaged and 

politically inspired. In Vertov’s film, both the representation of technology and the 

formal aesthetics chosen by the authors (also cinematographer Mikhail Kaufman and 

editor Yelizaveta Svilova) are employed to represent new ways of thinking about 

contemporary Soviet people and social changes. Vertov’s characters are not passive 

experimental objects, whose destiny depends on forces external to their will in regards to 

the application of technology in their life. They are not alienated from the production of 

their machine-controlled labor, like in Charlie Chaplin’s Modern Times (1936). We see 

people as active agents; they are the masters of the machine that serves them in building 

this new life. The female body and nudity is de-objectified, sports are performed by both 

men and women, giving birth is deprived of essentialist mysticism and is shown both as 
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    This phrase originates from a conversation between Lenin and Lunacharsky, who was the Komissar po 

delam iskusstv Sovetskoi Rossii (Commissar of Arts in the Soviet Russia). The phrase has been used in 

different versions in the Eastern European countries. It was first published in Grigorii Boltianski, Lenin 

and the Cinema, Moscow, 1925, p. 19. Discussion on the origin of that phrase can be read also here:  

Victor Vatolin, “Holywood za kamenkoi. Ocherki zarozdeniya i stanovlenia proizvodstvo fil’mov v Sibiri” 

[Hollywood across Kamenka. Study of the origin and the establishment of film production in Siberia], 

Kinovedcheskie zapiski, no. 70, 2005, accessed April 28, 2012, http://bit.ly/NwqnqP. 
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    Walter Ruttmann’s film has been often looked at in parallel to Man With a Movie Camera and the 

influences between the two filmmakers explored. Some have mistakenly stated that Ruttmann influenced 

Vertov to make his film, because the German film predates the Soviet one. Others have made a deeper 

analysis of the esthetics and pointed out that Vertov had applied his montage innovation techniques way 

before Ruttmann. For my research, however, the most important in this comparison is the inseparable 

connection between political and aesthetic, where the expression of the political determines the aesthetic 

in Vertov’s film and the aesthetics premise dominates in Ruttmann’s.  
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intense physiological and psychological experience culminating with the happy and 

intimate scene of the mother embracing the newborn (Fig. 4). In his text Painterly Laws 

in the Problems of Cinema, Kazimir Malevich explored Vertov’s aesthetics and defined 

them as representative of a major shift in peoples life. He compares Ruttmann’s and 

Vertov’s work claiming that Ruttman expresses the “petty gossip of daily living,” “he 

showed the junk of day-to-day life, such as falling asleep and waking up” while Vertov 

“de-objectifies” the city center without linking the elements to tell a story:  

Everything here results from shifts, it comes unexpectedly….Dziga 

Vertov separates cinematic objects from junk [barakhlo,-- mundane 

thinghood] and transports them to the world of dynamics, while 

Symphony always deals with junk, even if it’s the symphonic one. 

Having trained our camera lens on the yet-to-be-experienced dynamic of 

metallic, industrial-socialist life, we will be able to see a new world that 

has not been mediated until now.
82

 

By his final statement Malevich declares the essential purpose of the art created 

during this revolutionary time, to show the “shifts,” not to tell a story, to create a 

cinematic work of art through which we will be able to see a yet-to-be-experienced 

world.  

One of the things that we have to experience was the implementation of the ideas of 

women emancipation, at the time coinciding with the demands of the first wave of 

feminism. Although many ideas of this first wave have been realized to a large extent for 

a relatively short period of time in Soviet Russia, gender performances in this film are 

somewhat “dream performances.” Many inequalities have been left unresolved. The 

filmmaker left gender controversies in both domestic and public sphere out of the frame. 

But the very purpose of these images was not to reveal the complexities of gender and 

political discourse. Since the films from the years right after the October Revolution 

were supposed to promote a new world, they were not meant to reveal personal fates, or 

gender arguments, that appeared along with emancipation program. As Keti Chukhrov 

points out: 

At the time of the October Revolution of 1917 the conditions of all the 

unprevileged (men and women) was akin to that of mute subordinated 
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“homo-animals.” Thus it was not possible to articulate the issue of 

gender, as it could not have had any subject, whether imaginary, 

performative, or symbolic. In other words, the imposed equality of the 

socialist period—whether bad or good—may be regarded as the more 

emancipatory remedy, in comparison with the state of affairs that 

preceded both Russian revolutions.
83

 

Perhaps we shouldn’t look for a more personalized approach to gender performance 

in Soviet film from that time because the country was in a civil war, and because the 

modernist manifestos in art and social life had to be propagated in order to get the people 

out of the horrible heritage of WWI and the tsarist regime; to liberate themselves from 

the mentality of serfdom, from technological backwardness and illiteracy. The heated 

gender debates from that period did not find much of a reflection in film.
84

 Individual 

perspectives and critiques appeared in film form mostly after the WWII. However, the 

1920s is the time from which we can begin tracing the complex relationship between 

personal gender issues and their communal expression, small scale resolutions and large 

scale gender re-definitions, all of which were consequently constructive for post-Cold 

War gender performances as well.  

In the following historical periods, technological utopias have been embodied in 

variety of emblematic, inspiring and populist images. One particular embodiment of the 

dream of women emancipation through technology was the first woman cosmonaut, 

Valentina Terezkova, who according to Bojana Pejic was “...the heroine of 

modernity...(who) incorporated--for a while--a socialist dream that was never truly 

reached: about women's involvement in high technology.”
85 
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    Keti Chukhrov, “In the Trap of Utopia's Sublime. Between Ideology and Subversion,” in Gender 

Check, (ex. cat.), ed. Bojana Pejic, (Wien: Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien, 2009), 32.   
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    Carleton explores the complexity of the gender debate from that time by giving examples of opinions 

expressed in social and political life and literature, radically contradicting each other. He says: “We should 
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Revolution in Bolshevik Russia, 4. 
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Figure 4. Birth, female nudity, divorce and marriage in Man With a Movie Camera  

(1929).  
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In the film Circus (1936) by Grigori Alexandrov and Issidor Simkov, emancipation 

of women is symbolically related to technology and particularly rocket engineering. The 

film, directed by Grigori Alexandrov, is a Stalinist propaganda musical spectacle. It is a 

melodramatic comedy, meant to proclaim the superiority of the USSR. The film has a 

high quality production and became one of the Soviet classics.  Circus introduces the 

union between men, women and technology, entangled to take over the Cosmos and to 

populate it with internationalist, inter-racial, egalitarian humanity.
86

 The main character, 

Marion Dixon, is an American circus performer, who comes on tour to the Soviet 

Moscow. She is played by the first glamorous Soviet film star, gifted dancer and singer 

Lubov Orlova. Marion’s act is to be shot from cannon by circus director Kneishitz 

(Pavel Masal’sky). Landing on the trapeze under the ceiling, decorated with a moon and 

stars, she performs on it. Marion has a secret: she has given birth to a black baby, thus 

committing a “crime of color” in her country. She has been rescued from the angry 

crowd in her hometown in the US by Kneishitz. He uses that to blackmail her, forcing 

her to become his lover. 

Marion’s performance is appreciated by the Soviet circus director. She is invited to 

develop a performance with Sergei Stolyarov (Ivan Martynov), a Soviet circus star, with 

whom she falls in love. Their performance looks significantly different than her work 

with Kneishitz. As opposed to Kneishitz, who just shoots her out of the gun, Sergei is 

her partner—they work together. The relationship of “master-slave” is broken. They are 

both dressed in austronaut-like costumes, far from the ostrich feathers and short sexy 

skirt that she wore in her previous number (Fig. 5). They both fly in the sky of the circus 

shapito and both bring the stars down to the earth to people. Not only the partnership but 

also the technological sophistication of the Soviet spectacle is juxtaposed to the old 

fashioned American spectacle. Actors enter the stage on motorcycles, whereas in the old 

number horses are used. The spectacle culminates in fire juggling, literally the bringing 

of the “light to the people.” The end of this spectacle, however, is darkened by the 

jealous Kneishitz, who brings the mulatto baby to the circus, wanting to discredit Marion 

by reveling her secret. Unexpectedly for him, the audience laughs at this intention and 
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takes the baby away from him. A lullaby is sung in various languages by representatives 

of diverse ethnicities in the Soviet Union, while the baby is passed around from hand to 

hand between both men and women. At the grand finale, Marion marches next to Sergei 

and other people, dressed in white on Red Square, singing the song about the mightiness 

of the Soviet Union.  

 

 

Figure 5. Film Circus (1936). On the left Marion (Lybov Orlova) performs alone, 

dressed in very feminine outfit, while Kneishitz (Pavel Massal’sky) is preparing to 

shoot her out of the gun. On the right Marion performs together with the Soviet 

performer Stolyarov (Ivan Martynov). They are both dressed in unisex austronaut-

like outfits and are preparing to fly together in the sky.  

 

In an essay about the film, Moira Ratchford points out the helplessness of Marion, 

the fact that she is being dominated by men and able to develop only under the 

supervision of Sergei Stolyarov.
 87

 She notices the juxtaposition between the fascist 
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figure of Kneishitz and the liberator Sergei, but equalizes them by pointing to the 

similarity of aesthetics of Nazi Germany film spectacles and the Soviet ones, 

reproducing the “binary socialism” cliché (that I previously talked about) in which 

totalitarianism equals communism and a sign of equality is put between communism and 

fascism.
88

 In her analysis she forgets to mention that Marion was a representative of a 

system that had some reasons to be critiqued and discredited, including the existing 

treatment of women, who were supposed to be submissive, and were ill-treated if they 

committed an “inter-racial” crime. Here I am not questioning the propaganda pathos of 

the film and I am not claiming the unproblematic Soviet society presented in the film 

was real. However, it is important to question the implicit intention of Ratchford’s text 

to put a sign of equality between socialism and fascism, and to completely disregard the 

emancipatory message of the film. She is not even making an attempt to show profound 

understanding of complexities and failures the emancipation project and the 

internationalist, anti-racist program of the Soviet Union.
89

 In her text she had simplified 

history to black and white Cold War cliché, equalizing leftist ideas with fascism.   

Much more interesting to that 1990s cliché analysis is the critical comparison 

between female characters in Hollywood and Soviet film that Suzan Buck-Morss makes: 

It is clear that the erotics of attraction are differently produced in 

Holywood and Soviet musicals… The erotic allure of the female body is 

the central emblem of capitalist consumer society, provoking perpetual 

stimulation without closure, as if to assure that the act of consumption 

will never stop. But the erotics of Soviet culture organizes sexual desire 

in a very different manner. The female body has a worker’s physique. 

The erotics of the body undergoes a displacement; the consumptive 

power of sexual pleasure is transformed into the productive power of 
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   Maria Todorova makes an analysis of this philosophical and historical premise. She critiques 

Vergangenheitsbewaltigung (a German term meaning reassesement, coming to terms with the past) as 
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national borders.” Maria Todorova, “The Process of Remembering,” 11. 
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politics were far from this ideal, and gave raise to backlash against all these emancipatory ideas later in the 

1990s. I will discuss later in relation with the film Hammer and Sickle (1994). 
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work.
90 

In the “boy meets a girl meets tractor” genre of Soviet films in the 

1930s, sexual romance is submerged within the greater narrative, the 

social romance of building Socialism.”
91

 

The “tractor” example, she gives here is another important one for understanding 

better gender power relations established around technology. Deep examination of the 

relationship between women and tractors can reveal more details about the contradiction 

between the ideological appeal for equality and its realization. The image of “the woman 

with the tractor” is depicting the controversies related to power constructs in public and 

private spheres. This image visually appeared during Stalinism along with the program 

of intense industrialization of agriculture.
92

 This image is currently considered by some 

critics such as the influential Bulgarian conservative dissident Georgi Markov, but also 

as a common sense as a negative “masculinized” symbol of women’s emancipation, 

which is “against women's nature.”
93

 Of course this image promoted unconventional 

gender performance, where women are not fragile beauties, but rather strong and 

technologically advanced persons who can compete with men on the field. The 

controversial “androgynity” of the socialist woman came into play. Women, who took 

over “men’s” professions, appeared dangerous for traditionalists like Markov. 

At the same time, research on memories and everyday experiences of women with 

tractors from the 1950s, made by Jana Jancheva,
94 

demonstrates that this relationship 

between the woman's body and the machine, which seemed “unnatural” to Markov, was 

understood by many women as a way of gaining independence.  This study also reveals 

                                                 

90    
Tatiana Dashkova, “Liubov’ I byt v sovetskom kinematografe 30-50 godov” [Love and everyday life in 

the Soviet cinema of the 30-50s]. Otechestvennaya istoria, 2003, no. 6, 59-67, Also published online in 

Gendernyie issledovanie. Central’noaziatskaya set’, accessed February 12, 2012, http://bit.ly/MzFduf. As 
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therefore metaphorically reads as an erotic scene.” 
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    Jana Jancheva, “Zenite v trudovo-kooperativnite zemedelski stopanstva (TKZS) prez 50te godini ili 

kak se realizira politikata za ravenstvo mezdu muzete i zenite v bulgarskoto selo” [“Women in agricultural 

cooperative farms (TKZS) during 1950s or how was the policy for equality between women and men 

realized in Bulgarian villages”] (presentation, conference  Pol i prehod 1938-1958 [Gender and Transition 

1938-1958],Sofia University, Sofia, 21-22 June, 2011). 
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that some women were not given permission by their husbands, or foremen to drive 

tractors. Therefore it is hard to claim that women were only “forced” into this 

“unnatural” relationship. They might have been actually restricted in their desire to use 

technology, especially in the private sphere, due to the persistence of patriarchal 

conventions, demonstrated clearly by Markov. Jancheva's research is based on film 

documentaries and recorded memories of women tractor drivers and in particular her 

grandmother, who was a heroine in one of those documentaries. Jancheva doesn't rely on 

abstract male ideological constructions of what is “natural” for women. The living 

experience of women is central to her study. A very interesting film example on the 

topic is the Bulgarian film Matriarchy (Matriarhat, 1975), directed by Lydmil Kirkov 

and dedicated to women’s labor in the villages. Although an in depth analysis of this 

film is beyond the scope of this text, I am tempted to at least mention it briefly. In it we 

see women only exposed to the innovative technology; they see a demonstration of it on 

the field where they work. This technology, however, is supposed to be used by men, 

while the women have to continue to manually plough the soil.
95

  

By comparing Markov's text and the research by Jancheva, the clear division 

between women's and men's views on technological emancipation can be seen. In 

Markov's text we can also observe the reversed anti-emancipatory drive of anti-

communist dissidents, which predisposes contemporary opinions about gender. 

However, through Jancheva’s research the binarity between the “bad socialist 

emancipation” and the “good post-socialist gender revisionism” is subverted. The 

oppression of women is not so much related to political ideology, but to the complex 

relationship between this ideology (being it communist or capitalist) and its use for 

gender dominance.  
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    The film is a critique of distribution of labor, in which men are taking administrative office positions, 

or are empowered by technology and use machines for rural work, or go to the city to manage from there 

the agricultural production. The main force, however, which drives this production is women’s manual 

labor. The characters are psychologically rich, they are controversial and realistic. Exposed are  women’s 

personal problems related to loneliness, sexuality and realization, in tune with the tradition of the film 

realism of the 1970s. An interesting detail is that Georgi Mishev, the scriptwriter, during my interview 

with him said he was deeply empathic to these characters because he was writing about the fate of his own 

mother and sisters. At a first glance the film leaves the impression of a feminist critique of society from 

that time, however, the intention of the scriptwriter was quite different. He claimed he was actually 

making a film to critique industrialization of agriculture and “all the stupid things the communists did.” In 

his opinion, women have to stay at home and take care of children. 
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The post-socialist film Hammer and Sickle (Serp i molot, 1994), by director Sergey 

Livnev, is a revisionist perestroika caricature of emancipatory practices, related to 

women’s professional realization in so called “male” professions and particularly their 

work with tractors. Categories like “natural and biological” and “unnatural and 

technological” overlap with categories like “good” and “bad” attributed to political 

systems like “the bad socialism.” The film is beautifully made; it can be compared to the 

much earlier marvelous examples of Stalinist cinematography. It is a sublime collection 

of performative clichés about socialism and particularly Stalinism as “the ultimate 

embodiment of communism,” reproducing in film form the phenomena of the “binary 

socialism” and generalization of the past epochs.
96

 Hammer and a Sickle is a classic anti-

utopia, about a woman who was technologically transformed into a man. This happened 

to her forcefully, as a Stalinist experiment, meant to be applied eventually on a large 

scale. After being transformed into a man with the name Evdokim (Alexander 

Serebryakov), he embraces this role with joy, begins working on the construction of the 

Moscow subway and is given the respectful title Hero of the Socialist Labor (geroi 

socialisticheskogo truda).  

This particular transgender man, according to the film fictional story, becomes the 

very model of the worker for Vera Muhina's famous sculptural composition of the union 

between the worker and the peasant (presented at the Soviet Pavilion in Paris World 

EXPO in 1937).  Later “the transgender worker” marries his sculptural companion--the 

“peasant.” “The peasant” is as freakish as “the worker.” Her name is Lisa (Alla Kliyka) 

and she is a biological woman, with an “unnatural” profession: “a woman with a 

tractor.” She is an outstanding worker (Stakhanovec), just like her transgender partner, 

and she teaches other women to drive tractors.   
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    Whenever “communism” had to be juxtaposed to current capitalist developments, especially in the 

nineties, communism was represented almost exclusively by the darkest sides of the Stalinist era, just in 

tune with the “binary socialism” that was gaining popularity at that time.  Jameson refers to Bulgaria, 

Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union as three countries in which people at the end of the Cold War were 

preoccupied with “mummification under socialism” and that they confirm that Stalin “was at one with a 

whole system: that is to say, first of all, that historical explanations of Stalinism by way of contingency 

and the dialectic are absolutely undesirable.” At the same time what exists in capitalism (according to 

representatives of these countries, about which Jamison is speaking) is “not a system at all but simply life 

itself, natural life, in its major sub varieties: private and public.” Frederic Jameson, “Conversations on the 

New World Order,” in After the Fall. The Failure of Communism and the Future of Socialism, ed. Robin 

Blackburn (London, New York: Verso 1991) 261.    
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This film presents two popular stereotypes of women’s emancipation: the masculine 

woman (perhaps a result of “unnatural” experiment), who has a male profession (works 

on the subway construction) and the “woman with the tractor.” This diabolic marriage of 

travesties is depicted as “dominant” gender performance during socialism, meant to 

“castrate the real masculinity” and to “mutate the real femininity” and to become the 

political and economic symbol of the Soviet Union.  

Suzan Larsen who reviews gender aspects of Russian post-soviet nationalism in 

film, points out: 

Many post-Soviet melodramatic films reflecting the Stalinist theme, not 

only personalize moral qualities, they sexualize them in a grand attempt 

to build a post-Soviet history and a post-Soviet cinema, able to 

embody the greatness of the Stalinist past and at the same time to 

condemn its political crimes.
97

 

She talks about schizophrenic attempt of the post-soviet Russians to deal with their 

political past, while still remain proud of its achievements. While most of the ex-Soviet 

republics easily attributed the “Soviet” to a continuation of the “Russian,” the Russians 

had to find another embodiment of the evil, since they would only have to blame 

themselves. As Larsen claims the scapegoat is the woman.
98 

 In many mainstream films 

about Stalinism from Russia and Bulgaria, mostly from the nineties the women are the 

carriers of the totalitarian power.
99

 They deprive men from their dignity and potency, 

with the help of their “unnatural” power given them by the twisted Stalinist ideology. 

The society is sick, therefore it became “genderless” as a “punishment for its sins,” like 

film director Ivan Duhovnichev, quoted by Larsen, said in an interview.
100
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Cinema," in Studies in Twentieth-Century Literature. 24:1 (Winter 2000), accessed April 28, 2012, 
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Bulgarian Cinema,” in Remembering Communism: Genres of Representation, ed. Maria Todorova (New 

York: Social Science research Council, 2010) 373-390. 
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Figure  6. Hammer and Sickle (1994). Woman scientist (Marina Kaydalova) in front 

of her “creation.” Her character is stunningly similar to the horrific scientist in 

Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927). 

 

The use of technology is among the most “unnatural” things to women, as 

“unnatural” as them holding political power. Thus Hammer and the Sickle also marked 

the beginning of an anti-technological reaction to the socialist cult of scientific and 

technological progress, along with the tendency towards gender atavisms. These 

intentions are revealed by the other female characters. The propagandistic image of the 

worker and the peasant is presented in the characters of two women: a woman film 

director and a woman sculptor.  The man Evdokim is forced to live in a “way he doesn’t 

want” submitting to the will of his tractor-woman wife; and the sex-change is made by a 

woman-scientist. She is imprisoned in a secret laboratory in Siberia, where the 

environment can be characterized as some sort of a “Gulag-horror-romanticism;” a 

transparent attempt by the director to create extreme feeling of horror, through 

stereotypical decorations (Fig. 6).
101

 She looks too old for her age, scary and masculine. 
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    I am personally convinced that realism would have been not as didactic, but perhaps even more 

horrific, for those who don’t need cheap horror decorations to be horrified. 
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She pronounces the Frankenstainian phrase, “You will live!,” right after which, her 

experimental animal opens his eyes.  

After years of successful life as a hero of the Socialist labor, finally Evdokim rebels 

against his fate and wants to be left to “live the way he wants.” He returns to his nurse, 

who was the first woman he had sex with after the transformation, attempting to realize a 

“natural” romance. The sexual scene between them is emblematically romantic, 

classically enjoyable. The next day the nurse is killed. Seeking revenge Evdokim 

attempts to kill Stalin, but is shot by the guards in his spine and he remains paralyzed. 

He is exhibited as a living exponent in a museum dedicated to him, and to the fabricated 

story about his deed of heroism, in which the bullet of the enemy had penetrated his 

body, while he was guarding comrade Stalin. His tractor-wife seems to be happy because 

she has the all power now, and she even makes “unnatural” sex to him sitting on the top 

of his paralyzed body. 

In the post-socialist cinematograph science and technology became demonized and 

gendered, often blamed as “communist perversion,” in keeping with the closure of many 

scientific and technological research programs, including the space program. 

Interdisciplinary research in the intersection of social science, technology and art, which 

was typical for the Soviet Avant-garde and socialist art in general has been marginalized, 

many unbelievable characters, embodiments of fears and dreams, for which Evdokim is 

a great example, appeared in many films.
102

  

Hammer and the Sickle can’t be reviewed as an informed critique of the social 

applications of technology or scientific advances in the sense of comtemporary techno 

anti-utopias like The Matrix (1999). Evdokim is technologically innocent and is nothing 

like the superiorly skilled techno-rebels Тhe Matrix’s characters Neo or Trinity. Hammer 

and Sicke is rather anti-technological luddite manifesto, a simple condemnation of 

technology as evil, written by misogynists. Evdokim’s longing for “natural” identity was 

twice interrupted--first when he, as a woman, was forcefully transformed into a man; and 

second, when the perfectly looking blond, strong, smart and positive Soviet man 

Evdokim was denied to “live the way he wants” and had to copulate with his tractor-

wife. This happened with the help of the union between technology and women. 
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According to Hammer and Sickle these women’s “satanic” plan to deal ones and forever 

with “the natural” roles of their gender, predisposed by biology, logically found fruitful 

soil for realization during one of the most “unnatural” regimes--the communist regime.   

If this film was a critique of the failures of women’s emancipation, as some 

critiques claim,
103

 then why don’t we see women speaking about it themselves? This 

film does not give voice to them, and they are only seen as an uneasy “object of desire,” 

who used the few “unnatural” rights that were given to them by the socialist 

emancipation (like access to technology) to take away the power from men, to whom 

this power “naturally” belongs. Perhaps this anti-communist luddite attitude is the reason 

why in the post-socialist well-funded mainstream cinema, technology and science are 

looked at mostly in retrospective.
104

 At the same time, everyday gender performances 

have been dominated by consumer use of high-end beautification and reproductive 

technologies as well as communication and personality-change technologies provided by 

Internet and the social networks.  

The “techno” and unisex aesthetics typical for the 1990s, the techno music parades 

(the biggest of which is the Love Parade in Germany) have created new hybrid unisex 

models.  The relative gender freedom and the “queerness” of the nineties created a 

variety of identities, determined by the Internet culture, and utopic views of how the 

world will be changed through technological networking. The concept of the “avatar” 

had revolutionized gender mimicry and representation through technology. Computer 

game culture also changed social and gender relations and introduced flexible and 

performative identities.  

Although Internet, digital and biotech revolutions gained prominence after the 

1990s and brought hopes for informational and physical democratization of life, the 

dawn of social economies with access to technology became a question of class.
105

 The 

fluid, or disappearing, sexual determination and the chimerical transformation of 

identity, typical for the virtual world (often defined as postmodern), empowered many 
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people because it challenged the centuries-long domination of the male sex. But it also 

created new segregations conditioned by market driven economies, based on education 

and class, which affected gender performances in variety of ways.  

 

 

Figure 7. Berlin’s Love Parade and the streets of Sofia: On the left are two pictures 

from Berlin Love Parade, which exposed variety of techno-gender identities, 

transmitted the message of love, pacifism and anti-totalitarianism. On the top right 

is an image of the monument of the Soviet Army in Sofia. Equivalent to the Love 

Parades parties of the international techno-music movement Metropolis (as called 

in Bulgaria) were happening in the 1990s at this site. On the top of the monument, a 

white swastika is clearly seen, as an evidence of the far-right backlash that began 

mid-late 1990s.  The image below shows the current situation in Sofia. Swastika 

graffiti are everywhere. 

 

These very changes in society made possible the existence of the trans-gender character 

in Hammer and Sickle, although it is a conservative caricature of queerness. But it was 

not possible at all for a character like that to appear under the heterosexual dogma of the 

period before the end of the Cold War. There are other films that represent the 
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proliferation of queer techno aesthetics since the nineties.
106

 However they are mostly 

decorative and don't carry the controversial potential of Hammer and Sickle; therefore 

they are not a subject of this study.  

The harsh economic situation of the Transition period and the changing value- 

system in a post-colonial context had hardened the perception of fluidity and freedom of 

identity and gave rise to the most conservative forms of rejection of diversity, like neo-

Nazism (Fig. 7). The official culture, especially in Bulgaria and Russia, started to 

express this conservatism, which reflected in common sense approval of homophobia, 

anti-technologism and historical atavism (as I explain later in analysis of the film 

Mission London (2010)).  

 

 

Figure 8. The first cosmonauts and Bjork video still: A picture of first cosmonauts 

Yurii Gagarin and Valentina Tereshkova, embodying the techno-utopias of the 

Socialist countries. On the right an image from singer’s Bjork’s music video All is 

Full of Love (1999). The “techno-utopia” is a prerogative of the “West” now. 

 

The superficial reflection on techno culture could have its roots in the general anti-

technological context of politics, where technology and science were seen as 

“communist stupidity,” part of the modernist utopia of that time (Fig. 8), whereas 

nowadays a profitable, conservative in ideas and utopic dreams business does count 

much more. The picture is quite different in independent and experimental film, where 

we can see representation of themes touching upon both technology and politics that are 

almost not present in mainstream film. 
 
Techno revolutions of the 1990s and the 
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processes of queering gender roles, are also mostly reflected in independent film and 

video art.  The spirit of freedom, utopia and political crtiticism was marginalized to a big 

extent during the 2000s, occupying the territory of experimental film and counter 

culture.  

 

4.2 Class, Religion and Patriarchy in the Post Socialist Period 

 

Experimental film often intertwines issues of identity and reflections on the social 

side of technology with issues of race and nationality within post-collonial capitalist 

settings, pointing to increasing class segregation and racial and gender hatred. In the 

black comedy Bastards (Vybliadki, 1999) by Oleg Mavromatti, the main male character 

(Yura Zvezdny a.k.a Egipetsky Mag), who has no name, is a macho embodiment of 

polit-economic “novelties” of the post-socialist reality, such as class segregation and 

nationalism. He is a poor drunken man, who constantly wears his fur hat (ushanka), 

bragging before an invisible viewer about his sexual achievements. These rich stories 

usually end with violence and murder, where extreme racism, sexism and nationalism 

are expressed. He is unsuccessful in all his endeavors; his masculine dignity is 

undermined by his own value crisis, which he is trying to compensate for by associating 

himself with the “powerful of the day” – the mob, the church, the pop-stars. All these 

associations contribute to the general nationalist pathos of the character, who expresses 

himself in a mixture of pro-Stalinist imperialist nostalgia and violence against ethnic 

minorities. He proclaims himself a “normal Russian guy” appealing to the conventions 

of the “natural” and “normal” dominating the public discourse in post-socialist society.  

Larsen attributes this complex amalgam of newly developed values to the 

schizophrenic discourse about national identity in the post-socialist context. This 

discourse, not unquestionably accepted by the majority of people, consists of diverse 

ethnic, national and gender identities.
107

 To overcome these difficulties, the 

representatives of this discourse are looking for “undeniably good” moral categories, 

which can be accepted without too much discussion because they are “natural.” But who 
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is the one who proclaims what the natural is? Isn’t it the one who has the power to do 

that? “The natural” according to the media and to mainstream film is essentially 

heterosexual, manly, nationalist, right wing and non-technological.
108

 

The female characters in Bastards represent multiple misogynist cliché about 

women, who are described in such phrases as like “the spectacled book-rat,” “the 

Russian whore, who fucks with the ‘black-asses’,” “the Ukrainian salo-eater,” “the 

Jewish witch,” and “the prostitute.”
109

  These characters critically embody a variety of 

ethnic stereotypes about women and their realization in capitalist society, dominated by 

the overall nationalist agenda of the time of the Second war in Chechnya. All of these 

women are looking for a man to pay their bills; he has to be of a Russian origin and to 

own property in Moscow. Finally, these women (all played by Elena Lapteva) should 

rely on their man when it comes to fixing something “technological.”  

All these love affairs of the main character finish disastrously just because “the 

man” is asked by “the woman” to fix household electric appliances, what he fails to do.  

In the final scene, he hangs an icon of Jesus next to a picture of Bruce Lee on his car to 

break the techno-spell.  He shouts at the camera, “We are together with Jesus” and goes 

hunting for the “queen of the prostitutes.” This ends with the cruel killing of “the 

prostitute,” who makes fun of him, for not being able to turn the car on.  The story 

climaxes in a hysterical schizophrenic speech, in which “the normal Russian guy” 

blames his technological and sexual failures and the abuse of his male dignity on ethnic 
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   The rise of far-right wing parties, nationalism and neo-Nazism in Eastern Europe, was obvious from 
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minorities “who are taking over the government,” he also blames the TV programmers, 

the bad soccer players, the women-whores, and finally the moon, which is nothing more 

than a “fucking lamp.” This speech is pronounced as voice over while horrific 

documentary footage from the Chechen war, offers an interpretation of the war as a 

sublimation of the castration complex. But most importantly the characters in this film 

represent the post-socialist economic “losers” and their nationalist gender performance, 

induced by economic misery and war (Fig. 9).  

 

 

Figure  9. Bastards (1999). The speech of the main character (Yuriy Zvezdnii a.k.a 

Egipetsky Mag), who embodies the most problematic sides of current political and 

social problems in Russia is shown in parallel to documentary from the Second 

Chechen War. 

 

The economic reform known as a “shock therapy”
110

 brought an end to the 

centralized socialist model of economics. This affected the film industry not only 

economically, but in terms of content.  In countries like Bulgaria, pre-socialist and even 

pre-modern representations and values had been elevated as state and societal priorities, 

which are supposed to contribute to democratic and economic development.
111

 Personal 

relations depicted in film had changed accordingly to what has been understood as 
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“capitalist and democratic.” A juxtaposition of the categories of “loser” and “winner” 

dominates commercial film and TV production.  

The rich (more often men) are presented as positive characters and their servants 

(most often women) as benefiting from being hired by these men. The working woman 

from Vertov’s films, or the heroine who commits deeds of heroism for the sake of 

society and common good at her working place
112

 had gradually disappeared since the 

1980s, and transformed into someone whose values and activities are locked primarily in 

the family domain.
113

 Within this domain we see different class-related gender 

performances. Numerous films from the 2000s depict the generous rich housewife, who 

gives her old dress to the young servant, a girl from the province.
114

 This intimate 

gesture, which can't compare with the social responsibilities of women in the socialist 

films, is often represented as a “heroic” expression of charity and tenderness, mostly 

considered exclusively feminine performance. In general, we can observe limitation of 

women's responsibilities in society, which goes hand in hand with a restriction of their 

roles. 

According to this scheme, women should not long for anything more than being 

happily married to a rich man. The gender aspects of the re-appearance of class-issues 

influenced a wave of films, especially in Russia, that reconstruct Cinderella-like stories, 

in which Cinderella is not only a woman but can also be a man. These characters are 

gifted not with beauty and tenderness, but with extraordinary cruelty and cynicism.
115 

With the worship of the new class-segregation and propagation of social Darwinism, 

also appeared films critiquing this point of view. Although the “Cinderella” genre gained 
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verit, 1980); Looking for a Husband for my Mom (Tursi se suprug za mama, 1982).    
113

    Moscow does Not Believe in Tears (1980); Eduard Zahariev, My Dear Man, My Dear Woman (Skapa 

moya, skapi moi, 1987). 
114

    Alexei, Balabanov, Brother (Brat, 1997) and Brother 2 (Brat 2, 2000); Alexander, Kott, I will Show 

You Moscow (Ya pokazu tebe Moskvu, 2009); Sergei Girgel’, Hotel for Cinderella (Otel’ dlia Zolushki, 

2012); Sergei Ivanov, Cinderella (Zolushkа, 2012); Bekmambetov, Timur at al., Christmas Tree 1 (Elki1, 

2011). 
115

    Alexei Mizgirev, Flint (Kremen’, 2008). 
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tremendous popularity, feminization of poverty after 1990s created also a rich palette of 

tragic female film characters who fight for a better life, very often unsuccessfully.
116

  

One significant example is the tragic-comedy Gloss (Glyanets, 2007) directed by 

Andrei Konchalovsky--a parody of a “Cinderella” film.  Galya (Julia Vysotskaya) is a 

girl from the province, who comes to Moscow to look for her happiness. Her desperately 

precarious destiny of a contemporary sweat-shop worker contrasts with the “the happy 

workers” from Vertov’s film. There is a dramatic difference also between her life as a 

poor seamstress from the province and the hyper expensive gender performances of 

Moscow’s rich, highly educated and extraordinary cynical women. Human trafficking 

and prostitution are among the most radical cases of class and gender inequality that 

Galya meets in the city.
117

 The plot develops traditionally. Galya uses series of crafty 

tricks to achieve success. She becomes an assistant of a famous fashion designer, until 

she gets hired for an “escort company,” which that offers young girls to rich men. The 

most successful of the girls are those who achieve a marriage with their rich clients. 

Inspired by her own desire for a similar “career,” Galya becomes a psychological 

advisor of these girls, convincing them to do things they might not really want to do. She 

wins this position by convincing a very young virgin from the province to sleep with a 

rich and old British client. The crying girl wants to first ask for permission from her 

grandfather, but Galya reminds her that if she doesn’t go with the British man, her only 

other destiny will be to return to her desperate, poor village. The vivid contrast, between 

province and the capital city (used in the film intentionally to underline the class 

segregation of the new society), makes the girl do the deed. 

 Along with the establishment of consumerist values, a tendency among rich men to 

exploit women as commodity and to represent their financial power has also gained 

appreciation. Women had been divided into groups according to their ability to sell 

themselves (exactly as the woman from Bastards wanted to do), which determined their 

future well-being, but this also made them dependent.  

                                                 

116
    Liydmil Todorov. Seamstresses (Shivachki, 2006). 

117 
   Peter Todorovsky, Inter-girl (Interdevochka, 1989), Lukas Mudisson. Lilyia 4-ever 2002; Georgi 

Dylgerov, Lady Z (Leidi Z, 2005). 
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Although Galya is “too old” (she just turned 30), finally she "sells herself" 

successfully to a Russian oligarch—Misha Klimenko (Alexander Domogarov). He is 

desperately bored of his life, and he has everything he wants.  He feels so mighty that in 

one of his drunken nights, he claims to God that he is mightier than Him, because he can 

do whatever he wants with his life. After that he tries to commit suicide to show his 

mightiness. During the tragi-comic scene in the hospital, he, covered in his own blood, 

performs a “real Russian oligarch capriccios,” shouting at and kicking the nurses, while  

calling the escort agency to tell he needs a ”mature woman,” who looks like Grace 

Kelly, to marry him.  

This is Galya’s great and unexpected chance. Their first meeting, which is usually 

the point when Cinderella becomes a princess and they live “happily ever after,” is a 

scene of humiliation. Although almost “sold,” Galya still has to seduce “the prince.” She 

is delivered to his house, but he is not there. He comes much later, very drunk, when she 

is already asleep on the sofa, and expects her to do something extraordinarily Grace 

Kelly-ish. She performs as if she were a Russian--- speaking Grace Kelly, playing with 

the lights in his room and pronouncing stereotypical phrases. 

Finally she also gets drunk and drops the Grace Kelly role. During her long 

monologue, with which she wins Klimenko’s first kiss, she shares intimate details about 

her childhood. This could have been touching if her words were not supported by a 

strange striptease, directed by him. While talking about her classmates, ,  she crawls on 

her knees, asked to turn her bottom to him and lift her expensive dress, while he throws 

peanuts trying to hit her butt crack (Fig. 10). After she breaks out in tears, while still 

telling stories about the classmates, he comes from behind, grabs her “passionately” and 

kisses her, as if he is playing a role in a film with Grace Kelly. 
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Figure 10. Gloss (2007). The scene of seduction. The fake Grace Kelly (Julia 

Vystotskaya on the floor, while her future husband (Alexander Domogarov) is 

throwing peanuts at her.   

 

Galya is almost ready to leave, disgusted by her new destiny (she runs out from the car, 

which drives her to her new life.) Alone in the forest, she remembers her childhood in 

which the shadows of poverty and desperation already appeared mixed with childish 

carelessness and bright sunlight. Suddenly she realizes that she stands in front of a 

swamp full with garbage. This can be interpreted as the swamp of her horrific future, 

which awaits her in the province: the swamp of desperation and economic misery. 

Finally her talent to convince young girls to do what they don’t want to take over, and 

this time she convinces herself to return back to her new husband. The film ends 

“happily” with pictures of her on the covers of the magazines, which are finally thrown 

in the trash.  

In this film, the worker-heroine’s eroticism, subordinated to labor in the socialist 

film, as Buck-Morss says, had literally merged with its opposite—a Hollywood 

prototype, which perpetually indices consumerist eroticism.
118

 Galya and Klimenko’s 

characters are supported by numerous cynical designers and directors of fashion houses 

and live-style journals, surrounded by glamorous objects in their expensive houses.  

                                                 

118
    Buck-Morss, 161 and 320.  
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Together with the cruel mob guys, these characters are in contrast to Galya’s provincial 

family of drunken alcoholics, who live in wooden sheds, and her naïve girl-friend, who 

has romantic dreams of successful intellectual career in the big city (Fig 11).  

 

 

Figure 11. Gloss (2007). Galya’s mother (Yela San’ko). Her father is on the 

background, naked and drunk, fighting with another woman. 

 

Director Konchalovsky (well-known in the US with commercial films like Tango 

and Cash (1989) has gone for extreme metaphorical images in this film, creating 

successfully visual parallels between Hollywood consumerist glamour and its self-

colonizing nouveau-riche imitations in the “New Russia,” incorporating his first-h-and 

experience of these cultures. Another important detail I would like to pay attention to is 

the aesthetic of the childhood reminiscences. Konchalovsky’s Soviet New Wave work 

from the 1960s, although not well known in the US, is among his important 

contributions in the world cinematography. Most well-known is The Story of Asya 

Kliachina, Who Was in Love, But Never Got Married (Istoria Asi Kliachinoy, kotoroya 

lybila, da ne vishla zamuz, 1968), which creates personalized portrait of a woman from a 

village, and her problems surrounded by both poetic and naturalistic scenes of not 

unproblematic peasant life. The semi-documentary style of shooting, naturalism, and use 

of unprofessional actors from the village (only two of the characters are professionals) 
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are some of the numerous achievements of the film. Unfortunately these very 

achievements became an obstacle for its wide distribution in the USSR.
119 

 

The aesthetics of Galya’s reminiscences are pretty similar to Asya Kliachina’s 

poetic scenes. This reference to the less extreme context of Khrushchev’s Thaw,
120

 is a 

clear political comment and makes a strong gender statement, reflecting patriarchalism 

then and now (Fig 11). The dramatic rise of men's unemployment after the economic 

changes in the 1990s led to additional serious crises of gender models, particularly in 

regard to masculine identity. The manhood of the unemployed was challenged by the 

financial independence of working women.  In some areas, where the heavy industry had 

been demolished, men lost their jobs and only women had been able to find jobs in 

sweatshops as seamstresses. This situation led to reactionary appreciation of the 

traditional family (as mentioned above) but also appreciation of and affiliation with 

religion.
121

 Since there was no other equally strong and supported-by-the-state ideology, 

like the communist one to preach gender models, religion became the one to support the 

revival of traditional women roles and to stand against homosexuality.
122

  

 

                                                 

119 
   The film was shown in the 1968 in the USSR, but the wide distribution of it appeared only 20 years 

later in 1988. In 1993 Konchalovsky made a sequel  The Little Chicken Riaba (Курочка Ряба, 1993), in 

which character Asya Kliachina is in her 50s, and she and her village have to fight much crueler fights 

than in the 1960s with the new economic reality. The actress who played in the first film, Iya Savina, 

refused to take the role again because she blamed the director, saying that he has “offended the Russian 

people,” accessed Februady 17, 2012,  http://www.konchalovsky.ru/works/films/Ryaba_ma_poule/. 
120

    Khrushchev’s Thaw refers to the period from the mid 1950s to the early 1960s, when repression and 

censorship in the Soviet Union were reversed and millions of Soviet political prisoners were released from 

Gulag labor camps, due to Nikita Khrushchev's policies of de-Stalinization and peaceful coexistence with 

other nations. 
121    

Kristen  Ghodsee, Men, Mines and Mosques. Gender and Islamic Revivalism on the Edge of Europe,  

(Olden Lane, Princeton, NJ: School of Social Science, Institute for Advanced Study,  2007). 
122

    Among the numerous examples I will quote just few, mostly from the quite poor collection of articles 

on this topic in the English press: Marco Tosatti, “The Russian Orthodox Church introduces the 

“orthodox” style,” Vatican Insider, October 7, 2011, accessed April 28, 2012,  

http://vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/homepage/world-news/detail/articolo/russia-chiesa-ortodossa-273/; 

Mansur Mirovalev, “Russian activist detained for anti-Putin prayer,” Huffington Post, April 29, 2012, 

accessed April 29, 2012 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20120429/eu-russia-church-vs-

protesters; Masha Gessen, “First Among Estates,” International Herrald Tribune, April 23, 2012, accessed 

April 28, 2012, http://latitude.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/04/23/russias-orthodox-church-though-more-

powerful-feels-more-vulnerable/?ref=russianorthodoxchurch; Sophia Kishkovsky, “In Russian Chill, 

Waiting Hours for Touch of the Holy,” New York Times, November 23, 2011, accessed April 29, 2012, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/24/world/europe/virgin-mary-belt-relic-draws-crowds-in-

moscow.html?_r=1&ref=russianorthodoxchurch. 

http://www.konchalovsky.ru/works/films/Ryaba_ma_poule/
http://vaticaninsider.lastampa.it/en/homepage/world-news/detail/articolo/russia-chiesa-ortodossa-273/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20120429/eu-russia-church-vs-protesters
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20120429/eu-russia-church-vs-protesters
http://latitude.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/04/23/russias-orthodox-church-though-more-powerful-feels-more-vulnerable/?ref=russianorthodoxchurch
http://latitude.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/04/23/russias-orthodox-church-though-more-powerful-feels-more-vulnerable/?ref=russianorthodoxchurch
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/24/world/europe/virgin-mary-belt-relic-draws-crowds-in-moscow.html?_r=1&ref=russianorthodoxchurch
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/24/world/europe/virgin-mary-belt-relic-draws-crowds-in-moscow.html?_r=1&ref=russianorthodoxchurch
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Figure 12. Comparison of aesthetics: Similar aesthetics of the childhood 

reminiscences from Gloss (2007) and a scene from Asya Kliachina (1968).  

 

In early socialist films almost until the end of the 1990s, institutionalized religion 

was mostly a subject of critique, and was represented as an oppressive factor. Non-

institutionalized mysticism existed in films, where incarnation of God was not strictly 

determined by particular religious iconography. It was sometimes represented by a 

multi-gendered divine identity.
123

 This identity hardened into a hierarchical heterosexual 

phallic model of god in the 2000s. The Orthodox Church gained real financial and state 

power in Russia and became quite a powerful agent in Bulgaria as well.  

                                                 

123
    For instance in Solaris (Soliaris, 1972), God is an ocean, or a woman, or a small man, or is embodied 

in creatures resurrected by the conscious of the human who is trying to communicate with God. These 

creatures are mind constructions that appear as a result of guilt.  
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The church as a partner of the state is presented in Alexander Proshkin’s Miracle 

(Chudo, 2009).  Atheism, embodied by main female character Tatyana (Maria Burova), 

is condemned on a state level. It is a story about this sinful woman, who danced with the 

orthodox icon of St. Nicola and therefore was cursed and turned into a stone. This case is 

known in Russia as a true story from the 1960s. The film is a very high quality 

production, w, which brings strength to its propagandistic power. I would like to review 

two characters, the film–Tatyana and the prime minister and leader of the communist 

party, Nikita Khrushchev (Alexander Potapov), a, and their relationship with 

institutional religious and mystic powers. Tatyana is a somewhat rude character, and she 

acts without too much thinking; for her the most important things are sex and drinking. 

She falls in love with a journalist from Moscow (Konstantin Habensky), who once came 

to write about her factory. Her loudness and delinquent performance is juxtaposed to the 

journalist’s fragile and modest wife, who takes care of her children patiently. As 

opposed to her, Tatyana organizes drunken feasts with the town alcoholics and kicks her 

mother out of the house. She shouts at her mother that she has to get rid of the family 

Orthodox icons because nobody is interested in this “crap” anymore. The mother brings 

the icons to the closest church and gives them away to the priest, saying “nobody needs 

this crap.” Only one icon is left – the icon of St. Nicola. After bragging about her lover 

to her drunken friends but also waiting too long for him to come, Tatyana gets hysterical 

and begins dancing with the icon. Suddenly, as soon as she gets the icon in her hands, 

she stops still and her flesh turns solid.  

Representatives of different secular and religious authorities, like medical doctors, 

KGB, journalists, carpenters, and ordinary people, c, come to see the miracle and try to 

release Tatyana from the curse. They punch her, try to penetrate her flesh with syringes. 

They even try to cut the floor around and remove her from the house because she 

becomes the town attraction, which creates challenges for the propagation of atheism. 

None of these is successful. The journalist, who Tatyana expected, is appointed by his 

newspaper to write about the miracle. He comes back to Moscow from Tatyana’s house  

in horror, understanding that he is somewhat guilty for this curse. Finally this scary story 

become known in the Kremlin, and the very leader of the country comes to deal with it. 

The whole story is coming to the point of being dangerous for the national security. 
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Khrustev is shown as the good father figure, almost god, to whom people come with 

their everyday sorrows.  

The “better than Stalin” father, Khrustev, performs as someone who wants to deal 

with the problem and doesn’t care much about atheist propaganda or about keeping 

ideology consistent with real life. He discusses the problem with the representatives of 

the church. Advised that only a virgin innocent lad can release Tatyana from the curse, 

he says – “Then find him!” and leaves for Moscow.  

There is clear gender juxtaposition between the male father figures, the power given 

by god and the curse over the wicked women. Women are either stupid and arrogant, or 

humble and voiceless. The men are either father figures, or they are active and searching 

characters. They may fall in sin but this would be much more excusable and fixable than 

the curse over Tatyana’s sinfulness. The lad that has to break the spell appeared to be the 

son of the priest. Tatyana is released but her mental conditioned is shaken, and she is 

moved to a mental hospital, where she continues semi-conscious existence, giving away 

herself to God. After few days she dies with a smile on her face, hopefully forgiven.  

The fusion between religious and secular power is clearly seen and propagated by 

this movie. The power of women is portrayed as wicked, vehement power that has to be 

submerged to men’s authority. This idea is connected with anti-emancipatory moods, 

rooted in patriarchal conventions before and during socialism, as we saw in Markov’s 

article, and as we will see in the next section. Unfortunately these moods became 

fundamental not only for specific communities, in which religion has stronger power, 

but has been elevated to state policy also in many post-socialist countries. These policies 

find their most extreme forms in banning abortions in Poland or proposition for a “dress 

code” for women in Russia. Most importantly these conservative values were 

proclaimed as national values, as values that preserve the strength of the nation. Gender 

politics because foundational for nationalist politics and depending on the authority 

given to these conservative forces, these types of traditional gender politics became more 

or less pronounced as a common sense.  

In Bulgaria, religion has become linked to local nationalisms, presented also by far 

right wing parties like ATAKA in state institutions like the parliament. Sometimes 

radically conservative nationalist and fascist ideas are promoted as “real democracy,” or 
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a “freedom of speech and religion.”
124

 Xenophobic maleness has become fundamental 

for nationalist gender performances, as seen in film.
125

 The concept of religion as 

fundamental for the national myth and support of nationalist manhood can be recognized 

in the Bulgarian comedy Mission London (Misia London, 2010). This film reflects the 

contemporary myth of the Bulgarian “national identity” through clichés of gender 

performances. The plot represents a complex amalgam of characters that are on one 

perspective satirical, but on another they are subtly confirming excusing and even 

enjoying their own philistine and arrogant behavior. There are two layers of state power 

– authoritative, arrogant and female, and intelligent, pliable and male. The next less 

powerful layers of the society presented in the film are proposing and confirming 

traditional gendered models of power, sometimes perhaps unconsciously.  

The most annoying and destructive character is the Bulgarian president’s wife Mrs. 

Selianska (Ernestina Chinova): extremely stupid, superficial and insolent, but sexy. She 

has the persistent ambition to show the mightiness of the Bulgarian history to the British 

Queen in a huge spectacle at the Bulgarian embassy in London. The president of 

Bulgaria is someone who is almost as stupid as his wife, but at the same time, he is ready 

to step back in order to be left alone. The other male character, who has political power 

is the Bulgarian ambassador–Varadin (Julian Vergov)–an elegant and smart, well-

educated and sophisticated young man, who “carries” the drudgery of having to conform 

to the aggressive orders of the higher power of the President’s wife. The British Queen is 

another arrogant female character, who embodies colonial power but also refers to the 

“iron lady mystique.”   

The problem arises when the ambassador understands that the British Queen is not 

interested in getting to the Bulgarian embassy for such a spectacle. Under the pressure of 

the President’s wife, Selianska, who insists it is impossible that the Queen wouldn’t want 

                                                 

124
    In the USA, drawing swastikas on public places is a hate crime. Meanwhile in Bulgaria and Russia, 

where we see definite violation of basic human rights, the streets are “ornamented” by swastikas and by 

many this is considered a “freedom of expression and freedom of speech.” For over eight years Nazi 

parties have organized the annual “Lukov March” in Sofia. This march, supported by xenophobic slogans, 

and led by Bulgarian National Union, whose leaders were connected with hate crimes and arrested several 

times, is publicly defended as an enactment of democracy and freedom of speech. The fascist political 

party ATAKA is presented in the Bulgarian parliament and The Russian National Unity, also a far-right 

party is in the Russian Duma.  
125

    “VMRO-BND--the Official Mouthpiece of Neo-Nazism in Sofia,” People Against Racism Website, 

October 31, 2011, accessed November 3, 2011, http://stopnazi-bg.org/english/89-vmro-2. 
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to come, that he is lazy and that he has to do everything to get her there--he finds a 

theater company, which provides doubles of famous persons for parties.
126

   

The actress to whom the role is given is so convincing that Selianska believes it. In 

her opening speech before the spectacle, Selianska exposes her complexes of being 

“peripheral” to the “real Europe,” trying to convince both herself and the others that the 

important values of a country do not necessarily lay in its contemporary cultural and 

economic achievements, but rather in the mighty past.  

This focus in the past has become essential for many East European nationalisms 

especially after the disintegration of Yugoslavia and the USSR. As previously 

mentioned, the epoch of socialism is still in a process of reconsideration and is not 

reliable as a source of creating a “national myth.” The focus on Stalinism in Russia 

exposes the “tension between the ideological need to reject the idols of the past, and the 

psychological need to hold and even re-establish their glory and impact” as Larsen says.  

This is how she explains why many of the films about Stalinism are developed in “the 

erotic, and not political side of the plot, in the categories of gender and not political 

identity.”
127

 This can be said about Mission London too, although here we see a deeper 

return into the past, where the “myth of glory” is stable enough to compensate the 

castration complex of the present.  

In the film this nationalist ideal culminates in the spectacle that Selianska introduces 

as a “unique possibility” for the Queen to become familiar with the “eternal values” of 

Bulgaria, to make it evident that “we all belong to one and the same family called 

Europe.” The actress who plays “The Queen” is deeply disgusted by the role they have 

given her and by the whole event. She makes a metaphoric statement meant to humiliate 

the hosts and their provincialism. Pronounced on this level, although not by the real 

Queen but by her double, her words become a metaphorical demonstration of a 

colonialist arrogance, where the Bulgarians are not even exotic animals, but just the 

friends of these exotic animals. This speech reveals the attitude of the filmmakers to 

these center-periphery dynamics: 

                                                 

126
    In Bulgarian Selianska means “one from the peasantry” or “jerk.”  

127
    Susan Larsen, (note 97). 
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Madam Selianska, your noble cause has brought tears to my eyes. This 

event is a valuable contribution to the environmental balance of our 

continent. Brown bears are our friends c consequently the friends of the 

brown bears are our friends too.
128

 

What follows is something in between ironical, auto-aggressive, self-humiliating 

and gender-essentialist spectacle in which the history of Bulgaria since VII century is 

shown as a series of human (women) sacrifices, cruel battles, beating women with whips 

and a series of fire explosions. This history is presented by the father figure of the 

Orthodox monk Paisiy (Saint Paisius of Hilendar or Paisiy Hilendarski played by Georgi 

Staykov), a real historical person, one of the key figures of the Bulgarian 

Enlightenment.
129

 The spectacle unfolds: “the Queen” is getting gradually horrified. 

Madam Selianska watches her with a smugly and patronizing smile on her face, as if 

saying “You called us the “friends of the brown bears,” now look who we really are, you 

ugly old pretentious colonialists! We were an empire too!” One of the worst moments is 

when the monk proclaims violently: “Everybody who tries to defy the border of the new 

state is seriously punished!” and the cut off head of the Byzantium Emperor Nikephoros, 

drops in front of the terrified “Queen.”  The monk continues: “Krum the Terrible drinks 

from the scull of the Emperor Nikiphor!” while dressed in a military outfit man, lit by 

bloody red light, gulps down wine from the emperor’s scull on the background. 

Selianska reaches the climax of her excitement. 

The paradox of many East European nationalisms lies in the fact that they most 

often represent a type of a masochistic servitude to the Eurocentric politics, claimed to 

be based on the values of Enlightenment. They “self-colonize” themselves.
130 

At the 

                                                 

128
    “Brawn bear” here is symbol of savage, primitive nature. 

129
    Paisiy Hilendarski  (1722–1773) is the author of Istoriya Slavyanobolgarskaya (1762), the second 

modern Bulgarian history after the work of Petar Bogdan Bakshev from 1667.  
130

    The term “self-colonization” is popularized by the Bulgarian philosopher Alexander Kiosev. He 

explains this specific phenomenon of the self-colonized cultures in relation with the birth of the nation 

state: “The birth of these nations is connected with a very specific symbolic economy. It seems that the 

self-colonising cultures import alien values and civilisational models by themselves and that they lovingly 

colonise their own authenticity through these foreign models.…From the point of view of the modern 

globalisation of the world, there are cultures which are not central enough, not timely and big enough in 

comparison to the "Great Nations." At the same time they are insufficiently alien, insufficiently distant and 

insufficiently backward, in contrast to the African tribes, for example. That's why, in their own troubled 

embryo, somewhere in the periphery of Civilization, they arise in the space of a generative doubt: “We are 

European, although perhaps not to a real extent.” Alexander Kiosev, “Notes on Self-Colonizing Cultures,” 

in Cultural Aspects  of the Modernisation Process, (Oslo: TMV - Centeret, 1995) reprinted in Kultura-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istoriya_Slavyanobolgarskaya
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petar_Bogdan_Bakshev
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same time they sustain their nationalist dignity on the ground of the savage power they 

associate themselves with, and hide behind the polished face of the European etiquette. 

This relatively simple hypocrisy is getting more complicated when it comes to the role 

of the Bulgarian ambassador in this story and its gender implements. The viewer is not 

supposed to keep ironic distance from the poor guy, but to be compassionate to his 

misery. Varadin is dominated by these “unnaturally” powerful women, smashed between 

wildcat Selianska and the benumbing clutch of the Queen. The Queen’s power is what 

he must conform to if he still wants to be considered “civilized.” He is constantly 

ashamed of both the spectacle and the behavior of Selianska, voluntarily sacrificing 

himself for the sake of creating a more “European” and enlightened Bulgarian 

performance for the world.  

 

 

Figure 13. Mission London (2010): Katya (Ani Papadopolou) is lying on the bed, 

showing her beautiful legs and while her ugly dressed roommate is eating Kentucky 

Fried Chicken. 

 

                                                                                                                                                

biblioteka, accessed April 28, 2012,  http://bit.ly/M2TTTl. The term “auto-colonization,” used by Slavoj 

Zizek is different and it refers to the process of economic auto-colonization of current multinational 

capitalism and its cultural logic. Zizek says: “…does the universe of Capital relate to the form of Nation-

State in our era of global capitalism? Perhaps, this relationship is best designated as ‘auto-colonization’: 

with the direct multinational functioning of Capital, we are no longer dealing with the standard opposition 

between metropolis and colonized countries; a global company as it were cuts its umbilical cord with its 

mother-nation and treats its country of origins as simply another territory to be colonized.” Slavoj Žižek, 

“Multiculturalism or the cultural logic of multinational capitalism?” libcom.org, February 12, 2009, 

accessed February 17, 2012, http://libcom.org/library/multiculturism-or-the-cultural-logic-of-

multinational-capitalism-zizek . 

http://libcom.org/library/multiculturism-or-the-cultural-logic-of-multinational-capitalism-zizek
http://libcom.org/library/multiculturism-or-the-cultural-logic-of-multinational-capitalism-zizek
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The filmmakers implement irony in the expression “eternal values” used by 

Selianska, to describe the essentialist ethnicized, exoticized and sexist identity, for which 

the spectacle stands. However the filmmakers also represent their values, regarding 

gender roles, which follow quite traditional macho-consumerist pattern.  These values of 

the creators of the film are paradoxically confirmed by this very spectacle that they 

represent with irony. In the spectacle at the Bulgarian embassy, women are represented 

as deprived of power and are volunteering as “sacrificial animals.” However all of them 

are beauties. The women who actually have power in the film are represented as ugly or 

aggressively stupid. The Queen of England is an alien-gendered authority, ugly and old. 

She is nothing like the fragile, skinny, very feminine Bulgarian beauties that beg for help 

from mustached, armed men and are being sacrificed for the good of the Bulgarian 

nation.  

One final character who supports this interpretation is Katya (Ani Papadopolou). 

She is a Bulgarian student, who works as a stripper, janitor in the Bulgarian embassy and 

works as a double of Princess Diana to pay her student fees. She is a skinny beauty 

juxtaposed to her “fat lesbian” roommate, who bitches around while constantly 

munching Kentucky Fried Chicken wings (Fig 13). Katya is also juxtaposed to the 

double of the Queen (since she is also a double of the beautiful and unfortunate Princess 

Diana) and finally to the arrogant Selianska. In the final scene, when the spectacle takes 

place at the Embassy, Katya's final “Princess Diana performance” is intertwined with the 

performance of the skinny female dancers, who are sacrificing themselves for good. 

Katya has to go to the house of an old pervert, who binds her to a chair, while putting his 

diamond treasures over her semi-naked body. At the same time, the dance of Pagane (the 

legendary beloved of Chan Asparukh, the founder of Bulgarian medieval state, sacrificed 

by the old and scary shaman, for the Bulgarian people and the new state) is taking place 

in the Embassy. The spectacle ends disastrously with a big explosion and fire. Finally, 

the ideal of a self-sacrificial beauty is reconfirmed as positive, when the two self-

sacrificial characters – Varadin and Katya--are presented as “soul-mates” whose paths 

might cross one day again in the big city of London. 

Although the irony of the filmmaker’s attitudes towards Bulgarian nationalist myths  

is obvious, the other characters in the film also reveal that there is no gender critique of 
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the victimization of women in this myth that the spectacle stands for, nor of the 

dominance of religious father figures.  The cults of female beauty and sex-appeal also 

remain because although stupid, Selianska is a pretty attractive and sexualized 

opposition to the dry and stiff British Queen. In this film, again, the castration complex 

and the analysis of power from traditional male point of view is displayed. In the next 

sections I will focus on women voices and on unconventional maleness as subversive 

performances. 

 

4.3 Incarnations of Power 

 

Although class segregation can be viewed as a major factor for re-establishment of 

traditional gender role models, it should not be considered the only fundamental reason 

for patriarchal revisionism in the post-socialist period. We can track connections to these 

values sustained during socialism, or to the discussion about the working woman as a 

“major factor” for destruction of the family morale and the increasing number of 

divorces during the entire socialist period. Although Markov makes realistic 

observations of the continuous inequality between women and men in Bulgaria during 

socialism and he clearly detects the double burden that working women carry by being 

obliged to also do all domestic work, he blames everything on women’s emancipation 

and particularly to the gained economic independence of the working women:  

…the economic independence of the wife, although quite miserable, plays 

its misleading role and pushes her to throw away her marriage and family 

obligations.
131

 

 His view on injustice is made from the point of view of a male nostalgia about the 

traditional patriarchal family, claiming that the economic independence of women led to 

“an entire collapse of venerable moral principles.” Juxtaposing “social” and “private” in  
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a way predating binaries lately critiqued by Yurchak,
132

 Markov is incapable of  

escaping his sexist bias and make more substantial critical analysis of the situation and 

not blame everything “to the women” and the “evil” emancipation: 

 Perhaps the liberation of the woman from her century long fate of mother 

and housewife, spouse and governess of the kids, has some value as a 

social experience, but undoubtedly the reflections of this experience on 

family relations and children is fatal. 
133

  

He questions women intelligence and blames women’s success in “traditionally 

male” professions like “mine engineering, electro engineering, metallurgic chemistry” to 

the fact that women are “more ambitious than men” and “perhaps better students.” The 

“female ambition” (and “perhaps” intelligence) along with the “the possible pregnancy, 

maternity and health problems,” Markov envisions as typical and “natural” for women, 

logically led to their incapability to deal with their professional duties. This “women 

nature” was what in his opinion led to a “quiet reduction of the number of women in 

many specialties.”  

Markov analysis is seductive to men who want to find an external reason to blame 

for their unsuccessful career or family. Of course the reason will be the woman and her 

independence. Much more alarming, however, is that Markov’s critical attitude to the 

failures of women’s emancipation, appeared to be seductive for women, who are not 

satisfied with their destiny, but who are not able to explain what the reason is from 

feminist point of view. Attractive and logical sounds the “biological” explanation for 

divorces and double burden, which consequently leads to reverse emancipation, a 

backlash. If this text was just an isolated event, a sexist manifesto of a lonely macho-

leader--not an influential dissident--I wouldn’t have paid that great attention to it. 

However, the same tone can be recognized in texts written by women, who are not even 

considered anti-communist dissidents and are repeating these arguments with a women’s 

voice. Just one example is the text World with Women’s Face, in which film critic 

Dimitrina Ivanova reviews recent Soviet films from the beginning of the 1980s. She 

begins her text with transparently ideological juxtaposition between Western feminisms 
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and socialist women’s emancipation. Careful look at the language and the categories she 

uses as opposite might give a key to understand better how patriarchal hierarchies have 

been sustained even in a society that claims to have achieved gender equality. The 

international women’s movement for equality in her words consists of two opposites 

such as: “violent attacks against the ‘male capitalism’ and the ‘sexist society’” (these 

two equal Western feminism) and “real attention and care for liberation of women” (this 

equals women’s emancipation). She draws parallels to film examples: 

Women’s film also obtained its radically different forms of expression—

from appeals for absolute and entire independence to careful and delicate 

analysis of the birth of the new woman. 
134

  

Later in the text we can understand that “appeals for absolute and entire 

independence” are not as good as “delicate analysis” and perhaps “male capitalism” is 

not a notion, which has anything in common with the women’s question. Although 

Ivanova makes good comparative analysis of objectification of women in Western 

cinema, while she sees the Soviet heroines as more realistic, she has falls into the trap of 

the male’s view on emancipation, in which women are naturally incapable of doing 

some things, and their first and most important role is to be mothers: 

Bearing on her shoulders male responsibilities, contemporary woman is 

torn up by a protest, by her desire to express her inherent femininity. And 

this appears to be an unexpected complication, created by the 

emancipation. 
135

 

She further continues her “natural” explanations of some “harmful consequences of 

the emancipation” from which “the man has to get rid of.” One of these consequences is 

the man’s “loss of important features of his primordial male nature,” like “expressed 

strength, talent of philanthropy, deep and sincere moral.” In “women’s films,” the 

contemporary man is most often “used to be weak, requires to be guarded and 

patronized.” Perhaps because of this “unnatural” and “not primordial” specificity of 

“women’s films” Ivanova insists several times in her text, that not only women, but most 

of all “emotionally engaged” men are the ones to make wonderful films about the 
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problems of the contemporary emancipated woman, inventing complex female 

characters that “have lost their value orientation, a lost which is also a product of 

contemporaneity; a point of the trajectory of the won equality that raises concern.”
136

 

  As we see in Hammer and Sickle, Markov’s and Ivanova’s texts as well as in many 

other examples all over socialist Europe, the working woman has been seen as a threat to 

male authority and the “primordial family values,” even when she was proclaimed equal.  

And here I would like to point again to this paradox, which appeared at the time when 

the emancipation program began. In 1920s, Alexandra Kollontai, one of the most 

notorious and historically important figures from the early stages of women 

emancipation in Bolshevik Russia, the first woman minister worldwide, a commissar of 

the Social affairs of Lenin’s government; was clearly separating herself from the 

“bourgeois feminists” and featuring instead the issues of women workers. Neglected by 

the not-working rich feminists, who were mostly trying to gain equality with men for 

their own class, the working women had strong voices in their support among the 

socialists.
137

 Kollontai’s struggle, like the struggle of many other socialist feminists from 

the time, was subordinated to the class struggle. However she also wrote books and 

manifestos that advocated a closer look at women’s problems through women’s eyes.
138

  

The male comrades and some of the female ones were not willing to take this 

consideration as important at the time. The subordination of women’s personal will to 

the class struggle appeared to be instrumentalized for re-establishing and keeping in 

place the traditional patriarchalism, masked behind higher ideals. Kolontai’s focus on 

personal women’s issues and on sexuality, as an important feature of women’s liberation 

was ahead of its time. And even if Stalin is still considered to be the one to “turn women 

into men” and promote socialist women emancipation, his politics were deeply 

patriarchal and not socialist and emancipatory. The traditional family model and roles, 

promoted during Stalinism, the anti-abortion policy, the propagation of particular 

women’s appearances that promises high fertility were far different from women 
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emancipation as proclaimed by socialist feminists and policy makers like Kolontai, Rosa 

Luxemburg and other famous women from that time.   

Using Joan W. Scott's questions of how hierarchies, such as those of gender, are 

being established, Pejic suggests focus on "study of processes, not of origins."
139

   Pejic 

is aiming at bypassing the cliche of the "totalitarian model of power," which blames the 

evil state as the only resource of oppression (on women’s issues in particular) during 

socialism. The relationship between public and private, actually follows a complex 

pattern, where patriarchal tendencies and their resistance can be found in both domains.  

If we continue to look at the socialist period in a binary way, and blame "totalitarianism" 

as the only resource of oppression, we will remain incapable to of understanding 

principles of power and resisting them. Pejic suggests: 

First it is the time to abandon the term "ideology," which in many post-

socialist studies (art history included), figures solely as "communist 

ideology." Second, given that many authors (both Eastern and Western) 

still associate the word "ideology" with totalitarianism, we should perhaps 

start to talk about different ideologies, such as the ideology of socialist 

patriarchy, which survived despite the intentions of the communist 

ideology, eager in its proclamation of gender egalitarianism. Third it 

seems rather urgent to dismantle a myth that communist ideology was the 

only cause for the alleged "masculinization of women" in state 

socialism.
140

  

In order to understand the dimensions and the characteristics of the struggle against 

processes of oppressive power formation during socialism, it will be useful to look at the 

feminist critique of power during that time. Since feminism was considered to be foreign 

and unnecessary because “the women's question” was resolved through the class 

struggle,
141

 specific concerns of women were addressed in a way which some 

researchers call “latent” feminism
142

 or “reluctant” feminism.
143 

We can definitely find 

this feminism “between the lines” of the grand narrative about the emancipated socialist 

human.  
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There are quite outstanding examples of film characters and their female creators 

that need special attention. Film directors like Binka Zeliazkova, Irina Aktasheva, Vera 

Chytilova, Kira Muratova and script writers like Blaga Dimitrova, prefer to not call 

themselves feminists; however if we look at their films characters
144

 closely, we will see 

that they address women's concerns through clearly feminist approach.
145

 They look into 

individual experience; they create complex and controversial characters; they don't claim 

“universal truths,” but rather deconstruct myths; their characters rebel against patriarchal 

oppression and prejudices; they speak about women’s issues, challenging traditional 

expectations on social and political level; and they re-invent women sexuality as 

revolutionary one. 

Many of these characters queered the image of the socialist heterosexual woman. 

Although the androginity of communist gender ideals has been discussed and confirmed 

many times, the image of the woman (even with a tractor) from the Stalinist socialist 

realism is an image of traditional heterosexual fertility—she has big breasts and strong 

hips, she is supposed to wear female clothes, although they might be quite un-sexy 

according to the standards of femininity in the Western culture from the 1930-50s. The 

hardening of gender heterosexual roles, after the gender identity chaos of the Bolshevik 

revolution, has created a conservative ideal, which was dismantled by the new women of 

the 1960s.
146

 They became more boyish, with reduced secondary sexual characteristics 

(like breast or long hair). In many films from the 1960s the young woman is featured as 

the main subversive character--a tendency that can be observed in the world cinema also. 
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Figure 14. Monday Morning (1966) Tony (Pepa Nikolova) and Dancho (Asen 

Kisimov) exchange a pitcher of milk, metaphorically   representing their sexual 

relation. 

 

 The character Tony (Pepa Nikolova)  from Monday Morning (Ponedelnik sutrin, 

1966), represents the conflict between women and patriarchal prejudices, but she also 

embodies a critique of political and social hypocrisy. In these terms she, like many of her 

socialist “film sisters,” is leading the battle with the two-headed monster of traditional-

patriarchal and political-patriarchal rule. Tony is a young woman, thrown out of the 

Komsomol (the youth communist organization) for delinquent behavior. The film begins 

with a scene in which she uses her purse to beat a man who wants to rape her. A 

Komsomol activist, Dancho (Asen Kisimov), who is guarding the streets from crime, 

helps her and suggests that she stay in his house for the night, since she had missed all 

transportation. She goes with him, expecting that he wants to sleep with her, but 

obviously preferring him to the rapist. She is quite surprised, but also happy, that he 

leaves her alone in the room.  In the morning she buys sweet buns and a pitcher of fresh 

milk for breakfast. They become “the props” of the metaphorical sex scene that follows. 

She seduces him by sipping right from the pitcher, justifying this action with the lack of 

cups. Although he “has to” perform a proper Komsomol leader that has nothing to do 

with girls like her, he gets the pitcher in his hands and turns it to the point where her lips 

touched it and sips from there. This play continues several times and represents an 

innocent but quite erotic and egalitarian sexual scene (Fig 14). 
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Dancho makes an attempt to return Tony back to “normal life.” He is a foreman of a 

construction unit at the shipyard and offers her a job there. In this male collective, 

however, she is not well accepted. The first stroke is at a dinner party in the house of one 

of her major opponents—The Leader of the Cultural Enlightenment Activity (Zavezdast 

kulturno-prosvetnata chast, ZKPCH),
147

 played by Kiril Gospodinov, who, until the end 

of the film is called by this abbreviation. She strikes everybody right away with her 

appearance. She is fashionably dressed and has a good hairdo, while the wives of all 

other workers embody the ideal of the “mother-worker,” well known from Stalinist 

iconography. Men and women are separated. Women spend their time in the kitchen, 

talking about kids and cooking, while men are in the guest room, playing cards, smoking 

and talking about “cool chicks” in the film about Cleopatra they just watched. Tony 

transgresses the gender split by denying women's offer to hang out with them “like 

women do” and goes to check out the men because “it is more interesting with them.” 

Men first begin flirting with her and later try to humiliate her by implying that she that is 

a whore. She doesn't give up and says they know that because they themselves are 

whore-lovers.   

The conflict between them unfolds in a series of scenes, where she challenges their 

ideological hypocrisy. She is used by the managing director of the ship-factory (Peter 

Slabakov) as “an emblem” of the women’s emancipation, manifested in girls taking 

traditionally male professions. His cheap propaganda results in newspaper publications, 

while in reality Tony and he are in constant conflict about gender roles. Tony points 

towards double standards not only in gender relations, but in politics of labor division. 

While her portrait is printed in the newspaper, male workers think she is not supposed to 

be in their working unit. In general they prefer women like their wives to stay home, 

cook and take care of kids, while they might have some sexual experience outside of the 

family with “whores” like Tony.  

Her final and most shocking statement is against ideological hypocrisy and the 

union between political and patriarchal dominance. Dancho is an idealist, and he 
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believes in the communist ideas. He believes in equality, and he loves her. This is the 

reason he is willing to accept Tony and her past as it is, loud, aggressive and 

independent. His unit is awarded the prestigious title “Communist Unit.” Tony makes a 

big scandal and tells Dancho that this is a pure hypocrisy because there is nothing 

“communist” about people whose ideals are philistine, and who are either interested in 

material goods or women. She blames him of being naïve and by that compromising the 

very ideals in which he believes. She argues that her female delinquency, that is 

unacceptable to him is her way to defend these very ideals.  

Dancho excuses his compromising behavior by saying that he knows that people are 

hypocrites, but still “Something has to be done, and nothing better has been invented.” 

The strike between the “legal” and “illegal” methods for social and political change is 

being presented here. While Dancho believes in changing people through what is 

permitted as conventional education, or good examples, he is also ignoring the failure of 

these methods. Although he sees that Tony's subversion had changed substantially the 

dynamics in his unit, he is afraid of appropriating her methods, although not totally 

rejecting them.   

One of the final conflicts between Tony and the ZKPCH is in the opera, where 

everybody went to see Carmen. Their conversation is another conflict between his 

backward philistine patriarchalism and Tony's futuristic emancipatory drive. It is a 

conversation in which “the freedom” and “the bread” are juxtaposed as values. Both 

characters blame ideological statements for being hollow. They both say they want to 

feel and touch life right now, not in the “bright communist future.” But while Tony 

wants freedom, sincerity and equality, and blames not the ideals, but the hypocrisy of the 

authority that stands for them, ZKPCH says he doesn't care about freedom because: 

“Bread is much more important than freedom. And together with the bread comes new 

house, washing machine, nylons for the woman.” After that conversation Tony leaves 

both--the working unit and Dancho--and takes a walk around the city alone. In the 

amusement park she gets on a swing carousel and talks to a boy who swings next to her. 

She tells him she wants to get to the stars, to which he answers, “I like it here better.” 

The futuristic dream of getting to the stars and creating an entirely new life (that we saw 
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in Vertov’s avant-garde films) find its final convincing embodiment in her 

performance.
148

 

The two scenes of conflict, described above, became the reason this film was not 

shown in Bulgaria (only at international festivals) until 1989. This information was 

shared in an interview I did with directors Irina Aktasheva and Hristo Piskov. Since 

1989 the film has been presented as “anti-communist,” showing that “people were not 

left alone to live the way they want.”
149

  The film’s profound social and political 

critique, which came from the left and not from its political opposition, was 

misinterpreted numerous times in the context of anti-communist binarism that dominated 

the years after. The feminist critiques have never been analyzed, as far as I have been 

able to determine from the existing press and TV shows.
150

 

I decided to make this prolonged description of the film to give an example not only 

of the existing feminist critique from the 1960s but to also underline politically biased 

interpretation of dissident films from that time.  The worker's conventional patriarchal 

values not only reveal the anti-emancipatory environment in the private and public 

sphere, but also question the very realization of the emancipatory ideas. This film also 

deals with the topic of betrayal, which dominated many works made by members of the 

communist party, who suffered from censorship at that time and whose films are either 

misinterpreted as “anti-communist” or not shown now at all because of their leftist 

political statement.  
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The feat (podvig-the dead of heroism) during war and peacetime was a dominant 

topic in film and film studies in Bulgaria and the USSR especially after WWII.
151

 

Analysis of gender dynamics in partisan or anti-fascist organizations reveals that the 

leading role of women as soldiers and fighters during wartime shifted towards the 

domestic sphere during peacetime. Sometimes this shift was complementary to the 

everyday heroism of women as mothers or workers, but more often it deprived women 

of the independence gained during wartime.
152

 Similar process of marginalization of 

women can be tracked in the anti-communist dissident movements from the 1970s and 

1980s as seen here:
153

 

...we should not forget that those intellectuals who used to be "champions 

of democracy" back in the 1970s did not manifest much tolerance 

regarding some vital elements of democracy, which was finally gained in 

1990. Hence, in 1991, Vaclav Havel, then president of the Czech 

Republic, said he considered feminism to be a refuge for "bored 

housewives and dissatisfied mistresses.
154

 

 This fact is not surprising, and although acknowledged in academic studies, it is not 

as yet recognized as such in the public realm. It is in line with the Foucauldian notions of 

power production. When comes to glorification of male heroism in any political 

struggle, and ignoring of women’s participation, it seems to be more productive to 

analyze the similar construction of power in these variable cases, rather than just 

blaming the almighty "totalitarianism," the "communist ideology" or any other ideology. 

As a consequence of the “reversed Cold War rhetoric,” Eastern European dissidents 

are popularly defined mostly as anti-communist for the last twenty years.
155

 This view 
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brings back the critique of power to the unproductive bipolar political space. But if we 

abandon this polarity, we will see that since the very beginning of the “real-socialism” 

(in Russia after 1917 and in Bulgaria after 1944) there is a strong internal communist 

critique of the emerging oppressive power.  

One of the first censored films, called Partisans (Partizani, 1957), was made by 

Binka Zeliazkova, the first female film director in Bulgaria. She and her husband Hristo 

Ganev, who is the script-writer of many of her films, were active participants in the anti-

fascist guerrilla movement during WWII. Zeliazkova made a harsh critique of the 

perversions of the new people in power, who were highly ranked in the communist 

party. In all of her films, her perspective is not as an anti-communist, but as a critically 

thinking communist woman. The film Partisans is not shown now in Bulgaria and I was 

not able to view it. To gain access to it I had to pay a very high fee to the National Film 

Archive in Sofia. Zeliazkova used her own history and ethical position as a woman to 

create deep metaphoric images, which speak to us even now. Most of her characters 

were women, whose performance is a clear feminist critique of male-dominated politics. 

Although her work deserves more serious analysis within this dissertation, I will just 

mention the fact that Zeliazkova’s main characters were mostly women and all of her 

films were engaged with the topic of betrayal and heroism from the point of view of 

these women. The unnamed woman from The Attached Balloon (Privurzaniat balon, 

1967: Zeliazkova's best known film, appreciated for its cinematic innovation worldwide) 

is running away from a pack of wolves during the whole film. This is as a parallel story 

to the main one, which is about a whole village of men that is chasing a free flying 

zeppelin, symbol of freedom, to take it down and make something useful from it, like 

shirts. This woman, like Tony and her search for freedom, has nothing to do with the 

                                                                                                                                                

Discourse.” Buck-Morss writes: “We seemed, generally, to be reviving the official polarization between 

Eastern and Western discourses but this time with the positions reversed, the “East” using every stereotype 

of the Cold War to characterize its own totally unique, totally totalitarian past, and the “West” mouthing a 

standard criticism of capitalist, commodity culture that would have been acceptable in the USSR long 

before ‘glasnost.’” Susan Buck-Morss, Dreamworld and catastrophe: the passing of mass utopia in East 

and West (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2000) , 237. Influential definition of “dissidents” can be found 

in: Peter Delev at al., Istoria i civilizacia za 11 klas [History and civilization. 11 grade], (Sofia: 

Ministerstvo na ‘Obrazovanieto i naukata,’ Knigoizdatelska lusta “Trud,” Sirma AI,  2006). 
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cursed Tatyana–the image of the new post-soviet woman, who has to obey the power of 

the church and the state. 

 

4.4 Discipline and Pleasure: Sexual Revolutions  

Most of the challenging films made by women and mentioned in the previous 

section were made in the 1960s. There is an obvious shift in the look and the manners of 

the female characters in these films. Doroteya Toncheva, a famous Bulgarian actress, 

who embodied several characters in these films said, in an interview with me, that her 

generation was "twisted and slammed”: it was "not that feminine" like the previous one, 

and it was more "rough and boyish."
156

 It is popularly considered that the sexual 

revolution never happened in the Socialist block that communists were puritans and they 

made people “genderless.”
157

 This is a gross generalization, which ignores the sexual 

revolution of the 1920s in Bolshevik Russia, which consequentially affected other 

countries in the Socialist Block—an influence that can be tracked in the 1960s as well. 

If we even agree that there were nothing like women protesters on the streets who 

burned their bras in the socialist countries, we cannot ignore this "twisted" gender 

performance in film, which Toncheva talks about--the performative expression of this 

Eastern sexual revolution. Representations in film are not just reflections: тhey play an 

active role in creation of social practices. Therefore the "rough and boyish" performance 

is not something isolated and as Toncheva says—it was performed in life and then 

reflected in the characters she performed in film. Her characters were very influential 

and remembered by most of the women not only from her generation.  

The film Detour (Otklonenie, 1967), based on a book and a script by Blaga 

Dimitrova, is a story about a sexual experiment made by two students in the 1950--the 

epoch considered, by some, to be the most conservative in terms of sexuality. The 

characters Neda (Nevena Kokanova) and Boyan (Ivan Andonov) are members of the 

Komsomol, and Boyan is a general secretary of the students' committee. After tragic 
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    Detour 1967, Ladies’ Choice 1980;  The White Room (Бялата стая, 1968). 

157
    Carleton, 13; Genoveva Dimitrova, “Brala moma kapini” [“Lass was picking berries”]. Kultura,  no. 

15, 1991. 
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suicide committed by their fellow female student, the Komsomol members bring 

together an assembly to discuss the case. Women shout from the audience that the 

“feelings are sometimes stronger than us.” As a leader, Boyan condemns this statement 

as “old fashioned presumptions of romantic mademoiselles” not suitable for someone 

who attempts to “build the new classless society.” He proclaims five characteristics of 

the true love: common ideas (ideological oneness), same class origin, professional 

connection, similar personalities and as final, physical attraction. Asked by the audience 

what should be done, if in spite of differences in all four points people are attracted to 

each other, Boyan answers that “If they are so weak, then ten days will be enough to be 

fed up with each other and to understand that nothing else is connecting them.” The 

audience is split between emotional and loud women, who insist on the importance of 

feelings and men, who smile contemptuously, visibly conforming to what Boyan says, 

but further in the film making clear that it was just hypocrisy. Neda is indignant but 

decides to challenge Boyan's statements with action. In front of everyone she tells him 

she is attracted to him, and she can't do anything, but be with him for ten days. After 

several complications, they end up being really attracted to each other and spend ten 

days having sex and trying to understand in practice what love is and how to be free.  

This film is also particularly important because it comments on sexuality and sexual 

liberation from three different epochs of socialism—The Bolshevik Revolution, the 

conservative Stalinism, and the 1960s—when the film was realized. The film is based on 

a novel about the 1950s. Since the script was written by a woman, and the narrative was 

told from her point of view, we see questions of female identity raised. Dimitrova 

challenges the neglect of women issues during socialism and their subordination to 

issues of class.
158

 She also questions the patriarchal customs that restrict individual 

freedom—both of men and women. However she doesn't make direct connection 

between “communist ideology” and “patriarchal morals,” as some post-socialist 

                                                 

158
    Pejic, Bojana. “Proletarians of All Countries, Who Washes Your Socks?”; Branislav Dimitrijevic,  

“Suffragettes, Easy Lays and Women Faking Pregnancy. Representation of Women in the Film “When I 

am Pale and Dead”; Keti Chukhrov, “In the Trap of Utopia's Sublime. Between Ideology and Subversion,” 

in Gender Check, (exhibition catalogue), ed. Bojana Pejic (Wien: Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung 

Ludwig Wien, 2009).  
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feminists do. She doesn't blame the “ideology” for the morale. That's why her work is in 

line with Pejic's critique of post-socialist political binarism. 

Dimitrova's books have auto-biographical elements. In most of them she openly 

talks about sex, without even considering its relation to marriage.  Following the 

revolutionary communist idea of emancipation of the individual, which included the 

sexual emancipation, this film showed the liberating mood of an epoch. The radical ideas 

about personal and sexual life in this film reproduce the complex and contradictory 

picture of the sexual matter in Bolshevik Russia as described by Carleton.
159

 

 Simultaneously Detour revealed the complexity of the question about sexual 

relations and marriage from the point of view of woman's sexuality. It is one of the rare 

film examples in Bulgaria where Alexandra Kollontai's notorious free love theory of the 

“glass of water” has been mentioned. The “glass of water theory” was commonly seen 

and misinterpreted as a defense of promiscuity and the idea that sex should be as 

accessible and easily satisfied as quenching one's thirst by drinking a glass of water. 

However, Kolontai’s ideas were much more complex and strongly grounded on a 

Marxist critique of marriage as a union, promoting property relations. Her analysis of 

sexual relations, as mentioned previously followed more personalized, feminist view on 

this matter, which did not exactly coincide with the general considered more “universal” 

male idea among her comrades of subordination of the women question only to class: 

We are used to evaluating a woman not as a personality with individual 

qualities and failings irrespective of her physical and emotional 

experience, but only as an appendage of a man. This man, the husband or 

the lover, throws the light of his personality over the woman, and it is this 

reflection and not the woman herself that we consider to be the true 

definition of her emotional and moral makeup.
160

 

Dimitrova's heroines are the embodiment of the dream of women being free to 

choose and free to build the new world of equality. They are most often construction 

workers or students in working camps who build the new after-war socialist country. 

Neda and Boyan live in his small room in a bombed building. The visual contrast 

between demolitions from the WWII and new construction works is intentionally chosen 

                                                 

159
    Carleton, 27. 

160
   Alexandra Kollontai, “Sexual Relations and the Class Struggle,” in Selected Writings of Alexandra 

Kollontai, trans. Alix Holt (London: Allison and Busby, 1977), 245. 
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to not only illustrate the epoch of the “brigade movement” (brigadirsko dvizenie), but to 

also imply “the construction” of the new human.
161

 Neda writes a diary, in which she 

interconnects thoughts about love and future society. Boyan steals her diary and she is 

chasing him around a new construction work, while her voice over is reading an excerpt 

from her text: 

Do not be afraid of taking risk! Isn't it why this revolution had happened 

on a first place? For the human to be free... to love and to be loved....Men 

and women meet not only to give birth to children, but for the world to be 

born in them.  

 This exposure of the text about the future, freedom and love on the construction site 

is a symbolic union of concepts of the new world and the new emancipated people, 

representative of an ideal film propaganda of the 1950s. This film reflects the 

dismantling of the “cult of personality” of the Stalinist past, and is a result of the so-

called April Line (Aprilska linia)
162

 and Khrushchev’s Thaw. The film re-directs the 

attention from one person to multiple individuals, to each one of the people. Dimitrova 

makes an ironic comment on the relationship between individual and society, perhaps 

self-ironic given her own possible enthusiasm as young participant in the 1950s brigade 

movement.  Neda writes in her diary, “Lovers of the world unite!” and immediately 

erases it, considering it ridiculous.  

 The story of the young Boyan and Neda is inter-spliced with a road trip they make 

twenty years after their split on the tenth day of the experiment. They meet again, 

unexpectedly, at archaeological excavation that she works on. Boyan was forced into a 

detour because of a construction work on the road, and this detour questioned once again 

his values. They are now mature and pretty much changed by the life they live. This is 

more the case with Boyan. They are still strongly attracted to each other. Neda is isis still 

challenging his ideological orthodoxy, which subdues his and her personal choices. 

                                                 

161
  “Brigade movement“ (brigadirsko dvizenie) is a movement organized by the new communist 

government in Bulgaria. This movement mobilizes the youth to work on the reconstruction of the country 

after WWII and on the industrialization of agriculture and other production. Before WWII Bulgaria was a 

rural country, mostly dependent on its agricultural production.  
162

    The April Congress (Aprilski kongres) of the Bulgarian Communist Party in 1956 created this “line,” 

or a directive, to dismantle of the “cult of personality” in accordance to Khrustev's Thaw and USSR anti-

Stalinist politics of the time. Short after that, the art and film policies started to give space for personalized 

voices and complex characters, far from the idealized propagandistic ones of the previous epoch.  
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Twenty years later, Boyan’s rules do not follow ideological patterns: they rather follow 

the pattern of societal conventions and patriarchal morals. And here we see one more 

time varieties of power formation in regards to gender relationships and specific 

performances. He follows what is “right” according to what his current occupation is—a 

young communist leader, or a mature professional, with family and kids.  

Neda’s performance is untypical for the majority of women in Bulgaria even now 

and is carefully structured to promote the ideal of the independent although idealistic 

individual. They split as young students because her independence is too much for him 

to handle. Twenty years later she is ready to stay with him, in spite of her family and 

kids, but he once again subordinates his feelings to the common morale—being 

ideological or societal. Dimitrova clearly juxtaposes the ideals of communist sexual 

emancipation (Kolontai) to the mechanisms of oppressive power, which develop 

independently from communist ideals on state and domestic level, following traditional 

patriarchal customs. Her heroine Neda actually confirms that the first of the ideological 

rules Boyan put forward is one of the most important for two people to be together, 

besides feelings and sexual attraction. This was the “oneness of ideas,” which obviously 

two of them never had. She—idealistic dreamer, he—realistic conformist.
163

 

Less connected to political ideology but clearly making an anti-patriarchal statement 

are the heroines of the Czechoslovakian film Daisies (Sedmikrásky, 1967) called Marie I 

and Marie II (Ivana Karbanová and Jitka Cerhová). I have chosen to include this film, 

although beyond the preliminary stated framework, because it is a very clear statement 

about the moods of the sixties that were similar both in the East and in the West. It was 

also very useful for my practical work on reenactments, as described in Chapter Five.  

Like the character Tony, the girls from Daisies are role models, who challenged the 

sexual prejudices and the traditional understanding of virtue in the sixties. They are 

challenging similar prejudices that exist even now. Their performance can be compared 

                                                 

163    When I asked Ivan Andonov, the actor who did Boyan’s role, if he thinks people who intend to live 

together have to share same ideals, he told me that: “Everything Boyan was saying in his Comosomol 

speech was crap. There is nothing like “communal” or ‘ideological oneness.’ Each one stands for himself. 

These points were communist bullshit.” Andonov’s further work as a film director proves his belief, only 

to a small some extent. In his films he is quite far from propagating Social Darwinism attempt of what he 

made at the  interview. His critique of peoples' philistinism and disrespect to common social ideals in films 

like Ladies Choice, and his clear appreciation of brotherhood and solidarity shown in the film Yesterday 

(Вчера,1989) reveal common features with Neda's idealism.  
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to the iconic rebels of Brigitte Bardot or Jane Fonda, although they are much more ironic 

in regards to the societal environment. The film is rather a metaphor than a real story. 

The two girls are not involved in any of the traditional roles of women in socialist film 

before the 1960s. They do not work. The expectations of contributing to society's 

wellbeing through proper behavior are ridiculed by them. These expectations, which 

characters try “very hard” to meet at the end of film, reproduce moralistic anxieties, 

observed in many societies. The girls spend mostly their time at the train station, 

seducing men and making them pay for their fun, drinks and food. After that they leave 

the men with empty promises. The metaphorical homo-erotic scenes between the two, 

although perhaps not intended as such, are suggestive of sexuality not generally accepted 

at that time.
164

 Although this film is qualified as “feminist” by many critics and 

publishers,
165

 director Vera Chytilova has insisted she is not a feminist and the 

discussion of her feminism is “pointless and primitive.”
166

  

Her films and particularly Daisies are discussed and written about extensively, 

especially in regards to the representation of gender in them, and the topic of 

“castration” in particular, with substantial space devoted to the question “is Chytilova 

feminist or not?”
167

  I wouldn’t want to repeat again old and irresolvable arguments 

about her work, but I would rather like to take these arguments as a starting point of a 

short discussion on the so-called “women question” represented in film, and the related 

                                                 

164
    I have not found analysis of homo-eroticism in this film. In Bulgarian She Wolf (Valchitsata, 1967), 

there is a marriage scene between girls in a dorm for criminal youth. Homosexual relations are not rare in 

detention facilities; however, when I asked the leading actress, Ilka Zafirova how this scene came about, 

she said that “no one thought about anything like lesbians, when we made it.” 
165

   Małgorzata Radkiewicz, “Angry young girls: Gender representations in Věra Chytilová's Sedmikrásky 

and Pasti, pasti, pastičky,” Kinoeye, Vol 2, no. 8, accessed April 28, 2012, 

http://www.kinoeye.org/02/08/radkiewicz08.php. Andrew J. Horton, “Hitchhiking: The Perils and the 

Romance. Part I, The Perils. Vera Chytilova's Pasti, Pasti, Pasticky,” Kinoeye, Vol 0, No. 17, 19 January 

1999, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.ce-review.org/kinoeye/kinoeye17old1.html. 
166

    Dina Iordanova, Cinema of the Other Europe (London:  New York : Wallflower, 2003), 124. 
167

    Andrew J. Horton, (note 158). In Daisies there is an episode in which they use fruits and vegetables 

creating undeniably phallic associations. They cut them, while talking on the phone with one of their 

desperate worshipers. Another film--Traps (Pasti, pasti, pastičky, 1998)--tells the story of a woman who 

was raped. She castrates the rapist and makes him eat his testes. 

http://www.kinoeye.org/02/08/radkiewicz08.php
http://www.ce-review.org/kinoeye/kinoeye17old1.html
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construction of power around words like “feminism.”
168

 Here we can remember again 

the article by Dimitrina Ivanova “A World with a Woman's Face”
169

 and her hesitation 

to make a more careful analysis of the language of Western feminisms and to try to 

understand their discourses. Perhaps Ivanova and Chytilova don’t need to make analysis 

of Western discourse, since they produce films and texts about their own time and place. 

Communism is almost “built” in Ivanova country (Bulgaria), why should she spend time 

trying to understand what “male capitalism” means? Since women and men are 

proclaimed “equal” and the “women’s question” is obsolete why should Chytilova spend 

time to determine why critics call her films “feminist”? Unfortunately the exuberant 

biological determinist rhetoric that flows from Ivanova’s article further on, closely in 

line with the male discussions in the same journal about the “mutated, deformed fruits of 

women emancipation” reveal the scary process of subordination of women's voices 

under the male-dominated gender debate in late socialism.
170

 The continuous dissonance 

between Chytilova’s statements that calling her feminist is “primitive” and her film-

stories of persistent female protest reveal the persisting issue of the subordination of the 

women’s thoughts about themselves under the male perhaps “not-primitive 

universality.”
171

 

In contrast to Ivanova’s statements that the best films about women are made by 

men, statements that intentionally translate “the biological in the sphere of the moral 

(nravstvenoto)”
172

 is the film Ladies’ Choice (Dami kanyat, 1980), a comedy made by 

men about “the man.” The male performance in this film reveals the challenges men face 

if they do not meet the expectations of traditional manhood, to which Ivanova appeals. 

Perhaps he has lost his “primordial masculine essence” because of all these emancipated 

women around him? The film is made by director Ivan Andonov
173 

who in his interview 

                                                 

168
    The expression “Women question” (zenski vapors) in socialist East European countries, meant to 

address the issues of contemporary women, related to their equal rights. Addressing this “women’s 

question” was first a method of the socialist feminism. Later when communist ideology became official, 

“women’s question” became a question of the whole society, both women and men. Therefore many films 

made by men were also considered to “address the women’s question.” Dimitrina Ivanova, “Svyat s lice na 

zena,” [World with a woman’s face], Kinoizkustvo, August, 1985, 39.  
169

    Ivanova, 34.  
170

    Ivanova, 41.  
171

    Horton, “Hitchhiking.” 
172

    Ivanova, 38. 
173

    The actor , and film director, who played Boyan in Detour. 
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stated that this film is about a lonely man, who doesn't want to be manly in the way he is 

expected to, his identity is not in accordance with anything like “primordial” masculine 

performance. 

The main character, Joakim (Stefan Danailov), does not make a lot of money; he 

does not have a highly respected profession. The “capital” he has is his sex appeal. He is 

a very sexy driving instructor, a late-socialist version of a gigolo. The women who he 

instructs “pay” him in variety of ways. Some give him hard to obtain (deficit) goods, 

some promise him financial benefits in his job and one offers to marry him, as the 

biggest benefit for him, promising the powerful connections of her father and her family. 

Joakim sleeps with her mother to gain this possibility. 

The tragedy of this character is that he understands he is incapable of performing  in 

accordance to the traditional men's identity, which might give him some opportunity to 

choose his fate and increase his influence on his own life. Therefore, he is in the hands 

of these women, who already have their “sugar daddy,” not-sexy husbands, or fathers, 

who respect him only as an attractive sexual toy. They are deeply unhappy with their 

lives, lonely within their families, therefore, they see some sort of an emotional escape 

with him. But there is another reason for them to look for his company. They chase him 

and work hard for obtaining his presence, not because they respect him, but because they 

compete with each other. The arguments among them are about their husbands’ salaries, 

and their husbands’ social influence. All of them are seemingly submit to the patriarchal 

model in which women depend financially on their men. However none of them is a 

“traditional housewife,” but they are all rather sadistic mistresses of their husbands, who 

are also quite aggressive and offensive to their wives. These unhappy families, although 

“stable” are actually based on sado-masochistic, property-oriented relationships between 

people who exploit each other and submit to the patriarchal model. Women should be 

pretty to marry successfully, but from then on men should take financial care of their 

“property” in order to keep it away from divorce. We could talk here about “mutated 

forms of women emancipation,” as does Ivanova; however we should rather discuss 

women’s and men’s parasitism on patriarchal hierarchy, which creates unhappy families. 

The only woman who relies on herself is the so-called “manly girl.” The actress is 

Doroteya Toncheva, who embodies the “twisted, slammed” generational model that she 
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mentioned in the interview. She is a biologist and works on improving insemination of 

salmon in the local industrial fishpond. She is the only one who doesn't run after Jakim 

and try to seduce him. Her boyfriend, who used to be her boss in the fishpond laboratory, 

is in jail for some speculations. Joakim falls in love with her, believing that she might be 

able to evaluate his qualities beyond his sex appeal. And here an interesting gender 

performance twist appears. During the film, all the women ask Joakim to “run 

somewhere far away” with them, to “forget this world.” Suddenly, after he has sex with 

his beloved, Joakim proposes that they “escape somewhere far away.” She kicks him out 

of her house, telling him he can't arrange her life.  

The final scene is Joakim’s and his youngest client's wedding. All the women from 

the city come to it, except the only one he loves. He suddenly decides that he doesn't 

want to conform to this life anymore and runs away from the celebration to the fishpond, 

looking for his love, the biologist. There he finds her sitting next to her half-naked 

masculine boyfriend-prisoner, who she is feeding with a spoon. Followed by all other 

crazy women, Joakim jumps in the fishpond, where everybody—women and their 

husbands—try to fish for him. Everybody ends up in the fishpond, tearing each other's 

clothes and faces and shouting at each other. Andonov said he made this scene ten 

minutes long because he wanted to finish the film with a “surreal ending,” a metaphor of 

philistinism and greed. “Philistinism” became one of the most popular topics in 

Bulgarian late socialist film from the end of the 1970s until the end of 1980s.
174

 The 

possession of more and more “property” or goods appeared to be an important value 

even for a society that claims to be non-consumerist, like the socialist one.
175

 The 

society, although so called “socialist,” began creating micro-hierarchies based on 

property. And this process became even more obvious in art when it was revealed in 

films like Monday Morning. Therefore, gender roles in these late socialist films most 

often have been viewed (perhaps not even intentionally) through the critique of 
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    Interview with Bulgarian documentary filmmaker Antoni Donchev, 2008.  
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    The film Monday Morning, reveals a picture of a society in which consumerist dreams are still alive 

and have never been abolished.  
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“patriarchal property” that early emancipatory gender ideology implied.
176

 The 

“ownership of the partner” is almost literal in Ladies Turn. 

The character of the “manly girl” in the film is another ironic comment on this 

power distribution dependent on ownership of the partner. Ivanova claims that “the 

manly women” need a hero of a different type, with a prominent strength, talent to be 

noble, with deep and sincere morality (nravstvennost),” by that insisting that the strong 

woman needs even “stronger man.”  Joakim's beloved is called also a “manly girl”—a  

popular entitlement of emancipated and self-sufficient women during socialism in 

Bulgaria. Although independent, she re-confirms the gender and moral standards of the 

other women in the film. She, as an Alfa-Female, chooses not just an Alfa-Male but a 

Hyper-Alfa-Male. He is not just making some small philistine speculations, like the 

husbands of all these other women.  He made such a “deed of heroism” that he went to 

jail for it. Her boyfriend is an early, unintended prototype of Misha Klimenko—the 

oligarch from the film Gloss, a successor of the criminal world from the early 1990s or 

even the late 1980's, when Ladies Choice was taking place. In this scheme, “weird” 

manhood like that of Joakim (to whom the director keeps ironic distance too, displaying 

his philistinism, although showing compassion to his loneliness) has no place.  

Socialist film, beginning from the late fifties, has increasingly become interested in 

the problems faced by the individual. Heroism became attributed to people, not only to 

super-heroes.
177

 That's why, although obsessed with biological analogies, which in her 

opinion can give some solid “moral” ground to “women's cinema,” Ivanova explains: 

The contemporary Soviet film confirms that the individual is also a 

societal value, it should not be opposed to the social—except in the case 

when it mutates into individualism.
178

 

 What is interesting to me in this quotation is the juxtaposition between the “good” 

attention to the individual and the “bad” individualism, where individualism, where 

these two terms are not quite well defined and perhaps the author relays on some sort of 

common sense. In the context of the whole text “individualism” should mean selfishness 
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   Alexandra Kollontai, “Theses on Communist Morality in the Sphere of Marital Relations,” in Selected 

Writings of Alexandra Kollontai, ed.  A. Holt (Lawrence Hill and Co., 1977).  
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and perhaps is mentioned to qualify all negative phenomena mentioned in Ivanova’s 

text, among which is  the “mutated emancipation.” We can track this rhetoric far back in 

the 1950s surprisingly, in both Stalinist culture and McCarthyism, but with an opposite 

ideological charge. This historical parallels once more show the complex pattern of 

power construction and distribution, which follows not so much the patterns of political 

ideology, but most often patriarchal conservative dominance in a variety of cultures, 

times, political and social realities. During the Cold War youth delinquency was charged 

with different political meaning at different places. In the USSR and Bulgaria it was 

considered bourgeois, and in the US--communist.  

The Cold War political censorship over music and youth culture, performed as a 

contrast between the gray state heterosexuality and the colorful queered resistance, is 

one of the major focuses of the film Hipsters (Stilyagi, 2008), directed by Valeriy 

Todorovskiy. This is a film about the fifties, which attempts in queering the binarity of 

the current political debate. The appearance of gender ambiguity is what has been 

punished seriously in both cultures. Interrogators in both countries blamed their victims 

for being queers. At first glance, the film seems traditional, in terms of post-socialist 

political and gender propaganda. It portrays Stalinist power as an evil, gray and stiff 

woman—Katya (Evgenia Hirivskaya Brik). She is the one to organize the Komsomol 

activists to hunt for the colorful and cheerful hipsters (stilyagi).
179

 The main character is 

Mels (Anton Shagin),
180

 who was first a member of Katya’s radical Komsomol unit. 

Later Mels falls in love with Polza (Oksana Akin’shina), (a famous hipster girl) and 

decides to become one of the hipsters. His nickname is Mel.
181

 Katya is in love with Mel 

and she makes an attempt to become a hipster because of him. When discovering that he 

will marry Polza, who is pregnant, Katya betrays this idea and returns back to her “gray” 

identity, demonstrating that she is making a personal, not an ideological choice.  

Polza, however, is not pregnant from Mel. She unexpectedly gives a birth to a 

...black baby! This is an ironic reference to the film Circus and is intentionally made to 
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    Slilyagi comes from the English word “style.”  This is a name for youth subculture for the 1950s 

Soviet Union, similar to Teddy Boys and Girls and Rockabilly, closely related to music and dressing 

styles.  
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    Mels is a popular Soviet communist name, an abbreviation of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin.  
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queer once more the power relations in this complicated epoch and create a parallel with 

the American culture. Polza says: “I met him (a black American saxophone player on 

tour in the USSR) and we talked about so many things, we understood that we have so 

many things to tell each other, and this is the result!” The baby is accepted by 

everybody, even by her highly orthodox moralist mother, who constantly calls her a 

“whore” and beats her because of her delinquent and “immoral” youth behavior.  

In this personal/public dynamic, the most interesting figure is a hipster boy with a 

nickname Fred (Maxim Matveev). He is the actual representative of power in this film. 

He is the leader of the hipsters. He is one of the so-called “golden youth” that was 

permitted to travel abroad and bring back the foreign music and life style.
182

 Fred is 

appointed to take high positions in the Soviet nomenklatura
183

 like his father (Oleg 

Yankovsky). When the time comes, his father tells him that he has to cut his Rockabilly 

hairdo, put on a gray suit and marry a puritan American girl, if he wants to become a 

Soviet ambassador in the USA. Fred is not so happy about it, but prefers to conform 

because he wants to become part of this power structure. The next time he returns back 

to the USSR and meets with his hipster friend Mel, the power structures, equally 

conservative on both sides of the Iron Curtain, unfold. Mel asks him: “So how is it 

there?” expecting to hear exciting story about hipsters everywhere in the US. To that 

Fred says: “If we were there with the same clothes and hairdos, we would have had to 

face the same attitude like here.” 

The film ends with a march of representatives of a variety of youth subcultures from 

the 1950s until now and Mel and Polza leading the parade, exactly like Marion Dixon 

and Sergei Stolyarov march in the film Circus. 

 

                                                 

182
    Term „golden youth“ (zolotaya molodyez’) names the children of the Soviet nomenklatura—the 

highest in the hierarchy members of the communist party.  
183

    Nomenclatura is the common name for people who were representatives of the administrative and 

ideological apparatus of communist states.  
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5. Artist's Diary: Directed Improvisation Methodology and 

Multichannel Video Installation 

 

5.1 Work With Actors--Between Social Study and Enacting  

 

The research and the field work for this dissertation included watching over a 

hundred films and TV shows, reading over seventy articles in newspapers and journals
184

   

and producing seven video interviews with famous Bulgarian filmmakers, actors and 

film critics (Doroteya Toncheva, Genoveva Dimitrova, Antoni Donchev, Ilka Zafirova, 

Irina Aktasheva, Hristo Piskov, Ivan Andonov and Georgi Mishev). The history of 

Bulgarian film, has rarely been studied with a focus on gender. As mentioned before, 

only Dina Iordanova has addresses related questions, which deal with gender very 

briefly, particularly women’s issues in Bulgarian film as a chapter in her book New 

Bulgarian Cinema.
185

 In addition theoretical publications on gender in art from Bulgaria 

are virtually absent in all major international studies of art, film and culture.
186

 Although 

texts in this field are needed, my intention was to create an artistic display, to address 

issues of gender through reenactments, and to present them in art form. My aim is to 

access a wide and diverse audience through a language that can reach people with 

diverse educational levels and with different cultural background. I believe that art can 

communicate complex ideas and, along with written text and political activism, can help 

to transform society. Since I have chosen to express myself and my findings in artistic 

form, the questions surrounding the process are of a major importance for me. This 

section is an actual description of my practice, based on my artistic diaries, which are 

partly written, partly video or audio recorded. I call my practice an “artistic experiment,” 

or a lab-work. This lab-work is not only a resource or evidence to support assumptions 

                                                 

184
    Among these journals are Kinoizkustvo [The art of film], Iskusstvo kino [The art of film], Film[Film], 

Ekran [Screen],  newspaper Kultura [Culture], which can be found in the bibliography of this study. 
185

    Dina Iordanova, New Bulgarian Cinema, (London: Blurb, 2008). 
186

    For instance there is no essay on Bulgaria in Bojana Pejic, Gender Check: A Reader: Art and Gender 

in Eastern Europe since the 1960s, ed. Bojana Pejic, (Cologne: Verlag der Buchhandlung Walther König, 

2010). 
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about gender performance; it also deals with several major aesthetic and conceptual 

questions that are important to me as an artist and proposes methodologies to resolve 

them. The artistic questions are split in two sections. The first deals with performance 

and shooting video, and the second deals with questions of video editing and installation 

of the final piece. I will review my directing methodology based on a principle called 

“directed improvisation” and on editing methods, which developed and evolved during 

work. After that I will also give few examples to illustrate these methods and the 

collaborative creative process with my partner Oleg Mavromatti and the actors. 

 

5.1.1 Issues and solutions 

 

Most of the films I used are not available in English. In order to introduce the actors 

to the material they have to work with, I usually tell them the story, show excerpts and 

then focus in details of the actual scene to reenact.  However the biggest issue in this 

process has not been the absence of translation, but rather the difficulties when 

introducing the cultural context. 

Beginning to learn about different cultures is a process that involves a variety of 

activities besides reading books and watching movies. These activities might be: 

learning the language, being present at the actual place where this culture exists, 

communicating with people on a daily basis, and appropriating methodologies of study 

from anthropology and sociology. Therefore the whole process of reenactment that I 

involved the actors in was not limited to the task of being an actor, who has to represent 

within stylized, often essentialized decors and stage designs, what he or she has been 

told about this different culture by the film consultants.  

Sometimes this traditional type of work of filmmakers, stage designers and actors 

leads to reproduction of cultural stereotypes, determined by commonsense political, 

colonial or cultural conventions. These stereotypes are widely present, especially in 

commercial cinema. Their producers avoid cultural challenges but rather confirm what is 

already accepted as known, no matter how close to the original culture it is. Examples of 

that type are numerous–beginning with David Lean’s Doctor Zivago (1965) in which 
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Russians live in houses that look like Orthodox churches and ending with exotic images 

in David Cronenberg’s Eastern Promises (2007), where the Russian mafia in London 

organizes fairy tale feasts with lot of caviar and tea in samovars. These exoticized and 

essentialized cultural contexts affect the acting as well.  

Reenactment, as I define it for the purposes of this research and artistic work, is an 

attempt to live through particular experiences, rather than representing its visual or 

predetermined conceptual essence. Following Walter Benjamin’s theory about the task 

of the translator I have decided that the reenactment I will be working on should not 

represent what one already knows, or what one is told about a different culture.
187

 The 

actor should not try to stylize his or her look or behavior to what is accepted in his or her 

culture to be “the 1950s in Soviet Russia,” for example. The actor should rather engage 

with this culture on a level of empathy, finding connections with his/her own life 

experience now. The “task of translation” for the actor will not be to represent a Soviet 

or Bulgarian citizen, or post-socialist individual. The actor should rather represent a 

contemporary person, who lives in the West and says words that might have been said in 

the 1950s in the Soviet Union, but most importantly the actors says what can be said 

now.  I emphasize the role of the actor in this process, because the actor is not just a 

directed machine, but rather a “directed collaborator” in the directing methods that I use.  

I use a method called “directed improvisation” (upravlyaemaya improvizatsia) 

created by my partner, Oleg Mavromatti, as a fundamental working principle of the 

Russian film union SUPERNOVA,
188

 and further developed in my work and the work of 

other members of SUPERNOVA. This method requires extensive preliminary work on 

the context and the characters, which is done collaboratively with the actor. The actor 

                                                 

187
    Walter Benjamin, "The Task of the Translator," in The Translation Studies Reader, ed. Lawrence 

Venuti (London: Routledge, 2000), accessed November 3, 2012,  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/12733233/Walter-Benjamin-the-Task-of-Translator. 
188

    SUPERNOVA is a union of filmmakers, artists and actors, established in Moscow in 1995 by Oleg 

Mavromatti . Another prominent member of the union is Svetlana Baskova, [who since 2000 works 

outside of it]. Important films produced by the union include: the sequel The Secret Aesthetic of the 

Martian Spies (Tainaya estetika marsianskih shpionov, 1997-99) and  Bastards (1999) directed by Oleg 

Mavromatti; Kokki the Running Doctor (Kokki-begustii dokotor, 1998) and The Green Elephant (Zelenii 

slonik, 1999) directed by Svetlana Baskova. SUPERNOVA has an ideological rather than an 

organizational function. For example, until 2000, a producer did oversee the management of the 

filmmakers' works. However, currently Mavromatti uses SUPERNOVA as a "brand," whereas Svetlana 

follows the principles of the group in her work, but does not label her films as SUPERNOVA productions. 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/12733233/Walter-Benjamin-the-Task-of-Translator
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has to be able to dive into the character and improvise, following the script. The script 

used in this type of directing does not include exact lines, but has key phrases and key 

actions around which the improvisation of speaking and acting is built. The exact 

expressions are often confirmed during the short rehearsals, which are made just before 

the shoot or during the shoot. Sometimes the most appropriate lines appear during 

improvisation at the place of shooting. The actors very rarely repeat the exact same lines 

or actions during different takes. Depending on the complexity of the character and the 

improvisation that has to be made, the actor spends more or less time on preliminary 

preparation.   

 

5.1.2 Directing techniques: Preliminary preparation 

5.1.2.1 Context 

Artist and actors spend time researching documents (books, films, articles) about the 

place, the time and the cultural context they represent. This process involves exchange of 

information and discussions on representation. When the artwork requires cultural 

translation (as in my case), the artist and the actors spend time discussing  parallels 

between cultures and explaining idiosyncrasies, customs, specific verbal and gestural 

expressions, and slang. The political or the social meanings of specific actions are 

analyzed, along with visual representations, clothing, interior design, behavioral 

conventions and the relations between all these. Later, details of each of these are 

discussed in relation with the characters. The specific context (especially in my case) is 

also looked at in a wider global political context. During the study of the cultural 

context, cultural examples are put in parallel and the specific local and global reasons for 

their appearance are taken into account. For instance the Cold War had created fears that 

effected the common sense understanding of international politics. One of them is the 

fear of nuclear war. This fear was stronger in particular periods (in the 1950s and 1960s). 

This is the time when the film propaganda on both sides of the Iron Curtain was creating 

the specific image of the enemy. This enemy had been considered to have particular 
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visual and behavioral characteristics, even “typical” clothes or face expressions—a result 

of these global animosities.
189 

 

 

5.1.2.2 Character study 

The casting is an important condition for creating convincing character through 

“directed improvisation.” When we choose an actor for a particular role, we look for a 

person who is either a very similar psychological type, or who is absolutely opposite, but 

capable of creating a performative “comment” or critique of the person he/she 

represents. This can often be his/her alter ego. In the first case we are interested in 

realistic representation, which later might develop into a metaphor. In the second case 

the process is reversed. It begins with distanced performance, similar to a man 

performing a woman, when the make-up and the gestures are primary for psychological 

likeness. Since during casting we try to find people who tend to express their alter egos, 

there is a hope that they will begin performing their hidden personalities. In that case a 

distanced, representative acting can develop into deep psychological empathy and fuse 

with the subject presented. 

Verbal expressions reflect the social position of the characters, their rank in the 

professional hierarchy, their gender, profession, class, race or nationality, and we discuss 

how all these specificities are reflected in the words and gestures used. The actors 

(especially if the role is major) often spend time together with living prototypes they 

represent, trying to perform authentic in their community. They study slang, manners, 

common gestures and their symbolism. Specific expressions are observed in real life or 

film documentaries are discussed, but lines are generally never written. When translating 

different culture to another one, as in my film project, it is very important that actors and 

director look at similar situations in the culture the scene is translated to (the US culture 

in my case). For my film reenactments we looked at how these meanings are reflected in 

                                                 

189
    Vivid examples are the circus director from the film Circus (1936), or the bourgeois and the communist 

“perverts” from the Soviet instructional movies Shadows on the Sidewalks (Ten’i na trotuarah, 1960), 

accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKuh9xBgdUA or the US instructional film 

Perversion for Profit (1964-65), accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.archive.org/details/Perversi1965 . 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKuh9xBgdUA
http://www.archive.org/details/Perversi1965
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the local US slang we consider particular social context or community, specific 

behavioral customs, and the body language. We do not translate the specific words, but 

rather attitudes which we find similar.  For instance if the role is a housewife (Victoria 

Kereszi in Ladies’ Choice reenactment) we don’t look at other representations of 

housewives in Bulgarian films, but we studied real housewives in the US, and their 

representation in US film. We also looked at similar issues (like domestic violence in 

this specific case) and compared how they are expressed in both cultures. On the basis of 

inter-sections of these observations, we developed the language and the gestures of the 

actress, based on local behavioral vocabulary. Kereszi therefore played a local American 

housewife in a situation similar to the one we see in the Bulgarian original. Literate 

translation of particular lines is avoided. Later when the actors improvise for the camera, 

it is expected that the specific words he/she uses will be an expression of a state of mind, 

an expression of the “lived philosophy” and the psychological types the actor  studied in 

advance. Sometimes very quick improvisation is requested--actors do not have time to 

study, but they act on the basis of their cultural bias. This is a risky situation, which may 

lead to bad stereotypical acting.  

 

5.1.3 Directing techniques: Acting and Shooting 

5.1.3.1 Physical endurance, physiology of the action 

To act in film most often means to act for the frame and to be controlled and 

interrupted by the planned editing cuts. In “directed improvisation” however, the focus is 

on continuous acting. The preliminary story board and the planned editing cuts don't 

exist. For this method it is still important that actors act for the camera, measure their 

rhythm, think about how they look in the frame. At the same time, however, the action is 

not interrupted by planned cuts. The continuity of the action is similar to performance art 

or theater. The performance might be directed or repeated for the purposes of the frame 

composition or the sound. Therefore the shooting techniques are sometimes very similar 

to documenting live performance without cuts. 

An important acting and directing technique also used is the “technique of 

endurance.” A serious problem for “directed improvisation,” which is focused on 
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empathy and involvement, is actors' routines. By “routine,” I mean the use of pre-learned 

behavior and techniques that create unified characters, which the actor has played 

before, rather than creating a unique character. Routine is particularly dangerous for 

more complex roles. If routine is taking over, it is better to wait until the actor gets tired, 

or to create a distraction or annoyance. The tiredness affects acting and competes with 

routine in a way that benefits the actor. This is the reason some scenes are repeated many 

times. The aim is not to reach a certain level of perfection, but to reach the level of 

empathy, which makes the actor live through the situation. For the same purposes, 

additional external conditions are used to affect the physical state of the actor. For 

instance the temperature might be too high or too low. Depending on the place of 

shooting, there might be other conditions intentionally annoying to the actor. The task of 

the director is to use this, control it or stop it at the time when it becomes destructive to 

the performance or be able to use some “uncontrolled” manifestations of this different 

state of mind. 

Sometimes, depending on the actor and the scene, there are techniques which raise 

his or her stage of affect to cathartic experience. These techniques involve physical 

intervention on the body, intense repetitive physical action, unpleasant smell and taste, 

vomiting. The choice of these is made together with the actors and often it is initiated by 

the actors themselves. As mentioned before, the action is thought of as a continuous 

performance rather than different cuts. Therefore these sensual interventions are thought 

of as a performance art piece and are shot thoroughly, although sometimes they might 

evolve outside of the script. Reaching catharsis is more important than being close to the 

script.  

Later on, this affects the editing process. Although loose plans of editing are made 

in advance to the shooting, recorded performances, which appeared as mistakes, 

rehearsals or improvisations, which sometimes have not much to do with the preliminary 

intention,  are used and are inserted in the final editing. The final product, shaped by the 

editing, has to represent as close as possible an actor’s sensual and physical condition 

during acting. It has to represent even the physical pain that the actor feels as a person, 

not just represent as a character. 
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5.1.3.2 Rehearsals 

Rehearsals are kept to a minimum and are most often made at the day of shooting. 

Preliminary rehearsals are made only when the role is physically demanding, or the 

place of shooting is new and might inspire ideas about changes in the script. Most often 

rehearsals are filmed and sometimes the footage is used for the final cut of the film.  

 

5.1.3.3 Highly demanding roles 

I make the distinction between highly demanding and less demanding roles to 

explain how I determine the amount of preliminary work with the actor. The role is 

considered more demanding or less demanding depending on the complexity of the 

character that has to be played. In case of reenactment, I determine this complexity by 

the amount of idiosyncratic behavior and cultural context the actor has to absorb, 

understand and react to. Highly demanding roles might be very short (one example is the 

role of the woman who makes fun of the driving instructor in Ladies’ Choice 

reenactment, performed by Nao Bustamante). They might involve extensive verbal or 

body language improvisation (like the interrogator in Hipsters, played by Chris Skinner, 

or the singer played by Victoria Kereszi). These roles require extensive preliminary 

cultural research. 

 

5.1.3.4 Less demanding roles 

For these roles (which are mostly part of collective scenes) it is important to create 

an atmosphere of shared space, or a common playground. When possible, the director 

has to create this atmosphere and allow actors to improvise in it. Sometimes this 

improvisation extends beyond acting into collective design of costumes or re-design of 

the stage. “Directed improvisation” allows space for collaboration; therefore very often 

ideas that come to actors and all other participants in the scene can be incorporated in the 

scene. This type of work is very rewarding for both actors and filmmaker because the 

feeling of communality or shared experience generated is very strong. In these terms 

“directed improvisation” has also a community building side-effect. 
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5.2 Editing of Two Channel Video and Exhibition Installation Display of the 

Final Work 

5.2.1 Conceptual Editing 

The image and action of each of the channels is a comment on the other channel. 

Repetition of similar images on both channels is not the leading principle, which is often 

presumed when the installation shows simultaneously original and a copy. Also the two 

channels “talk to each other”–the action moves from one to another and backwards, 

creating a conceptual bridge between past and present and different cultural realities.  An 

example is the food fight of Daisies (Fig. 15 and 18). There are very rare moments in the 

whole video, when the image shows exactly the same action on both channels.  

 

 

Figure 15. The two channels are “talking” to each other in reenactment of Daisies 

(1967). 

 

In these cases the purpose is to create “trace marks” of synchronization that 

establish the rhythm of the piece.  Sometimes, like in Mission London, the use of the 

same image on both channels is to stress the symbolic meaning of the image and 

underline its importance for understanding gender performance (Fig15). The text is also 

used not only as a language translation, but also conceptually–as a comment of the 

action, happening on the other screen. 
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Figure 16. Same image on both channels--underlining meaning and creating 

rhythm 

 

5.2.2 Rhythm 

The visual rhythm in this two channel piece is closely related to the sound. The 

black pauses are an important element, which gives the viewer opportunity to focus on a 

particular image on one channel and relax from looking at both of them simultaneously. 

The black pause or any other solid color pause, is used also with text. The text on a solid 

background, although engaging attention, is still significant relaxation for the eye (Fig 

17). 

  

 

Figure 17. Black pauses and text 

 

The speed of the video is another tool used to create the desired pace. Slowing down 

speed is beneficial in two ways: first it acts as pause and relaxes the viewer, and second 

it brings attention to details that are invisible in normal speed (Fig 18). The emotional 

charge of slowed down or faster image is also considered. 
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5.2.3 Accommodation and Reflection of Actors’ Improvisation in the Film 

“Directed improvisation” relies highly on actor’s improvisation and also the 

“improvisation” of the director, who changes plans on the go. This improvisation 

significantly affects all preliminary shooting and editing plans. The final cut has to be 

done so that the beauty of the improvisation and actor’s empathy are seen. Sometimes 

this editing requires long cuts, where the action is not interrupted by planned editing 

cuts. At the same time this improvisation should not be included entirely, as if the film is 

just a documentation of live performance.  

 

 

 

Figure 18. In this episode the tie is playing a major role. It appears on the right 

screen, the character makes comment on it, and then it appears on the left screen 

on slow motion. 

 

The editing balances between improvisation, rhythm and conceptual editing. The 

editing process therefore is also a sort of improvisation. The story boards are very 

approximate and the final result can be described as a jam session between performance, 

camera work, sound and editing, which all follow the principles of “directed 

improvisation” described above.   
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5.2.4 Visibility of the Process 

In some cases the visibility of the process, the repetition of different takes, the 

failures are included in the final cut to keep the feeling of the real people, who stand 

behind these roles. I am interested in including this element because the major task of 

the project was to create connections between people and cultures. I consider an artistic 

failure if this connection loses its human dimension and creates just a film character, no 

matter how convincing it can be. 

5.2.5 Color 

Color also has rhythmic and conceptual meaning. In the two channel video it is used 

to create contrast and underline meanings. For instance the colorfulness of the film 

Hipsters is juxtaposed to the scene of interrogation, which shows the other side of the 

same society, the restriction of individual freedom, and the hypocritical morals, 

supported by conservative ideology (Fig 19). Often the color of the original film is quite 

different and didn’t look well with the reenactment. I tried to blend the two color 

schemes, or make them contrast in order to represent a harmonic picture, a collage of the 

two channels. 

 

 

Figure 19. Conceptual editing. The images comment on each other in the 

reenactment of  Hipsters (2008). Juxtaposition of colors. 

 

5.2.6 Installation display 

The display at EMPAC was meant to be an experiment in which I could explore 

variety of ways to display my two-channel video episodes. The preparation of the 
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installation display involved careful planning and detailed discussions in regards to the 

preliminary drawings I made. (Fig 20) The videos had to be shown on three screens in 

the same hall. The time for experimentation with the real videos on display at Studio 2 

and the troubleshooting had to take no more than a day. This was insufficient time for a 

complex task like this, given that this is a brand new work, not a piece that I have 

exhibited before.  

The EMPAC equipment gives opportunity for display of multichannel large scale 

HD projections and multichannel sound, programmed to stream from the server 

according to the artistic script made on software Q-Lab. My initial idea was to display 

the videos in Studio 2 and screen them simultaneously. The sound was supposed to be 

isolated by the curtain-walls that separated one screen from another, or just by the 

position of the screens. For instance the back of one screen was facing diagonally the 

front of the other screen, by that creating a physical obstacle to sound with its own 

physical dimensions. There was a plan to have the speakers face the floor, and the sound 

from one projection would not interfere with the other.  

In practice this plan didn’t work. The soundtrack of these pieces involved a lot of 

music, which interfered in the common space and was impossible to separate them even 

by locating the loudspeakers so that their range did not overlap. Therefore at this last day 

I made the decision to screen only one video at a time, while on the other screen we see 

a plain orange frame. When the video on the first screen stopped, the video on the 

second screen began playing. The third screen was actually replaces by two flat screen 

TV’s and the sound was heard individually by each viewer on three sets of headphones.    

This display worked pretty well for several reasons. First the viewer was not 

distracted by several videos playing simultaneously, but had to spend physical time 

watching the video on one of the screens. The specificity of these videos and their 

narrative nature require focused attention of the viewer and watching the piece from the 

beginning until the end. In many video installations the videos are either repetitive or not 

narrative, and are in a sense repetitively moving paintings. Therefore the common 

experience of video installations is rather immersive, tactile and less fixed to following a 

narrative. This display of videos, which did not play simultaneously, was in a sequence 

on different screens. This element of timing in the screening brought the attention of the 
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audience to the specificity of the work. People watched all videos with a focused 

attention.  

 

 

Figure 20. My initial idea of display. 

 

The play of videos one after another on different screen had also an interactive 

performative element. When one episode finishes on the first screen, the projector begins 

showing a plain orange frame, while on the second screen, where the orange frame was 

on before, a new image and sound appear. The audience became a crowd that moved 

from one place to another, after understanding that the movie had moved its location to 

another screen. There was something very fascinating in this moving crowd, something 

that confirmed interest in the narrative and the concept of the work. There was also 

something magical like in drive-in theaters, or in the travelling cinemas, that I remember 

from my childhood in Bulgaria. These cinemas were actually trucks caring a film 

projector. They would project on a fabric or on the side walls of the new buildings in the 

so called “complexes.” These portable film theaters were meant to entertain people in 

newly built quarters in Sofia. Back then these quarters were populated mostly by young 

families and their kids, and entertainment and services and shopping infrastructure was 
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built later. Watching movies on the wall of these buildings was a great communal 

experience, people would seat on the grass or kids would play around (Fig 21). This 

reminiscence might be a very individual association or a flash-back to me. However the 

members of the audience of my installation seemed to create similar interaction among 

each other. Some people watched the films several times, they discussed them, some 

people came also the next day to watch them again.  

The fact that many of the actors were members of the local community was 

additionally contributing to this collective experience. The process of reenactment, as I 

have described above was meant to incorporate this community building experience in 

itself. People who haven’t been part of this community had a different experience, which 

was more connected with their national or cultural affiliations. Bulgarians paid attention 

to specific language details in Bulgarian films and were very interested on how “the 

Americans” will reenact these specificities. A Bulgarian woman said, she can’t stand the 

film Ladies’ Choice, because quotations from it has been used abusively to her by man 

at her working place.  She was also not happy that I have chosen to reenact film like 

Mission London, which she thinks is a commercial film which doesn’t have high 

aesthetic and conceptual qualities, but is made for pure entertainment. This was not the 

case with other Bulgarians, who think (as I do) that the very fact that these films became 

so popular, even in a negative way, makes them important case studies for my research. 

 

 

Figure 21. This is an image of the quarter Luylin in Sofia, me and my brother. 

Films were projected on the side walls of the buildings on the background, before 

cinema theaters in the schools were opened. We were living for years in a place, 

which infrastructure was not yet built therefore some portable solutions were made 

to reoplace the lack of cinemas, but also shops. On the second picture is seen the 

van of the construction workers. 
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The cultural subtleties of perception will have to be explored more in the next 

displays of the work. The potential of the work to provoke excitements and 

discrepancies related to national or cultural hierarchies within post-colonial context are 

also to be explored. For instance one Serbian visitor told me “Our actors are better than 

the Americans!” Since there was no film from Serbia that I was working with, “ours” 

must have referred to “East European.” Several American viewers shared that they want 

to watch all original films, because they find them fascinating. They deeply regretted 

that most of them were never released with English subtitles. 

 

5.3 Artistic Tasks and Issues of Cultural Translation Through Creative Work. 

Film Examples. 

 

 I imagined the US culture on the basis of the large number of professionally 

translated movies screened in Bulgaria since I was a child. When I physically arrived in 

the US, I figured most of my ideas were just a cliché, or twisted version of how people 

in the US perceived their own culture and identity. Most importantly everything looked 

different to me, comparing to what I imagined, and I felt as if I had been lying to myself 

by interpreting movie images, without direct access to the culture that produced them.  

Examples were the killers performed by John Travolta and Samuel Jackson in 

Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1996). In Bulgaria these two characters were 

perceived as cool men, a prominent example to follow. The 1990s was the time when 

East European mafia appeared in the public sphere surrounded by the filmic aura of The 

Godfather (1972) and Pulp Fiction, although these two films are essentially different. 

Everybody was performing John Travolta and Uma Turman’s characters, the places they 

went in the film became an inspiration for interior designers, the gestures they made and 

the clothes they wore became elements of a dream scenario of success. The deep irony 

of the film, the fact that everybody in it was a looser in one or another way, the social 

and racial issues they addressed, which I have better understood when I came to the US, 

were non-existent in this Bulgarian public cult.  
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This observation made me think that I can’t expect that just by showing the films to 

my actors, I will get an interpretation of the film from them, similar to what I could have 

gotten if I had worked with Bulgarian actors. Films like Monday Morning, Detour, and 

Miracle had diverse critical assessments of their socio-political bias even in their own 

countries of origin. For instance in the new Bulgarian reality show Casting (Kasting, 

2011-12)
190

 I heard a quite inadequate interpretation of the plot of Detour that deprived 

completely the film of its emancipatory power and intellectual complexity. This show is 

similar to the American Idol, but instead of singing the participants have to reenact 

scenes from Bulgarian films. One of them wins. One of the scenes was from Detour. In 

it Boyan and Neda are laying in bed and are calling each other funny names. The young 

actress who had to reenact Neda explained the story of the heroine for the camera as part 

of her preoperational process. She said she had never watched the film, but her friends 

told her that Neda has a crash on her teacher Boyan, because he is “more mature and 

with bigger experience.” Then she “makes a bet with her girlfriends that she can hook 

him up.”
191

 This concern of misinterpretation, depending on generational or cultural 

premises, was one more reason, to anticipate difficulties in translation of these films to 

my actors, but to also be aware that in this process I am bringing my own bias too.  

To at least partly deal with these difficulties, I decided that I should try to introduce 

my actors to these films by finding parallels in their own cultural context, on the level of 

my personal experience and partial understanding of it. Finding parallels and agreeing on 

them was also a complicated process. I have had long arguments, with actors I have 

worked with, and tried to be open for new findings. Conversations were one of the most 

important resources of knowledge. These conversations sometimes dealt with connected 

remote topics like music subculture, food, critical culture, shopping, TV shows, space 

technologies. We also talked about other East European films my actors have watched. 

After these conversations, it was easier to me to find the proper shortcut to interpretation 

of a particular cultural phenomenon and to ask them to find parallels with their culture.  

                                                 

190
   TV show Kasting [Casting] season 2011-12, BNT, accessed April 28, 2012,  http://casting.bnt.bg/. 

191
    „Gledayte liubovnite strasti v ‘Kasting’ tozi petak ot 22 chasa” [Watch the love passion in ‘Casting’ 

this week,” casting.bnt.bg, accessed April 28, 2012 http://bit.ly/IvhTR2 . 

http://casting.bnt.bg/
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        Mavromatti and I are usually friends with our actors and we often collaborate 

on other projects. With some of them we have developed close relationships, which was 

already a factor in helping the cultural translation, because they have already been 

interested in who we are and where we are coming from. The following are diaries about 

shooting and editing of the reenactments, which give more details on this exchange. This 

is synthesized information, based on my notes and video recordings of rehearsals and 

preliminary conversations with actors. Issues and their solutions in some of the reenacted 

scenes are described.  

5.3.1 Reenactment: Ladies’ Choice (Dami kanyat, 1980)  

Ladies’ Choice was the first film to be reenacted. Many of the issues we had faced 

while working on it have repeated in the other reenactments. Therefore each issue will 

be mentioned only when it was faced and resolved for a first time because the solutions 

in other cases are similar.  

I have chosen Ladies’ Choice as a film that represents diverse female and male 

characters and covers varieties of issues of gender relations. The film has many 

specificities related to the particular political and ideological climate (so called 

“developed socialism”) and the cultural specificities of Bulgaria as a country where 

traditional patriarchal rules are valued, but challenged by women’s emancipation (as a 

state program and a way of life). These specificities, however, were minor obstacles for 

cultural translation. Gender performances exposed in the film can be recognized in many 

cultures, which made the work easier in terms of translation.  

As previously stated, major topic recognized in many Bulgarian films from that time 

was philistinism (esnafstvo).
192

 In this film we see how this attitude dominates gender 

relations. All characters are caricatures; they present strong social critique, which reveals 

the value crisis of the whole society. Director Ivan Andonov shared in his interview that 

the character of the driving instructor, reenacted by interdisciplinary artist and scholar 

Adam Zaretsky, is deeply tragic and romantic. He doesn’t fit the demands of the society 

for material success. His physical attractiveness is his only “capital,” which at the same 

                                                 

192
    Interviews with Antoni Donchev, Ivan Andonov and Georgi Mishev in 2008. 
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time makes him lonely among many lovers who he doesn’t love. The actor for the 

reenactment, Zaretsky, decided to perform this tragedy as a grotesque. For instance, the 

final scene, the chasing of his character became a zombie hunt. That way Zaretsky’s 

character created a counterpoint to the scary performance by interdisciplinary artist and 

musician Chris Skinner.  Skinner played one of the men, whose wife is cheating with the 

instructor.  In the original film, the final scene ends with the net-fishing of the wanted 

man and collective mutual drowning of the hunters. Director Andonov also shared that 

his intention was to create a surreal scene, where everybody is caught in the net of their 

own greediness. The reenactment is a bloody red-colored scene near Hudson River, 

which evokes images of man hunting, or lynching. It was partly planned to be so, but 

evolved dramatically in this direction during the actual reenactment.  

In the diner scene, the actors’ performance is intentionally oversaturated. The 

aggression between them builds up and ends in a symbolic explosion–when Skinner 

punches almost ritualistically the bay-leave crowned rabbit-balloon--the symbol of his 

failure as the family patriarch. After shooting, Skinner felt the need to apologize to the 

others for his aggressive performance, which to me means he entered the phase of 

catharsis through empathy.  

Preliminary screenings of rough cuts to the public showed that the aggression in this 

scene is too overwhelming for some, but also the right metaphoric expression for others. 

This was an issue that I dealt with through editing. The rough cuts were edited by both 

me and Mavromatti, and we were tempted to keep the entire recorded performance. We 

even wanted to leave in the final cut few takes of the same lines because we thought they 

were all very strong. Unfortunately this didn’t work well in two channels video because 

the images competed with each other, they were equally active, which was confusing to 

watch and distract and overwhelm the viewer. Therefore we had to sacrifice some of the 

reenactment for the purposes of harmonious editing of the two channels. However, the 

un-cut performance is a very interesting document presenting the principle of “directed 

improvisation” and at the same time a good example of the empathy that I intended to 

reach with my whole experiment.  

The female characters are divided into two groups. The first one is the group of 

women who use their husbands as a source of material goods. These women “pay” by 
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different means for the sex services of the instructor. The second group has only one 

member. The “manish girl” (muzko momiche) is a character vaguely presented by artist 

Daniela Kostova in the final scene. She is the “emancipated woman.” Since elements of 

this character are represented in Monday Morning, in Daisies and in Circus, I have 

decided to focus in the reenactments mostly on the other female characters in Ladies’ 

Choice, whose gender performances did not have equivalents in other reenactments. 

The first collective scene was shot for this reenactment. Mavromatti and I have 

aimed at creating a festive mood that can lead to collective improvisation. We have 

initially decided not to imitate the original film cut by cut and to be open for 

improvisations. In this collective scene, the differences between original and 

reenactment are drastic. The hand-held camera and the continuous performance, the light 

effects and the actors’ improvisations created challenges for the editing later.  At the 

same time, these challenges helped to develop the very idea of what this reenactment is 

about and how should it be looked at. This was the first time in the whole process when 

we asked ourselves: what shall we look for? Shall we look for similarities or differences 

of the two films? Shall we create a conversation between original and reenactment? Do 

we need to juxtapose contemporary stylistics to old-fashioned colors, costumes or 

interiors, or try to make the two channels of the video look more integral?  

During the production we decided to look for aesthetic contrast and conceptual 

similarities in reenactment. But when we began editing, we understood that there is 

another entirely different set of questions that affect synchronization and rhythm, 

answers to which are only partly pre-determined by our preliminary idea about concept 

and aesthetics. Deciding on the rhythm of the piece gave additional opportunities to 

stress contrasts or make them smoother. Since this was the first reenactment, we have 

also made the biggest failures. First Mavromatti made a ten min rough cut of the 

wedding scene, which looked well as a self-standing experimental piece. But when we 

put this piece next to the original film, there were no connections between them and it 

was very hard to understand what exactly was happening on screen and why there were 

two of them. We have decided to choose one soundtrack and then edit the reenactment 

and re-edit the original scene to the soundtrack separately. The synchronization to the 

same soundtrack was expected to create later synchronization between the two channels. 
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This separate editing was the biggest mistake we made. As a result, when looking at the 

two channels at the same time there was a feeling of dizziness, and the intensity of 

image, movement and information was too high, to the extent of being unperceivable.  

I also replaced the whole soundtrack with a Russian song; its text seemed to work 

well as a comment on the action. However, the connection between the lyrics and the 

action was not understandable for the audience.  Translation of the song lyrics subtitled 

on both channels only confused people. I also figured that when there are sounds from 

the reenactment overplayed on the music it makes the scene livelier. This discovery 

determined my interest in more careful editing of sound and gave birth to a variety of 

ideas about how to mix the original soundtrack with found music and recorded sounds 

(first implemented in Daisies). 

We have also noticed moments of synchronization between the two channels, or 

moments when screens “talk to each other” – the action begins in one of them and 

continues in the other. This developed into a method of editing, which crystallized in 

Daisies. At that time I was not aware of the importance of the black pauses, which 

reduce the effect of dizziness and which I used for a first time in Daisies reenactment 

(Fig. 16 and 17). 

At preliminary screenings to audiences in Bulgaria, in personal conversation, 

Vladyia Mihailova, a curator and cultural scholar, questioned the “purity of the 

experiment.” In her opinion we didn’t leave the actors to just express what they see in 

the original film, but we directed them and edited the material--thereby imposing our 

bias on them. First we thought, this critique is irrelevant and naive, since any 

communication between people is “edited” by their biases and cultural backgrounds, and 

also because the very nature of filmmaking is “editing” and “directing.” However, this 

comment made me think about two important issues. The first one was to what extent I 

would like to include in the reenactment the working process and to reveal how 

“directed improvisation” works, by leaving bits of actors’ rehearsals and failures. In the 

final edits I have left some of those.  

The second question was to what extent I would like to have myself explaining the 

plot of the film in the beginning of each piece. My presence in these preliminary edits 

was accepted very well by the audience mostly in the US. I guess one of the reasons was 
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that my description of the plot clarified the meaning of the project and was the only 

guidance in the very messy first edits. During work on other reenactments I have decided 

to not use myself as a story teller. My acting and the text I was pronouncing sounded too 

didactic and reduced the openness of the piece (the opportunity for interpretation by the 

audience) that the piece was offering without my actual presence on screen and that I 

wanted to keep.   

5.3.2 Reenactment: Daisies (Sedmikrásky, 1967)  

This is the only film that the actress watched thoroughly. Performance and 

interdisciplinary artist Angela Washko played both girl characters. Daisies was perhaps 

the easiest to digest film, as a cinematic form and content. This was one of the two films 

that can be found on NETFLIX (the other one was Hipsters (2008). I have shown 

excerpts of this film to many people, while preparing for shooting. During these shows I 

have discovered that the film is considered by many to look very contemporary and is 

easily interpreted from a contemporary point of view, without needing to be 

contextualized in the 1960s Czechoslovakia.  

Since we had one actress, there were many technical issues that we had to face. This 

led us to creative decisions, which helped resolve the problems we faced in other pieces, 

mostly in editing. For instance, it was impossible to show a food fight between two 

actresses in one frame. The actress was always one in the frame. When put next to the 

original film, a certain “conversation” between the two appeared. The actress from the 

reenactment was throwing food at the actress from the original film. This relationship 

between the two evolved into style of editing, which was intentionally focused on 

exchange between original and reenactment (Fig 15).   

This was also the first reenactment that had been edited successfully—it has been 

appreciated by a variety of audiences and there seemed to be no difficulties in watching 

it. The most important inventions were the black pauses and the “conversation” between 

the two screens. This “conversation” was not only creating specific rhythm, but also a 

conceptual connection between past and present and different cultural and political 

contexts. Through exchange of action between the two screens, the idea that the past can 

inform the present became clear. The commonalities between different cultures also 
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became more visible, which was the initial point of the theoretical research and the 

artistic production of this project. 

This was also the first time I used text on the opposite screen to explain what is 

happening on the other. The contrast between intense color (the screen with the moving 

image) and black and white (the screen with the text) worked the same way like the 

black pauses. The use of text also helped create an introduction to the movie without 

having myself included as an actress. I have created a short trailer, through which in a 

minute I have introduced not only the content of the film, but also the prism through 

which I look at it – the prism of gender performance.  

Another important invention was the use of animation, which was idea of Oleg 

Mavromatti. Later I developed it into conceptual contrast or conversation between the 

screens.  

5.3.3 Reenactment: Hipsters (Stilyagi, 2008)  

This was the reenactment preceded by the most preliminary research. I have found 

that stiliagi, (translated as “hipsters” in the English version) or the youth subculture this 

reenactment is about was not a specific phenomena of the “closed” communist societies. 

These phenomena existed under different names (like Eduardian Teddy boys and girls, 

or rockabilly) and created well developed subcultures in places like UK and USA. These 

subcultures have been as controversial as stiliagi—rock and roll has been blamed to 

promote bad manners, and aggression. 

Queering of gender performance existed in all of these cultures: short hair and pants 

for women and long hair and colorful clothes for men. Men were called “faggots” and 

women were “whores.” The interesting difference was that depending on the ideological 

system this subculture appeared under, it was blamed as an ideological opposition—in 

USSR stiliagy were “bourgeois capitalists” and in the US or UK rock and roll music was 

a communist conspiracy, meant to brainwash the youth.  

Therefore I have decided to reenact some of the instructional movies that were 

warning the society of these new dangerous youth sub-cultures. These films had similar 

aesthetic and both defended conservative and often hypocritical morals, but as said 

before from different ideological perspectives. After watching many of them, I have 
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changed my intention to reenact particular scenes.  I created a summary of what I have 

watched in the scene of interrogation (Fig. 17). The song about stiliagy, also from an 

instructional movie, is an illustration of how clothes and manners can create the 

gendered image of the “ideological enemy.” The song is an exact reenactment of a 

performance by members of the Soviet militia at a public spectacle in the Soviet Union, 

in which stiliagy were ridiculed.    

Later on I found the film Hipsters. This film exposed many of my comparative 

findings and used similar comparative approach. In the reenactment, we presented the 

repressions of the Stalinist punitive apparatus against the youth but also finished with a 

critique of the equally repressive McCarthy’s interrogation techniques, with a reference 

to contemporaneity. Hipsters is used as a footage for the first channel of the 

reenactments of instructional films from the 1950s, but a particular scene from it has 

never been reenacted. 

The task of the actors was complicated, especially for the role of the interrogator. 

Oleg and I have based the plot and the character statements also on our personal 

memories of interrogation we went through as teenagers, because our clothes and 

behavior were found inappropriate. The most serious issue of translation we faced was 

related to the behavior of the interrogated character (Adam Zaretsky) who had to be 

quiet and not argue with the interrogator. This appeared to be very hard for him; he 

wanted a more active and louder slapstick performance. He had interrupted the process 

several times, performing his “comment” on the ridiculousness of the situation. To 

“accommodate” this artistic attitude, in the final edit there is a short excerpt of this 

performance, where the image changes from black and white into color. 

This edit is based on contrast of color, speed and rhythm. Since the film Hipsters is 

new, the image quality was very high and was competing with the color of the 

reenactment. In the previous ones (except Daisies) the quality of the accessible original 

film tape was either low or black and white. Therefore the colors of the reenactment 

were overwhelming. Since I had an opposite issue here, I have decided to make the 

reenactment black and white and reverse the color contrast between reenactment and 

original.  
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5.3.4 Reenactment: Circus  (Tsirk, 1936) 

The case of the film Circus is unique. This film is a Soviet propaganda and critique 

of racism in the US, and it presents several conceptual layers. The film enacts issues of 

American society through the internationalist anti-racist ideological prism of the Soviet 

Union. Here we had to deal with this representation of American culture and keep 

critical distance, not from the issues presented in the film but from the way they were 

used for ideological purposes. 

Mary—an American burlesque dancer, who had committed a “crime of color” by 

giving birth to a black baby—represents from one side critique of racism, from another 

side the emancipation of women in the Soviet Union and their progressive affiliation 

with technology. From the perspective of our time, however, the reenactment character 

had to critique the failures of socialist emancipation, which was progressive in its nature, 

but not always successfully applied. Mary decides to stay in Soviet Moscow and to never 

return to the US, because there she had found the international all-race embracing home 

for her baby. Currently, economic power distribution leads more often to the reverse—

many East European women want to marry men in the US or Western Europe. This 

double-layered character that we had to produce had to incorporate a critique of a 

contemporary world in which competition is not between nation states, but between 

economic powers. Mary’s character (played by art historian and performer Sarah 

Hamilton) and Kneishitz (played by actor and director Yehuda Duenyas) had to 

incorporate the critique of the past and the present and their ideological embodiments. 

 

 

Figure 22. The march of equality and the same-sex march from Go West (1993) in 

the reenactment of Circus (1936). 
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The task was resolved mostly by creating a balance between the actress’ verbal 

improvisation and the editing. The editing inserts from other sources helped dealing with 

the complexity of this reenactment, and with the numerous conceptual meanings. The 

visual and conceptual construction of the video can be described as back and forth 

“switching” between cultures that allows continuous comparison of ideological 

constructs and their performances. 

Two utopias are put next to each other. Victorious marching on the Red Square is 

put next to a quotation of the famous Pet Shop Boys music video Go West (1993): a 

reversed critical comment of the “American dream.” This music video, seemingly 

inspired by the ending scene of the film Circus became very popular at the beginning of 

the 1990s when the first huge economic post-socialist immigration wave started. In some 

sense this music video is working in parallel with my project because it presents a 

gender critique by making this “march of equality,” a “same sex” march (Fig 22). 

 

5.3.5 Reenactment: Monday Morning (Ponedelnik sutrin, 1967) 

This film was one of the most difficult to translate as topic and characters. The 

difficulties had to be overcome through preliminary research and conversations, interest 

in which was hard to invoke since the film was not available in English and cultural 

parallels were also hard to find. The sexual liberation was not the only topic in the film. 

The female character was not just a rebel against patriarchy, but also a rebel against 

political hypocrisy.  

There are two scenes reenacted. One of them is a conversation about freedom. The 

original text is a leftist critique of the failures of realization of communist ideas. This 

position is still difficult to comprehend ideologically, both in the East and in the West.  

The Cold War and post-Cold War anti-communist binarism, previously discussed, 

doesn’t allow complex positions, but creates a sharp demarcation line between left and 

right according to political party membership and other formal features.
193

 In line with 

that, any critique of the communist power is determined as right wing, and any 
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representative of this power as left-wing, no matter how conservative and hypocritical he 

or she can be. Complexities of their critique are generalized or dismissed.  

We have spent quite a lot of time talking about these specificities and discussing the 

particular episode. To convey complexity of political positions against accepted binary 

conventions for just few conversations appeared to be a very difficult task, almost 

impossible. I have also tried to make this political complexity more understandable for 

the actors by finding parallels together with them. However the parallels that seemed to 

talk to them were not as complex as the characters in the film. A well-off middle class 

hippie girl, who wants to get some excitement outside of conventional consumerism and 

the credit card system (what was represented as a character by Angela Washko) is not 

even loosely close to a girl in a socialist society who fights with patriarchal rules and 

dominant philistinism, and who has just been expelled from the Komsomol because she 

was critical of the hypocrisy of the party leaders. Artist and filmmaker Jim deSeve (who 

played the opponent of the girl the ZKPCH) had even tried to defend the philistinism of 

his original character by determining it as reasonable in a society where economic 

precariousness is common. Since precariousness of the working class was not an issue in 

socialist society, this defense was irrelevant for translating the original character.  

Therefore I consider this reenactment unsuccessful in terms of cultural translation 

and socio-political exchange. But perhaps exactly this failure is essential to understand 

how competing political systems develop without much of a dialogue between each 

other. The dialogue between their critical discourses is limited, almost elitist. This 

conclusion may seem too speculative. However speculative it is, I think is important to 

compare it to the widespread easy acceptance and agreement with binary cliché about 

the struggle of the good people against the evil communist state. In this cliché, the 

agencies of public and private are constantly simplified and juxtaposed in a way that 

ignores all nuances and complexities of power critique, for which Monday Morning is an 

important example.
194
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    This film can be useful case for the analysis of power as a productive force in society, as talked about 

by Foucault and analyzed in Chapter Two of this study. Michael Foucault, “Questions on Geography,” 72-

73. 
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My artistic task in this case had to carry the role of the translator, who is also a 

messenger, responsible for breaking conventional understandings of polit-economic 

systems. The metaphor of the graveyard in the reenactment, where the heroine is 

walking after waking up in the bright Monday Morning (Fig 23)—is a comment that I 

made, to reflect the current situation in post-socialist Bulgaria (in my opinion valid for 

many post-socialist countries as well). I wanted to create a contrast to the optimism of 

the young heroine in the original film. I also wanted to reflect the miserable fate of the 

filmmakers Irina Aktasheva and Hristo Piskov in the post-socialist Bulgaria. The 

optimism of the original heroine was meant to promote freedom above all and to show 

that an individual is free when she doesn’t make compromises with her beliefs under the 

pressure of societal conventions and hypocrisy. Although celebrated as dissident, this 

film didn’t get any benefits for the filmmakers in the post-socialist Bulgaria, and its 

message remained misunderstood to the extent that it became obsolete. The film has 

been perceived only as “anti-communist” promoting “desire for a better life” in tune 

with the post-socialist binarism.  

 

 

Figure 23. Monday Morning (1966): Contrast between the hopeful heroine in the 

original film and the graveyard in reenactment.  

 

Aktasheva and Piskov stopped working in the 1990s and although they have 

received awards for their past works (non-monetary in most of the cases), their artistic 

career had been over.  They were not able to adjust to the new economic and political 

conditions and hardly appreciated the current socio-political developments. In the 

interview I did with them, they shared thoughts that were so close to my interpretation of 

the film and to my critique of its fate, that I felt obliged to do something to present their 
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critical voices in my reenactment. I can’t claim that the graveyard metaphor is what they 

would like to use in this case.  However, I wanted to create a contrast between the 

complexity of the girl’s character in their film and mine somewhat superficial heroine. 

My heroine is a comment on the past twenty years of transition from socialism to 

capitalism, remaining patriarchal dominance and political and social superficiality. Their 

heroine looked into the future with hope.  
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6. Conclusion 

 

Sometimes reading is not enough to understand what people think. Seeing and 

acting can help. During my four years of work on this project, I went through variety of 

ideas about how to communicate my anxieties and concerns related to contemporary 

gender issues. As a visual artist, I believe my strongest communication tools are the 

visual ones. My dissertation is intended to make visible the dependence of cross-cultural 

communication on verbal language and successful translation. Body language and the 

physical experience can overcome some of the difficulties faced by language translators, 

but exposes others. That is why I focused on the use of these particular methods of 

expression, to illustrate the textual part and to bring it to another level of perception, 

where subtleties of art language contribute to opening another dimension, for facilitating 

the perception of gender performances. 

 The research subject—post Cold War gender performances—has been reviewed 

and examined in variety of ways in order to better understand contemporary processes: 

some of them progressive and some reactionary. The interconnectedness between gender 

and sexual identity, politics, economics and technology has been investigated by film 

examples and body actions or reenactments. Most of these examples incorporate 

concepts of all these spheres. When seen simultaneously, they create more profound 

understanding of contemporary gender performance.  

During this research I have spent time watching many films and talking to some of 

their creators and audiences. This research gave me rich material for work, and I hope I 

was able to reveal this richness dialectically. Perhaps many of my findings will not be 

relevant in the future: they will remain tied to particular historical situation. However, I 

hope they will give a starting point for threads of thought and categories that can further 

be explored in variety of ways. Each of the categories such as “techno utopias” or 

“sexuality” deserves separate research on the topic. One topic that I regret I did not have 

the opportunity to explore and represent in detail is the theme of “eroticism juxtaposed 

to pornography.” I have mentioned the several discussions on Bulgarian magazine 

Kinoizkustvo, in which only men participated. However, unexamined remained the 

crucial role of sexist and homophobic analysis of sexual intercourse for restrictive 
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stereotypes about women’s behavior and sexuality in general in Bulgaria, which these 

discussions represented. The topic of rape and violence remained untouched. In parallel 

to that, underexplored remained the evolution of representation of sex in film from the 

beginning of Perestroika to current consumerist and religiously conservative society. 

Representations of sex as social protest in the Soviet films from the 1980s and 1990s 

shifted towards consummation of sex as a commodity, and objectification of female 

body intertwined with restrictive requirements on women’s virtue in the 2000’s Russian 

films. This process is partly seen by comparison of researched films like Detour and 

Miracle.  

Underrepresented is the topic of inter-ethnic relations and race (except touched 

vaguely in analysis of film Circus and Hipsters). Both Russian and Bulgarian cinema is 

rich in examples where this theme is on focus. For instance in the amazing Ivan 

Andonov’s film Roof (Pokriv, 1978), in which Pepa Nikolova (the actress who played 

Tony in Monday Morning) is a Roma woman, who is in love with a Bulgarian truck 

driver. Focus on this topic could have ended in more intentional collaboration with 

people in color in the reenactments.  

Unrevealed and under-recorded in the text remained the rich material, I have 

collected, addressing gay identity and homoeroticism. These films were created mostly 

during Perestroika or are representative of independent and experimental cinema – both 

in Russia and Bulgaria. Perhaps, especially in Russia, where LGBTQ rights are 

continuously violated and identity of this sort is widely considered “not-normal” in both 

medical and social terms, the existence of these topics only in independent and 

experimental film shows a hardening heterosexual conservative tendency. In Bulgaria I 

found difficulties scheduling an interview with actor and director Marius Kurkinski, who 

has created some of the most unforgettable gender-bendy characters in film and theater. 

He was both director and leading actor in his only film, Diary of a Mad Man (Dnevnikut 

na edin lud, 1996), which is emblematic on this matter. Kurkinski openly speaks in the 

media about his homosexuality. His identity, however, is mostly discussed as a 

sensation, in otherwise quite homophobic tabloid Bulgarian press, and doesn’t 

necessarily promote respect to LGBTQ people. I have spent quite a bit of time trying to 

convince him to give me an interview, and, I have told him, it will be about “gender in 
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film,” and is for a doctorate dissertation, not a tabloid press material. Finally, on August 

8, 2011--the day we were supposed to meet, he sent me a text message stating: 

“Unfortunately there is no sense to make this interview. I simply don’t have necessary, 

pressing (nalezasti) words.” This is how, I lost my hope to talk with perhaps the only 

one openly gay Bulgarian film director (who otherwise willingly speaks to tabloids), had 

faced an indefinable (to me) obstacle, the meaning of which I can only speculate. 

Another topic, which seems to me underdeveloped, but quite urgent, is the 

continuous rejection of women, engaged in women-related activism or art, to accept 

feminism as a notion that describes their work. To a large extent, this rejection traps their 

activity in essentialist premises and ignorance about other women identities and critical 

practices. This tendency restricts opportunity for solidarity and effective actions for 

defending women’s rights. Gender scholar, Krasimira Daskalova, points out that the: 

…women movement in Bulgaria is entirely patriarchal and oriented 

towards traditionalism, confirming Foucault statement that there is no 

power that exists without some element of confirmation and 

submissiveness on the side of the oppressed.
195

 

  This statement was made back in 1998, and since then many things had changed – 

particularly in the LGBTQ activism, which in Bulgaria was pioneered and still led 

predominantly by women.
196

  However my second unsuccessful attempt for an interview 

confirms that Daskalova’s statement is still relevant. I didn’t succeed to make an 

interview with prominent actress and university professor Tsvetana Maneva. Her 

numerous female characters in film (for instance in Binka Zeliazkova’s film The Last 

Word (Poslednata duma, 1973), she also played Mrs. Wrestler (Pehlivanova) in Ladies’ 

Choice), which is about women political prisoners) were to me a convincing evidence, 

that she is quite consciously engaged with women causes. She was also active 

participant in politics before 1989 as a member of the 7th and 8th National Assembly of 

Bulgaria and a member of the Plenum of Culture.  Therefore I decided to describe in 

                                                 

195
.    Krasimira Daskalova, “kakvo da bude za damata?” [What would the lady prefer?], Kultura, 9 (2018) 

March 6, 1998, accessed April 28, 2012, http://www.kultura.bg/media/my_html/2018/damata.htm.  
196

.    Examples are the former activist organizations BGO Gemini, and Bilitis, http://www.bilitis.org, staff 

and board consist mostly if not entirely of women. 
  

 

http://www.bilitis.org/
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detail my research when inviting her to the interview; something that I never did in such 

detail and in a written form for any of my other interviewees. Surprisingly, this 

preliminary introduction appeared harmful. Maneva said she is not interested in the topic 

of gender in film and that feminism is not of any interest for her. I asked her on the 

phone to at least reflect on some of the unforgettable female characters she had created 

on screen. She answered, that she is not interested in speaking about these old characters, 

because she is working as a theater actress now and is far away from cinema. I continued 

insisting that she at least share some thoughts about women in contemporary Bulgaria. 

She said that the only thing she can say is the following:  

Who creates the warmth and comfort in your home? The mother. This is 

what the woman is; nothing can exist without the vitalizing touch of the 

woman. We are all dead without it. You can include this in your 

dissertation! 

So, I am including it. This emotional and touching statement however reflects very 

little about women’s gender identity and simplifies the whole very complex picture of 

gender relations and performances. The dependency of gender performances on political 

and cultural contexts, technology and self-perception of the members of the researched 

societies is difficult to see in this statement. I hope my work had contributed to 

complicating the “mesmerizing image” of the “vital feminine touch,” and had revealed a 

more complicated picture, a variety of identities and their relationship, through the 

exposure of the already existing quite impressive palette of gender performances in film. 

I believe that my contribution to gender studies, although atypical, is informative to the 

extent that is capable of creating anxieties in other people, who can  elaborate on the 

same subject and contribute to a society welcoming for all. 
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Boryana Rossa. Acting by Alejandro Borsani, Geri deSeve,  Lea Donnan, Paula 

Gaetano, Kathy High, Victoria Kereszi,  Soyo Lee,  Jack Magai, Joshua Thorson 

and Kian Tjong. Production by Boryana Rossa and Olge Timofeyev. 9:32’, 382 MB, 

on data disc. Also available at https://vimeo.com/41891411. 
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Camera and edit by Boryana Rossa. Shoot at Experimental Music and Performing 

Arts Center (EMPAC), Troy, NY. 7:06’, 267 MB, on data disc. Also available at 
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Appendix B: After the Fall Program 

 

After the Fall 

Video installation by Boryana Rossa in collaboration with Oleg 

Mavromatti 

 

This multichannel video installation examines "gender performance" in film after 

the Cold War through re-enactments of scenes from selected cinematic works. These 

films are from USSR, Russia, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia and span the period from 

1920s to the end of the 2000s. By reading these films through the lens of contemporary 

feminist and gender theory, Boryana Rossa seeks to understand what are some of the 

transformations of gender concepts in post-socialist countries. Working with actors, 

Rossa has created reenactments of the following films: Monday Morning (1966), Daisies 

(1967), Ladies Turn (1980), Hammer and Sickle (1994), Styliagi (2008), and Mission 

London (2010). In the installation, two video screens display both the original scene and 

the re-enactment.  

After the Fall also explores gender performance cross-culturally, situating the 

research in a global context. For instance the actors who participate in the reenactments 

are from the US, which is intended to integrate issues of cultural translation into the 

process. The film characters are interpreted through the cultural and political prism of 

each of the participants. The process of creating this project relies on a critical exchange 

of ideas, where the re-enactment is treated as an interpretation, rather than a copy of the 

chosen scene. Most of these reenactments were made in close collaboration with the 

actors. Finding commonalities, rather than cultural differences is the goal.  

In keeping with Michel Foucault's view that power is a productive force in society, 

Rossa tries to analyze how similar oppressive gender power structures can occur 

irrespective of the particular political and ideological context. She seeks to represent also 

individual and collective reactions to these oppressive formations through gender 

performance.   

The theoretical and historical research for After the Fall is part of Rossa’s 

dissertation for the Rensselaer’s doctoral program in Electronic Arts. 

http://arts.rpi.edu/pl/doctor-philosophy-electronic-arts
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1950’s Subcultures and Gender. McCarthyism/Stalinism 

 

This reenactment is a comment on an epoch in which power 

structures created repressive apparatuses both in the capitalist West 

and the communist East. The installation features instructional 

movies from Stalinist Soviet Union and from the US. The Russian 

feature film Stilyagi (2008) (a.k.a Hipsters for international distribution) is a 

contemporary comment on the same time period.  The subculture "stilyagi" (a Russian 

appropriation of the English word “style,” in Bulgaria they are called “swingi”) is the 

subject of this film situated in a larger historical context, which symbolically embodies 

youth resistance to moral and political conventions. Parallels to stilyagi in the West are 

phenomena such as Teddy boys and girls, or Rockabilly. Gender roles are reviewed 

through the perspective of the repressive ideological rhetoric and the resistance against 

it.  

 

1960’s Sexual Revolution 

 

The Czechoslovakian film Daisies (1967) is one of the milestones of 

the Czechoslovakian New Wave cinema and can also be qualified as 

“Surrealist.” In a stylized grotesque form it features the rebellion of 

two girls against the societal conventions and expectations for 

“proper” female behavior. The film’s aesthetic and concept are very contemporary, even 

now. The reenactment therefore almost blends with the original. 

 

1960’s Internal Critique. Leftist Dissidence 

 

The period of transition in Eastern Europe from socialism to 

capitalism created the stereotype that the dissidents were mostly 
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people who protested against communism in favor of capitalism. Conservative right-

wing figures like Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and his influential book, The Gulag 

Archipelago, had become emblems of “democratic” dissidence. The dissidents from the 

left, who protested against anti-democratic and hypocritical realization of their ideals, 

existed from the very beginning of the establishment of the communist rule. Their work 

and life, if not misinterpreted as “pro-capitalist,” have been buried and forgotten due to 

the general proliferating perception of globalizing capitalism as an equivalent of 

democracy. The film Monday Morning 1966, not shown in Bulgaria until 1989, is one of 

these misinterpreted artifacts. The main character Tony is an embodiment of their 

political protest, which is intertwined with a critique of the patriarchal society that 

projects its values on the construction of political power. In this film, female sexual 

rebellion, which is typical in 1960s film worldwide, is not portrayed as merely girlish 

naughtiness. It is linked to questions about the betrayal of ideals, including the ideal of 

gender equality and women's emancipation, both fundamental principles of the 

communist program. The reenactment deals with the difficulties of translating these 

complex relationships and meanings to different culture and time.  

 

1980’s The “tender man” and the “manly girl.” Explorations of the philistinism of 

patriarchal society 

 

The comedy Ladies Choice (1980) is a film about men’s problems in 

a society based on traditional gender roles. When talking about 

patriarchal values and traditional gender roles, it is often taken for 

granted that they are only favor of men and women who want to 

submit to them. This film shows a vulnerable man, who cannot find his place in this 

scheme, although he really wants to. Exploited by women, who have married for money, 

he seeks escape with the “manly girl," the only one who is independent. Although 

appreciating this strong woman's independence, he is incapable of accepting it. He is 

trapped by patriarchal rules and his own submission to them.  The reenactment shows 

variety of characters that are commonly found in many societies.    
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1990’s The end of the Cold War and the beginning of the cultural and economic 

“shock therapy.” Backlash against women's emancipation and feminism 

 

The Perestroika period (mid-1980s to early 1990s) is a time of 

dramatic shifts in political and social values. When looking at the 

films from this period, Hammer and Sickle (1994) for example, there 

is visible a tendency to eliminate the varieties of previous socialist 

practices and to generalize the socialist period as “Stalinism.” Negatives and positives of 

the Soviet era are joined together, depriving the viewer from having alternatives to the 

current form of neoliberalism that is promoted as being “married” to democracy. In this 

film, besides “Cold War-style” anti-communist propaganda, we see the presentation of 

three important "statements" that lead to: a regression in regards to women rights; a 

technological backwardness; and homophobia. These statements are against the use of 

technology by women (driving tractors, being scientist, or filmmaker); the participation 

of women in “male” professions viewed only as “masculinization of women"; and the 

representation of a sex-change as an evil and “unnatural” experiment, only possible as a 

brainchild of diabolic leaders like Stalin. The reenactment looks at the final embodiment 

of all these concepts.  

 

2000’s Historical and gender atavism on all levels of society. Historical woman as a 

self sacrificing volunteer   

 

Post-colonialism creates conditions for an increase in local 

nationalisms. Traditional patriarchal values are viewed by the 

disempowered countries as properties of their mythologized and 

mighty past. The Bulgarian comedy Mission London (2010) looks at 

this complex relationship between global politics and local gender performances. The 

reenactment elaborates on these complexities.  

 

CREDITS:  

 

Directors: Boryana Rossa and Oleg Mavromatti 

Camera work: Oleg Mavromatti, Boryana Rossa, Daniela Kostova, Kathy High 
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Editing: Boryana Rossa and Oleg Mavromatti 

Music and lyrics of Stilyagi-song: Chris Skinner, Victoria Kereszi and Andrew Lynn 

Production assistant: Olga Timofeev 

Actors: Alejandro Borsani, Nao Bustamante, Brandon Costelloe-Kuehn, Geri deSeve,  

Jim deSeve, Mike deSeve, Lea Donnan, Adam Frelin, Paula Gaetano, Kathy High, Kara 

Jeffs, Victoria Kereszi,  Daniela Kostova, Soyo Lee,  Andrew Lynn, Jack Magai, Paolo 

Milanti, Chris Skinner,  Joshua Thorson, Kian Tjong, Angela Washko, Alex Young,  

Adam Zaretsky. 
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